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GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

SUITE 800 
2375 EAST CAMELBACK ROAD 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85016 
(602) 445-8000 

 

Andrew F. Halaby, SBN 017251; Andy.Halaby@gtlaw.com  
Charles E. Markle, SBN 032930; marklec@gtlaw.com  
Shalayne L. Pillar, SBN 034066; Shalayne.Pillar@gtlaw.com  
Attorneys for Defendant Isagenix International, LLC 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

Jay Bennett, an individual, Siv Bennett, 
an individual, Kesha Marketing, Inc., a 
Nevada S-Corporation, 
 

Plaintiff, 
v. 
 
Isagenix International, LLC, an Arizona 
Limited Liability Corporation, 
 

Defendant. 

Case No. 2:23-cv-01061-DGC 
 
DECLARATION OF CASSY 
READETTE IN SUPPORT OF 
RESPONSE TO TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER 
 
 
 

I, Cassy Readette, declare and affirm as follows: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein (except where 

indicated otherwise) and, if called as a witness, I could and would competently testify 

thereto. I believe all statements herein to be true.  

2. I serve as the Senior Manager of Global Compliance of Isagenix 

International, LLC (“Isagenix”). In that position, my activities include supervising all 

compliance operations of Isagenix, including those relating to Associates’ compliance 

with Isagenix’s Policies and Procedures and other related agreements. I have served as 

Senior Manager of Global Compliance since October 28, 2019.  Before that, I served as 

Manager in Compliance since August 2016; and before that as Supervisor in Compliance.  

In total, I have worked at Isagenix for more than 15 years, between the Sales, Customer 

Care, and Compliance departments. I am intimately familiar with Isagenix’s business 
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operations and the network marketing industry generally, including the matters addressed 

herein. In my current role, I am privy to all contracts executed by all Associates, and have 

access to true and correct copies of said contracts, as maintained by Isagenix in the 

ordinary course of business. I am similarly privy to disciplinary letters sent by Isagenix to 

Associates, to which I also have access as maintained by Isagenix in the ordinary course 

of business.  

OVERVIEW OF ISAGENIX AND ITS ASSOCIATES 

3. Isagenix is a network marketing company, formed in 2002, that develops 

and markets systems and products for weight management, long-term wellness, and 

skincare, which are promoted by a network of tens of thousands of independent contractors 

(“Associates”).  

4. Associates are independent contractors, not employees or agents of 

Isagenix. Each Associate interested in earning money can enroll other Associates and 

customers with Isagenix. An Associate is eligible to earn money on sales of Isagenix 

products to (1) Associates or customers he or she personally enrolls and (2) others within 

the Associate’s Isagenix business organization.  

5. To be eligible to become an Associate, an individual must submit a 

complete, legible, unaltered, and valid Isagenix Independent Associate Application and 

Agreement (“IAAA”); review and, as appropriate, complete all required materials and 

documents, including the Isagenix Policies & Procedures (“P&Ps”) and Team 

Compensation Plan (“Compensation Plan”); and pay a Membership Fee (among other 

requirements). See Exs. A and B, Section 2.1; Ex. C, Section 2.2.  

6. By becoming an Associate, and each time he or she receives and accepts a 

commission or bonus payment, an Associate agrees to abide by the then most current terms 

and conditions of the IAAA, the P&Ps, Isagenix’s Compensation Plan, Isagenix’s 

Guidance Documents (“Guidance Documents”), and other applicable policies, 

agreements or obligations as they exist at that time and as they may be amended from time 
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to time in the future. See Exs. A and B, Section 2.1; Ex. C, Section 2.2. Together, these 

documents are known as the “Associate Contract.”  

7. Using standard distributor contract documents that are published online and 

updated from time to time, such as Isagenix’s P&Ps, is a prevalent practice in the network 

marketing industry. Among other things, this practice enables these companies (including 

Isagenix) to maintain a level of standardization in those contracts, including with amended 

or supplemental contract terms which may be prompted by evolving business, regulatory 

requirements, or other conditions. This practice is generally accepted and used in the 

network marketing industry, by companies and distributors alike, and has been followed 

by Isagenix and its Associates for many years. That said, since the relationship between 

Isagenix and its Associate is at will, an Associate is always free, if the Associate does not 

agree with an update to the P&Ps or any other component of the Associate Contract, to 

discontinue the contractual relationship.  

8. If an Associate wants to continue his or her relationship with Isagenix each 

year, the Associate must renew his or her Isagenix membership by paying the applicable 

renewal fee, plus taxes, by the anniversary date of their enrollment (i.e., the renewal date). 

If the Associate fails to renew by the renewal date, whether intentionally or not, the 

Associate may forfeit his or her Isagenix position, compensation, and other benefits 

associated with their Isagenix relationship. See Exs. A and B, Section 2.9; Ex. C, Section 

2.11.  

9. After becoming an Associate, each Associate may achieve different statuses 

or “ranks” depending on the Associate’s compensation. Although all are technically 

“Associates,” the five ranks are Associate, Consultant, Manager, Director, and Executive. 

10. Once an Associate is an “Executive,” he or she may request and be given 

more than one membership, or “Position,” within Isagenix, which allows the Associate the 

opportunity to earn additional compensation. Any additional Position is a privilege, and 

Isagenix may impose additional requirements or withhold approval of any such request, 
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and also may terminate any additional Position at any time at its sole discretion. See Exs. 

A and B, Section 2.5.  

11. A true and correct copy of Isagenix’s current P&Ps, which has been in place 

since at least August 20, 2020, is attached as Exhibit A.  

12. A true and correct copy of the P&Ps in effect from March 27, 2017, to 

August 20, 2020, is attached as Exhibit B. 

13. A true and correct copy of the P&Ps in effect from September 1, 2013, to 

March 27, 2017, is attached as Exhibit C. 

14. The P&Ps contain, and have contained since at least as early as March 27, 

2017, a provision permitting Isagenix to elect not to renew its relationship with an 

Associate on or before the anniversary of an Associate’s enrollment.  See, for example, 

Exs. A and B, Section 3.4. That provision states, in part: 

Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, elect not to renew your Associate 
Contract. Isagenix will notify you of its intent not to renew on or 
before the anniversary of your enrollment.  

15. The P&Ps contain, and have contained since at least as early as September 

1, 2013, a provision permitting Isagenix, at its sole discretion, to amend the Associate 

Contract. Associates agree to be bound by the most current versions of the Associate 

Contract—including the P&Ps—each time the Associate renews his or her Isagenix 

membership, personally enrolls another Associate or customer, or accepts a commission 

or other payments under the Isagenix Compensation Plan. See Exs. A, B, and C, Section 

8. That provision states, in full:  

Upon proper notification, Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, amend 
the IAAA Terms and Conditions, the Policies, the Compensation Plan, 
the Guidance Documents, and any other materials pertaining to your 
Isagenix business, including any other agreements entered into 
between you and Isagenix. You understand and agree that you will be 
bound by the most current versions of the IAAA Terms and 
Conditions, the Policies, the Compensation Plan, and the Guidance 
Documents, including any updates or revisions since the date of your 
enrollment, upon any of the following occurrences: (a) completing the 
enrollment process to become an Associate; (b) renewing your annual 
Membership; (c) each time you personally enroll a new Associate or 
Customer; and (d) each time you accept commissions or other 
payments under the Compensation Plan. 
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You will be bound by any amendments upon notification of the 
amendments through any Isagenix official channels of communication 
effective three days after the posting of such notice (except where a 
longer notice period is required by law, in which case such notice 
period applies). Those channels of communication include, but are not 
limited to, posting of information to the Isagenix website or Associate 
Back Office (“ABO”), e-mail to your IsaMail account or email address 
on file, announcements in any official Isagenix newsletter or other 
publication, or mailed to you at the address on file.  

16. Isagenix does not, and since at least as early as September 1, 2013, has not, 

entered into or maintained an Associate contractual relationship with anyone who does not 

agree to the Associate Contract, which includes the P&Ps. This is consistently the case 

whether such agreement was required at the time of initial formation of the Associate 

Contract or upon annual renewal for a successive year under the Associate Contract.  

17. Isagenix publicizes the most current terms and conditions of the Associate 

Contract, including its P&Ps, on the official Isagenix Compliance webpage located at 

www.isagenix.com/isagenix-compliance, and has since at least as early as October 3, 

2017.  The earlier versions of the P&Ps were posted on previous iterations of Isagenix’s 

Compliance webpage. The document provided to the Court as Exhibit A to Docs. 2-3 is 

not Isagenix’s current P&Ps; this document does not appear on Isagenix’s Compliance 

webpage, and Isagenix is not currently using this document in the Associate Contract. It is 

my understanding that this document was accidently, and without authorization, uploaded 

to a sub-page of Isagenix’s media webpage last year.  

JAY AND SIV BENNETT  

18. Jay Bennett became an Associate on March 29, 2002 (Membership ID 

#119332).  

19. On or around September 2007, Mr. Bennett achieved “Executive” rank. He 

requested, and was granted, three additional Positions: (1) September 19, 2007 

(Membership ID #8531558); (2) August 20, 2013 (Membership ID #9907890); and (3) 

May 27, 2016 (Membership ID #11432148).  

20. When Mr. Bennett entered into a “Special Access Agreement” with 

Isagenix, and obtained confidential information belonging to Isagenix, he expressly 
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reaffirmed his agreement to “understand and comply with the P&Ps” and “all of the 

applicable rules, guidelines and best practices as may be published from time to time.” A 

true and correct copy of Mr. Bennet’s Special Access Agreement, executed December 9, 

2012 is attached as Exhibit D; see page 2, “Additional Rules and Guidelines.”  

21. When Mr. Bennett applied for his third Position (Membership ID 

#11432148), he expressly reaffirmed his agreement to comply with “all Isagenix Policies 

and Produces and Compensation Plan as currently published or as amended in the future.” 

A true and correct copy of Mr. Bennett’s Application for his third Position, executed May 

13, 2016, is attached as Exhibit E; see Section 7.  

22. When Isagenix accepted that application, Mr. Bennett entered into a “Re-

Entry Position Agreement” with Isagenix, in which he acknowledged that all of his 

Positions with Isagenix were “subject to all Isagenix P&Ps and the Comp[ensation] Plan 

as currently published or as amended in the future.” A true and correct copy of Mr. 

Bennett’s Re-Entry Position Agreement, executed May 25, 2016, is attached as Exhibit 

F; see Section 2(g). 

23. Mrs. Bennett became an Associate on June 1, 2016 (Membership ID # 

11445915).  

24.  

 

 

 

 

  

25.  
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26. Isagenix, Mr. Bennett, and  (as well as the other parties to the  

 settled the . A true and correct copy of that settlement agreement is 

attached here as Exhibit H. 

27. On May 1, 2020, Isagenix sent a letter to the Bennetts regarding their actions 

involving . A true and correct copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit I. 

28. After receiving this letter, the Bennetts accepted the discipline imposed by 

Isagenix. They renewed their Positions, and have every year, since obtaining them.  

29. Since obtaining each Position, the Bennetts (through each Position) have 

continuously received and accepted commissions from Isagenix related to those Positions. 

Since 2002, the Bennetts have received and accepted a total of $22,316,170.55 in 

commissions and other bonus payments from Isagenix.  

30. Isagenix pays any owed commissions on a weekly basis, i.e., every Monday. 

For each commission paid, and for each Position, Isagenix generates a Commission Tax 

Invoice, reflecting the amount paid. For example, and attached as Exhibit J are true and 

correct copies of Commission Tax Invoices for each Position held by the Bennetts, from 

May 3, 2021 to May 9, 2021; May 2, 2022 to May 8, 2022; and May 1, 2023 to May 7, 

2023. I am privy to these documents, like Isagenix’s other compliance-related documents 

attached to this declaration, due to my role in Isagenix’s Compliance Department, through 

which I have access to Isagenix’s records related to Associates, kept in the ordinary course 

of business.  

31. The most recent expiration dates, of Mr. Bennett’s Positions are as follows: 

Member ID # 1119332 – June 17, 2023; Member ID #8531558 – June 17, 2023; Member 

ID # 9907890 – June 23, 2023; Member ID # 11432148 – June 1, 2023.1  

32. The most recent expiration date of Mrs. Bennett’s Position is as follows: 

Member ID # 11445915 – June 1, 2023. 

33. Isagenix does not, nor has it ever, held a contract with Kesha Marketing, Inc.  

 
1 An Associate may renew his or her membership up to thirty days prior to the renewal 
date, which may result in a different renewal date for the following year.  
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34. On May 25, 2023, Isagenix sent the Bennetts a letter, exercising its right to 

not renew the Bennetts’ Positions, pursuant to Section 3.4 of the P&Ps. A true and correct 

copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit K. Isagenix sent this letter to the Bennetts before 

their Positions were due for renewal in 2023. 

35. Isagenix did not prematurely terminate any commission payments related to 

those Positions and instead, paid out (and is currently paying out) all commissions due 

under each Position, through the expiration of each Position. In other words, Isagenix is 

providing the Bennetts’ commission payments through the end of the Associate Contract 

term for the following Positions: Member ID # 1119332 (expiring June 17, 2023); Member 

ID #8531558 (expiring June 17, 2023); and Member ID # 9907890 (expiring June 23, 

2023). Due to standard payment processing, which pays Associates one week in arrears, 

Isagenix has not issued final commission payments for any of the Bennetts’ Positions, and 

does not expect to do so until August 10, 2023 (at the earliest).  

36. The Bennetts need not access Isagenix’s platform, or Associate Back Office 

(“ABO”) to receive any commission payments owed by Isagenix. Access to the ABO 

would permit the Bennetts, however, to access Isagenix’s confidential business 

information (such as identities and contact information of other Isagenix Associates), 

enroll additional Associates or customers, purchase Isagenix product through their 

Positions, and engage in additional actions currently restricted to active Associates only.  

37. Attached as Exhibit L are true and correct copies of screenshots taken from 

the Bennetts’ ABO, for all five Positions. The Bennetts’ ABO access and use, for all five 

Positions, has been very spare over the last three years. For example, the Bennetts’ ABO 

logs show only 51 orders shipped for all five Positions, combined, since January 2021. 

Nothing in the Bennetts’ ABO access, as reflected in Exhibit L, demonstrates efforts by 

either Mr. or Mrs. Bennett to engage in mentorship, leadership, or training of others in 

their Isagenix business organization. 

38. Isagenix has not reassigned the Bennetts’ “downline” (or those Associates 

and customers under the Bennetts’ Positions) to any other Isagenix Associate. Isagenix 
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has not reassigned the income or financial revenue from the Bennetts’ Positions to any 

other Isagenix Associate.  

39. As a result, all income or financial revenue attributable to the Bennetts’ 

Positions is measurable, and Isagenix could provide a full accounting of this amount if 

required.  
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1  |  POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Effective August 20, 2020

SECTION 1. CODE OF ETHICS

1.1 As an Isagenix Independent Associate, I will:

• conduct myself and my business in a professional, ethical, moral, and legal manner, always being respectful  
of each and every person I meet 

• represent Isagenix products and the Isagenix income opportunity truthfully and accurately 
• provide ongoing support and active encouragement to other Members, both within and outside of my  

own organization 
• honor my obligation to protect Isagenix’s confidential information, including the contact information of  

other Members 
• abide by all of the Isagenix Policies and Procedures, as currently in effect and as may be amended by  

Isagenix from time to time 

1.2 As an Isagenix Independent Associate, I will NOT:

• engage in any activity that would reflect poorly on Isagenix or me, including but not limited to any deceptive, 
misrepresentative, unlawful, or unethical business or recruiting practice, using any high-pressure recruiting  
or selling technique, or making any unlawful, unauthorized or exaggerated claim about Isagenix products or the 
Isagenix income opportunity 

• entice or encourage any existing Member to join my team from another team under any circumstance,  
directly or indirectly 

• attempt to gain any advantage over any other Associate by claiming or implying that I am able to obtain any  
special treatment from Isagenix 

• disparage Isagenix or its products, Compensation Plan, management team, employees, affiliates, Customers, or other 
Associates, or the competition or their products, compensation plans, management teams, employees, affiliates, or 
independent distributors 

• attempt to manipulate the Isagenix Compensation Plan in any way, including but not limited to enrolling any 
person as a Customer or Associate who has little or no interest in Isagenix, primarily to qualify for a bonus or other 
compensation, or by enrolling or encouraging others to enroll with multiple Positions and/or selling Isagenix products 
through unauthorized channels 

• attempt in any way, directly or indirectly, to violate or circumvent the Isagenix Policies and Procedures and other 
Agreements and policies that apply to me Section 

SECTION 2. YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH ISAGENIX

As used in these Policies and Procedures, the terms “you”, “your”, and “Associate” refer to Isagenix Independent Associates, 
individually or collectively, depending on the context. 

2.1 Becoming an Isagenix Independent Associate.

To be eligible to become an Isagenix Independent Associate, you must: (a) be legally competent and of legal age (at 
least 18 years old or age of majority) to enter into a binding contract in the jurisdiction in which you reside; (b) be a citizen 
or taxpaying resident of, with a legal right to work and earn compensation in, a country in which Isagenix is officially 
open for business; (c) submit a complete, legible, unaltered, and valid Isagenix Independent Associate Application 
and Agreement (“IAAA”), that includes valid and accurate personal contact information; (d) review and, as appropriate, 
complete all required materials and documents, including the Isagenix Privacy Policy as found on Isagenix.com, the 
Isagenix Policies & Procedures (“Policy” or “Policies”), the Isagenix Team Compensation Plan (“Compensation Plan”), and 

ISAGENIX INTERNATIONAL, LLC
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Isagenix Independent Associate Policies and Procedures United States and Puerto Rico
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the Isagenix Earnings Disclosure Statement, and review and complete any training materials and/or programs as may be 
required by Isagenix; (e) pay a Membership Fee or purchase an Associate Support System, as applicable; (f) provide 
a valid personal tax identification number (TIN) to Isagenix; and (g) not currently hold or previously held any interest in 
an Isagenix Position (directly or indirectly through a family member, business entity or otherwise) unless you have met 
the reenrollment criteria in Section 3.5. (See Section 3.5 for additional information and restrictions.) Isagenix will not be 
responsible for any delay, loss or forfeiture of any payments held pending completion of the application and enrollment 
process or receipt of required information or a valid TIN. By becoming an Associate, and each time you receive and 
accept a commission or bonus payment, you agree to abide by the then most current terms and conditions of the IAAA, 
the Policies, the Compensation Plan, the applicable Isagenix Guidance Documents, and other applicable policies, 
agreements or obligations. 

Isagenix Customers may apply to become an Associate at any time in order to participate in the Compensation Plan. 
These persons remain eligible to purchase Isagenix products at the prices dictated by establishing a Customer 
Membership Account. In addition, the person may retain his/her current Position so long as he/ she makes the election 
within 24 months after becoming a Customer. If a Customer elects to become an Associate after 24 months, he/she 
may enroll at the bottom of his/her current leg with his/her current Enrolling Sponsor. Upon becoming an Associate, the 
person will then be eligible to receive compensation under the Compensation Plan.

2.2 Accurate Information.

You may not enroll or help anyone else enroll with false, inaccurate, fabricated, misleading, or incomplete information.  
It is your responsibility to inform Isagenix of any changes to your contact or other personal information. Isagenix will not 
be responsible for delays and possible loss or forfeiture of Compensation that would otherwise be payable to individuals 
who have provided false, inaccurate, fabricated, misleading, or incomplete information. Isagenix reserves the right to 
void or delay any enrollment, including voiding pending orders and payments, pending validation of account information. 
Isagenix may terminate any Position that is being operated by any person other than the person(s) named on the IAAA or 
related Isagenix account.

2.3 No More than One Position.

You may not have a financial interest or any other interest in more than one Position, including participation in the 
building of or ordering products through such Position, even when that Position is held by a separate business entity or 
another person, except in limited circumstances (such as Re-Entry Positions) as officially designated and approved in 
writing by Isagenix. If you are found working or assisting to work a Position in someone else’s name, such Positions may 
be terminated and the waiting periods in Section 3.5 will apply from the Position’s most recent activity.

2.4 Spouses.

Spouses may hold separate Positions, provided that they are in the same Line of Sponsorship and one spouse  
directly sponsors the other (except in cases where each spouse owned a Position prior to being married). Each  
spouse agrees that the actions of one spouse may be attributed to the other spouse and may result in corrective  
action against both spouses.

2.5 Re-Entry Positions. 

Executives who meet the qualifications set forth in the Request for Re-Entry Position form may request one or more 
additional Positions, known as a Re-Entry Position. Because the grant of a Re-Entry Position is a privilege, Isagenix may 
impose additional requirements or withhold approval of any such request, and may terminate any Re-Entry Position 
at any time at its sole discretion. Isagenix also may amend or discontinue the Re-Entry Program at any time at its sole 
discretion. (Please refer to the Compensation Plan, Request for Re-Entry Position, and The Platinum Handbook for 
additional details and information.)

2.6 Other Special Programs. 

From time to time, Isagenix may implement other special programs where Associates who meet the necessary 
qualifications can apply to operate additional Positions. Isagenix may refuse approval and/or amend or discontinue  
these programs at any time at its sole discretion. 
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2.7 Business Entities and Trusts.

After your enrollment as an Associate, you may request to operate your Position as: 

a. a business of which you are the authorized representative and such entity is in good standing in the state, province or 
country of incorporation, or 

b. a trust that is established in accordance with Isagenix requirements. 

You may make such requests by providing a written request to Isagenix. The request must include: (1) a valid employer 
identification number (“EIN”); (2) your own valid government-issued tax identification number; and (3) any information 
requested by Isagenix to verify the existence, ownership, and good standing of the business or trust and your authority 
to bind the entity to the satisfaction of Isagenix. Even if you successfully add an entity to your account, ultimate 
ownership of and responsibility for the account will remain with you. Isagenix may refuse any request or application or 
terminate any trust or entity account at its sole discretion. 

Note: Your personal identification is used for internal tracking purposes, but once an EIN is provided, reporting for tax 
purposes will be directed to that EIN. You may not use this provision to circumvent any condition of eligibility, including 
without limitation Section 2.3 prohibiting more than one Position per person and the reenrollment provisions of Section 3.5.

2.8 Independent Contractor.

Isagenix Independent Associates, in whatever form, are independent contractors. You acknowledge and agree 
that you are not an agent, employee, legal representative or franchisee of Isagenix, your Sponsor(s), or any other 
Independent Associate. You further understand and agree that you will not be treated as an employee for federal or 
state tax purposes, and will not be treated as an employee for purposes of the Federal Unemployment Act, Insurance 
Contributions Act or Social Security Act, or any state unemployment laws, state employment security laws, or any state 
workers compensation laws. You understand and agree that you are responsible for and will pay all federal and state 
taxes, including income taxes, self-employment taxes, sales taxes, local taxes, and/or local license fees that apply to 
your activities and compensation received under the Associate Contract. As a self-employed independent contractor, 
you will be operating your own independent business, buying and selling products and services available through and 
by Isagenix on your own accord. You have complete freedom in determining the number of hours you will devote to 
your business, and you have the sole discretion of scheduling such hours. Isagenix will not provide you with a place of 
business, and if you desire a place of business other than your own residence, you will be responsible for procuring, 
furnishing, equipping, and paying for such place of business. As a self-employed independent contractor, you are also 
responsible for complying with any applicable federal, state, provincial, or local business licensing requirements.

2.9 Annual Renewal.

You must renew your IAAA annually by paying the applicable renewal fee, plus taxes, by the anniversary date of 
your enrollment (renewal date). If you fail to renew by the renewal date, whether intentionally or not, you may forfeit 
your Position, compensation and other benefits associated with your membership. Automatic Renewal Charge: As a 
convenience, if you place an order with your personal credit card within ninety (90) days before your renewal date, 
Isagenix will automatically renew your IAAA by charging the applicable renewal fee (plus tax) to the same credit card, 
provided it is your current method of payment on file at the time the fee is charged. Renewal fees will be charged 
approximately 5-7 days prior to your renewal date. If you do not wish to participate in this automatic renewal, you may 
opt out by contacting Customer Care at (877)877-8111. (Fees are subject to change upon prior notice to you. You will have 
the opportunity to terminate your IAAA before any such fee change takes effect.) 

2.10 Becoming an International Sponsor.

If you wish to enroll Members outside your Home Region and earn compensation based on the sale of Isagenix products 
in those Regions, you must become an Associate with International Sponsorship by submitting a fully completed and 
executed International Sponsorship Application and Agreement (“ISAA”) and paying the applicable application fee, 
which must be paid upon submission and each year after. If you choose to become an Associate with International 
Sponsorship, you must abide by the ISAA, the Policies and Procedures, the IAAA, the Compensation Plan, and the local 
laws and regulations applicable to each country in which you operate. 
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SECTION 3. UNDERSTANDING YOUR ISAGENIX POSITION

3.1 Placement of Your Isagenix Position.

When you become an Associate, you will occupy a Position in your Enrolling Sponsor’s Team Placement Tree in 
accordance with the Compensation Plan. The person who enrolled you with Isagenix is your Enrolling Sponsor; the 
person who occupies the Position immediately above you is your Placement Sponsor (the Enrolling Sponsor and the 
Placement Sponsor may be the same person). Isagenix will generally recognize the Enrolling Sponsor and Placement 
Sponsor designated on your IAAA, but may redesignate either Sponsor in the event of a dispute. (Although Customers 
are also assigned Positions in the applicable Marketing Organization for tracking purposes, they do not have any Retail 
Business Centers and are not eligible to earn commissions unless they become an Associate.)

3.2 Change of Sponsorship or Placement.

To protect the integrity of the Compensation Plan and to discourage unethical cross-recruiting practices, Isagenix  
does not allow sponsorship or placement changes, except in very limited, unique and unusual circumstances. Any 
request to change sponsorship or placement must be made in writing and sent directly to Isagenix via email to 
Placements@isagenixcorp.com. The request initially will be reviewed by Sales and if it is found to warrant further  
action, will be sent to the Field Relations Board (“FRB”) for consideration. The request may be denied at Isagenix’s  
sole discretion.

3.3 Modifying or Selling Your Position.

You may not modify or sell any Position without the prior express written approval of Isagenix that is dated and signed 
by an authorized officer of Isagenix. Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, approve or disapprove any modification you 
propose to make to your Position. Before Isagenix will consider any changes you must submit a written statement 
outlining the proposed modification and the reasons for the modification. You may request to sell your Position if: (a) 
you have actively operated your Position as an Active Paid-As Executive for the six consecutive months immediately 
preceding your request; (b) you submit a written notice to Isagenix specifying the proposed terms and conditions of any 
proposed sale to a bona fide purchaser at least 30 days before you intend to consummate the sale; (c) you are not under 
any Compliance investigation or restriction; and (d) you provide all information, documentation and signatures as may 
be requested by Isagenix. Isagenix may approve or disapprove of any proposed sale, at its sole discretion, or may opt to 
purchase the Position from you on substantially the same terms and conditions specified in the notice. 

Note: This Section also applies to any attempt to transfer an interest in an entity that holds a Position. Positions held by 
Customers may not be sold or assigned.

3.4 Voluntary Cancellation of Your Associate Contract. 

You may cancel your Associate Contract, including your Position, (a) at any time by signing and submitting a written 
request to Isagenix, (b) by failing or choosing not to pay your annual renewal fee when it is due, or (c) by failing or 
choosing not to engage in any Business Building Activity for six consecutive months or longer. Once your Associate 
Contract/Position has been cancelled, you may not reenroll or have a financial interest in another Position except in 
accordance with the reenrollment policy as provided in Section 3.5. If you desire to voluntarily cancel your Associate 
Contract/Position and intend to reenroll, you must sign and submit a “Voluntary Request to Relinquish Position With 
Intent to Re-Enroll” form (sometimes referred to as the “Reenrollment Request Form”). Written requests for cancellation 
are considered effective when a valid request is received by Isagenix. Cancellation notices may be mailed to: 

      Isagenix International, LLC 
      Attn: Account Requests 
      155 E. Rivulon Blvd 
      Gilbert, AZ 85297 

Sent via facsimile to: (480) 636-5386; or scanned and emailed to: AccountRequests@IsagenixCorp.com. Isagenix may,  
at its sole discretion, elect not to renew your Associate Contract. Isagenix will notify you of its intent not to renew on or 
before the anniversary of your enrollment.
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3.5 Reenrolling After Cancellation; Eligibility. 

To protect the integrity of each Isagenix Position by discouraging individuals from attempting to switch Marketing 
Organizations, no person who currently holds or has held an interest in a terminated or canceled Position may reenroll 
until expiration of the period specified in this Section, except as provided below.

If you wish to reenroll, you may apply to subject to the following rules and waiting periods:

• Customers may reapply six months from the date of their most recent Qualifying Activity.
• Associates who have never earned a commission or who have earned less than $500 total from Isagenix over the 

12-month period immediately preceding their last Qualifying Activity may reapply six months after the date of their 
last Qualifying Activity.

• Associates who have earned Compensation totaling $500 or more with Isagenix over the 12-month period 
immediately preceding their last Qualifying Activity may reapply 12 months from the date of their last  
Qualifying Activity.

• Regardless of income received, Associates who have ever achieved the rank of Director or above may reapply  
24 months from the date of their last Qualifying Activity, and neither they nor their spouse are eligible to re-earn  
any Rank Advancement Bonuses previously earned in either of their Positions.

A Qualifying Activity, for purposes of this policy, is defined as placing 100 BV or more in product orders in a single 
calendar month, earning a commission or receiving any form of compensation, attending an incentive trip, enrolling a 
Member or providing a new Customer referral, or engaging in any solicitation or prospecting activity.

If you wish to continue ordering Isagenix products from your current Position at Member prices during your waiting 
period without resetting your waiting period each time you order, you must sign and submit a Reenrollment Request 
Form. By submitting this form, you irrevocably waive and forfeit all rights relating to your current Position(s) (including all 
Compensation and Ranks). You must explain your reasons for making the request and where you intend to enroll after 
the waiting period expires. For purposes of this exception, your applicable waiting period will start on the date Isagenix 
receives your completed Reenrollment Request Form, even if your Position has already been inactive for any amount of 
time. Your intent to cancel and reenroll will be communicated to your current Enrolling Sponsor, and volume from your 
purchases will continue to be credited to your current Enrolling Sponsor until the date your wait-out period expires and 
your new enrollment takes place.

Anyone found trying to circumvent this policy in any way, including by attempting to enroll with another Isagenix 
Marketing Organization prior to their approved reenrollment date, by enrolling under a business entity or a different 
name, by cooperating with another person or working a business for another person, by operating an account in the 
name of a spouse or family member, or by engaging in any Qualifying Activities, may be subject to corrective action, up 
to and including the “resetting” of his or her waiting period, repayment of any bonuses or commissions earned in the 
new Position, denial of reenrollment requests, and/or the termination of his or her Associate Contract, including any and 
all Position(s). Anyone who is aware of or complicit in efforts to violate or circumvent this policy is subject to the same 
corrective action.
 
Isagenix may, in its sole discretion, prohibit or condition an Associate’s ability to earn a Rank Advancement Bonus if that 
Associate has already earned the Rank Advancement Bonus in a previous Position and has elected to reenroll under 
this Section 3.5. For purposes of this determination, Isagenix may consider whether an Associate’s spouse has earned a 
Rank Advancement Bonus.

Despite this Section 3.5, if you elect to wait out and enroll in a new Position, you may not enroll anyone who was in your 
prior Position’s Marketing Organization, regardless of their applicable wait-out period, except as approved in writing by 
Isagenix. You may not encourage anyone who is already enrolled in Isagenix, whether as a Customer or Associate, to 
cancel his or her Position or move to another Marketing Organization, even if you tell him or her to do so in accordance 
with this policy, and even if you had previously enrolled that person. Isagenix generally will investigate patterns of 
reenrollments and reenrollment requests suggestive of violations of this policy. Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, 
refuse any reenrollment request for any reason, even if the applicant has complied with the specified waiting periods 
and taken all other steps necessary for reenrollment.
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Although Isagenix permits spouses to hold separate Positions, they must remain in the same Line of Sponsorship. 
Therefore, before either spouse can reenroll, both spouses must satisfy the conditions and waiting periods applicable  
to their respective Positions.

3.6 Divorce.

Isagenix will honor a valid divorce decree or settlement agreement with respect to ownership of Positions, provided 
that the divorce decree, settlement agreement, or other resolution (collectively “Resolution”) does not conflict with 
the Policies, the Compensation Plan, Guidance Documents, or the Terms and Conditions of the IAAA. Additionally, the 
rights pertaining to a single Position cannot be divided so as to provide some rights in the Position to one individual and 
other rights to another; and any Resolution that purports to so divide or separate the Position will cause the Position to 
automatically terminate as of the date of any such Resolution.

3.7 Succession.

Upon the death or legal incapacitation of an Associate, all rights to the Associate’s Position may be transferred to a 
successor as provided in the Associate’s will, trust or other testamentary document or as otherwise ordered by a court 
of competent jurisdiction or other testamentary process, subject to approval by Isagenix. Within six months after an 
Associate’s death or incapacitation, the successor(s) must present legitimate verification of death or incapacitation and 
proof of their right of succession, such as a grant of probate or an enduring power of attorney. The successor must 
sign and submit a new IAAA and must, in all respects, qualify to enroll as an Associate and be bound by all current 
and future terms and conditions set forth in the IAAA, the Policies, Guidance Documents, and Compensation Plan. 
If the successor is already a Member who holds a Position, Isagenix generally will allow the successor to hold both 
the successor’s original Position and the inherited Position for up to nine months, provided that the successor has 
appropriately requested to sell or otherwise transfer one of the Positions and such sale or transfer has taken place prior 
to the expiration of the nine month period. Isagenix may impose additional restrictions and requirements, including 
maintenance of certain Paid-As Ranks, at its discretion. 

If Isagenix determines, at its discretion, that there is no appropriate or qualified successor to provide responsible 
leadership and support to the deceased or incapacitated Associate’s Marketing Organization, Isagenix may, at its sole 
discretion, purchase the Position at a fair market value determined by Isagenix. If the successor(s) refuses the purchase 
request, Isagenix may terminate the Position without remuneration or further obligation. 

Note: The requirement to sell or otherwise transfer one of the Positions after nine months does not apply if the 
successor is the spouse of the deceased Associate. If the Position is to be inherited by more than one successor, the 
successors should form a single-purpose business entity or a trust to hold the transferred Position and must follow all 
Isagenix instructions concerning its relationship with Isagenix, including designating one person as the contact person 
and person responsible for the Position. This policy may not be used to circumvent Section 2.3.

SECTION 4. ISAGENIX PRODUCTS

4.1 Purchasing Isagenix Products. 

No person is required to enroll as an Associate to purchase Isagenix products. Isagenix may adjust the prices of its 
products or services at any time. Although Associates may be required to achieve certain levels of personal sales 
(which may include retail sales) to earn compensation, Associates are not required to purchase any Isagenix products 
or participate in the Autoship program to become or remain an Associate. Please refer to the Compensation Plan for 
additional details.

4.2 No Inventory Loading.

The Isagenix Compensation Plan is based on sales of Isagenix products to End Consumers. Associates may purchase 
only that amount of product that will be consumed by the Associate (and the Associate’s Immediate Household) or 
promptly sold to End Consumers. Customers may purchase products only for the Customer’s personal use or the 
personal use of their Immediate Household, and not for resale. Isagenix prohibits any scheme to purchase products or to 
enroll new Customers or Associates, either directly or through others, for the primary purpose of qualifying any Position 
for any commission, bonus, Rank advancement, special promotion, contest, or other incentive.
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4.3 Payments and Payment Authorization.

All orders must be accompanied by proper payment, including all applicable shipping and handling fees and sales taxes. 
If payment is not made within a timely manner or is reversed or cancelled, you authorize Isagenix to withhold the amount 
owed from any future Compensation payments.

4.4 Autoship Program.

As a convenience, Members may enroll in our optional Autoship program, depending on market availability, so that 
Members can automatically receive Isagenix products on a recurring schedule approximately every 30 days without 
the need for physically placing an order. Please refer to the Customer Membership Account Application and Agreement 
for additional details. We may encourage Associates to participate in the Autoship program to receive best pricing, but 
Associates are not required to join the Autoship program in order to participate in the Compensation Plan or business 
promotions.

4.5 Resale of Products.

You must be an Associate to purchase Isagenix products for resale. However, no Associate (or Customer) may sell, offer, 
or otherwise provide Isagenix products to third parties for the purpose of resale through the Internet or other electronic 
commerce channels. Nor may any Associate sell or offer to a third party any quantity of Isagenix products greater than 
that generally purchased by an individual for personal use or for the use of the person’s Immediate Household without 
prior express written consent of Isagenix Field Relations Board. Associates may not (directly or indirectly through any 
intermediary or instrumentality) offer, display or sell, or facilitate the offering, displaying or selling of Isagenix’s products 
on a retail basis in any manner (including online auctions websites, such as eBay or Amazon, e-commerce websites,  
retail websites, social media sites or apps, infomercials, and television), except as follows: (1) through an Isagenix-
provided Associate website; (2) in service-related and by-appointment businesses, where the primary source of income 
is from such services and not from product sales (for example, in salons, spas, offices, health clubs, and weight loss 
clinics); and (3) through any special program initiated and expressly approved by Isagenix. When marketing Isagenix 
products, you may use only Isagenix-produced or Isagenix-approved literature, banners, and signs. Isagenix also strictly 
prohibits the sale of Isagenix products in any jurisdiction where sales are not permitted or where Isagenix is not officially 
open for business. These obligations and prohibitions continue even after any termination or cancellation of your 
relationship with Isagenix. 

If you sell any Isagenix products through auction sales, on online auction sites, or through any other unauthorized 
website or channel, in addition to any other remedies hereunder or available by law, you agree to pay Isagenix five 
hundred United States dollars ($500.00) for each unit of Isagenix product in each instance of a prohibited, unauthorized, 
and/or noncompliant sale. You acknowledge and agree that a breach of such obligations will cause irreparable harm and 
damage to Isagenix and expressly waive any defense to Isagenix’s claim to such liquidated damages on the basis that 
actual damages are unascertainable or that such liquidated damages do not represent a reasonable determination of 
damages or penalties. 

If you know, or reasonably should have known, that products were sold to a third party for the purposes of resale through 
unauthorized channels, in addition to any other remedies hereunder or available by law, you agree to pay Isagenix five 
hundred United States dollars ($500.00) for each unit of Isagenix product in each instance of a prohibited, unauthorized, 
and/or noncompliant sale. You acknowledge and agree that a breach of such obligations will cause irreparable harm and 
damage to Isagenix and expressly waive any defense to Isagenix’s claim to such liquidated damages on the basis that 
actual damages are unascertainable or that such liquidated damages do not represent a reasonable determination of 
damages or penalties.

4.6 Sales Tax.

Collection of sales taxes may be required on product sales. Isagenix has voluntarily registered in many states to collect 
state sales taxes on behalf of Associates and, thus, reduce Associates’ compliance requirements. Accordingly, we will 
collect and remit sales taxes on the behalf of Associates, according to applicable tax rates in the jurisdiction where 
a product will be shipped. The tax collected is typically calculated as follows: (a) Associate and Customer orders for 
personal use will be taxed on the Wholesale Price; (b) Associate orders for resale will be taxed on the suggested retail 
price; (c) Retail Customer orders will be taxed on the actual sales price; and (d) for all orders, the price subject to sales 
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tax will include the shipping charge if the jurisdiction where the products are shipped requires sales tax be charged on 
this cost. As an independent contractor, you are responsible for declaring and paying all applicable taxes. 

If an Associate has submitted, and Isagenix has accepted, a current Sales Tax Exemption Certificate and Sales Tax 
Registration License, sales taxes will not be added to the invoice and the responsibility of collecting and remitting sales 
taxes to the appropriate authorities shall be on the Associate. Exemption from the payment of sales tax is applicable only 
to orders which are shipped to a jurisdiction for which the proper tax exemption papers have been filed and accepted. 
Applicable sales taxes will be charged on orders that are drop-shipped to another state. Any sales tax exemption 
accepted by Isagenix is not retroactive. 

You agree to indemnify Isagenix and hold Isagenix harmless for any liability that it may incur as a result of your failure 
to properly declare whether certain product sales are for personal or retail use, or any failure on your part to properly 
declare or pay applicable taxes.

4.7 Product Satisfaction Guarantee. 

Isagenix offers a limited 30-day product satisfaction guarantee as set forth in the Isagenix Return and Refund Policy. 
Please note that when you, as an Independent Associate, sell, deliver or transfer products in person, you are responsible 
for your customer’s satisfaction. If these personal customers are dissatisfied with a product, they must go through you 
for a replacement product or refund. Once you make the product exchange or refund in accordance with policy, you 
may obtain a replacement product from Isagenix for the returned product. Terms and conditions apply. Please refer to 
the Isagenix Return and Refund Policy (which may be found at Isagenix.com), which is incorporated herein by reference, 
for details and instructions. You may contact Customer Care at (877) 877-8111 during normal business hours with any 
questions. When product is returned to Isagenix, commissions and bonuses paid to Associates from the sale of that 
product will be charged back and deducted from future payments to those Associates who originally received the 
commissions and bonuses.

4.8 Buy-Back (repurchase) Policy. 

To protect Associates who have accumulated more Isagenix products than they can sell or use within a reasonable time, 
Isagenix will buy back, on reasonably commercial terms currently marketable inventory purchased from Isagenix, subject 
to the terms and conditions of the Isagenix Inventory Buy-Back Policy. All products or materials must be returned to 
Isagenix with shipping prepaid by the Associate. Additional limitations and conditions apply. Please refer to the Isagenix 
Buy Back Policy for details. Product returns must be accompanied by the Isagenix International Inventory Buy-Back 
Request Form. Contact Isagenix via email at Returns@IsagenixCorp.com or by telephone at (877) 877-8111 to request 
the Form (or ask questions). BV, PV, commissions and bonuses credited or paid to Associates from the sale of returned 
product may be charged back and deducted from future payments to those Associates who originally received the 
commissions and bonuses.

SECTION 5. PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS

5.1 Out-of-Market Sales.

Isagenix offers an International Sponsorship program in which you may benefit from sales of Isagenix products outside of  
your Home Region. However, you may not sell Isagenix products or promote the Isagenix opportunity in countries 
or territories that have not been officially opened by Isagenix. You also may not sell or promote Isagenix products or 
literature designed for one jurisdiction, country, or territory in a different jurisdiction, country, or territory. Any violation 
of this provision could seriously jeopardize or compromise the ability of Isagenix to obtain governmental approval 
to conduct business in countries where approval is pending or planned. Accordingly, if you violate this or any other 
applicable policy or the laws of any country, territory, or jurisdiction, whether such violation is direct or indirect, 
intentional or unintentional, you are subject to corrective action, including without limitation, fines, prohibitions of 
conducting business in such jurisdictions, and/or the termination of your Position, as deemed appropriate by Isagenix at 
its sole discretion.
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5.2 Confidential Information.

To assist you in building an Isagenix business, and in reliance on your agreement to the terms of this Section, Isagenix 
may supply you with, or grant you access to, certain reports and other confidential and/or proprietary information that 
belongs to Isagenix. This information includes, but is not limited to, marketing plans and strategies, products, purchases, 
pricing, relationships with vendors and suppliers, and the identities of and contact information for Isagenix Associates 
and Customers provided to you in any document or report, and the identities of and contact information for Associates 
and Customers with whom you first became acquainted as a result of your relationship with Isagenix, whether or not they 
are in your Marketing Organization (collectively, “Confidential Information”). 

To protect your business and the businesses of all Associates, you acknowledge and agree that the Confidential 
Information belongs to Isagenix and must be kept completely confidential for as long as such information is deemed 
by Isagenix to be confidential. You agree that you will not, directly or indirectly through a third party, use or disclose 
any Confidential Information for any purpose unrelated to your Isagenix business, whether during the term of your 
association with Isagenix or thereafter. You acknowledge that the Confidential Information is of such character as to 
render it unique and that disclosure or use thereof in breach of this policy will result in irreparable damage to Isagenix 
and its Associates. You recognize and agree that misuse of the Confidential Information cannot be fully compensated 
through monetary damages. Accordingly, you acknowledge and agree that Isagenix and its Associates will be entitled 
to injunctive relief to prevent breach of this Section. If any action is taken to enforce this provision or to obtain injunctive 
relief or recover damages, the prevailing party shall be awarded its costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ 
fees. You understand and agree that in addition to Isagenix, other Associates may be entitled to seek and obtain 
injunctive relief and other damages if you violate this provision. You understand and agree that the confidentiality 
obligations and related remedies will survive the termination or cancellation of your relationship with Isagenix.

5.3 Non-Solicitation.

As an Associate, you are an independent contractor and therefore are not prohibited from participating in other business 
ventures, even when those business ventures compete directly with Isagenix. However, to protect the integrity of the 
Isagenix business and to support and protect your business interests and those of other Associates, during the term of 
your relationship with Isagenix and for one year thereafter (collectively, the “Non-Solicitation Period”), you agree that 
you will not solicit or encourage, directly or indirectly, any Associate or Customer to join or work with another network 
marketing, multi-level marketing, or direct selling company. You further agree that, except as otherwise authorized by 
Isagenix, during the Non-Solicitation Period, you will not introduce, promote, or sell other business ventures, goods, or 
services to any Associate or Customer. 

If you violate this Non-Solicitation provision, the Non-Solicitation Period will be extended by one year from the date 
of your last solicitation of any Associate or Customer. A solicitation includes any direct or indirect attempt to entice or 
encourage an Associate or Customer to consider joining or working with or for another network marketing, multi-level 
marketing, or direct selling company. A solicitation may include communicating information (including through online and 
social media postings) about another business venture to any Associate or Customer, to the extent a reasonable person 
would interpret your communication as an attempt to solicit his or her interest in that business venture. For additional 
information, please consult the applicable Guidance Documents which can be obtained in your ABO or contact Isagenix 
Compliance at Compliance@IsagenixCorp.com. 

Violation of this provision is grounds for termination of your Position and may also give rise to other claims for 
unauthorized use of Confidential Information. You acknowledge that a breach of this policy will result in irreparable 
damage to Isagenix and its Associates. You recognize and agree that violations of this policy cannot be fully 
compensated through monetary damages. Accordingly, you acknowledge and agree that Isagenix and its Associates 
will be entitled to injunctive relief to prevent breach of this policy. If any action is taken to enforce this policy or to 
obtain injunctive relief or recover damages, the prevailing party shall be awarded of its costs and expenses, including 
reasonable attorneys’ fees. You understand and agree that in addition to Isagenix, other Associates may be entitled to 
seek and obtain injunctive relief and other damages if you violate this provision. You understand and agree that  
the non-solicitation obligations and related remedies will survive the termination or cancellation of your relationship  
with Isagenix.
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5.4 Changing Marketing Organizations.

To protect the integrity of the Compensation Plan, and to protect the business interests of each Marketing Organization 
in Isagenix, no Associate or Customer, whether current or former, may move to a different Marketing Organization or 
change his or her Enrolling Sponsor, except as expressly provided otherwise by these Policies. Specifically, if you wish 
to resign and later reenroll with a different Enrolling Sponsor or be placed in a different Marketing Organization, you 
may apply to reenroll after the appropriate waiting period has passed, as set forth in Section 3.5. Isagenix may deny 
reenrollment at its sole discretion. 

Any attempt to circumvent this policy, including any attempt to conceal an improper reenrollment (for example, by 
enrolling under someone else’s name or a business entity, submitting false information to Isagenix, or working a business 
for someone else), is grounds for corrective action against all who had knowledge of or involvement in the improper 
activity, up to and including monetary fines and termination of their Position(s). 

It is also a violation of your Associate Contract to solicit or encourage any Associate or Customer to change Marketing 
Organizations. There are various ways this can happen such as direct solicitation or discrediting another Associate in 
order to encourage someone to resign and reenroll with another Marketing Organization. Soliciting or encouraging 
another Associate or Customer to change Marketing Organizations may be deemed a violation of this Section even if 
such Associate or Customer waits out the appropriate amount of time under Section 3.5.

5.5 Anti-Manipulation.

Isagenix encourages Associates to do their best to fairly and honorably maximize their opportunity to earn compensation 
under the Compensation Plan in a legal and ethical manner. To help foster and maintain fairness and a level playing 
field for all Associates, any attempt to manipulate the Compensation Plan is strictly prohibited and is grounds for 
immediate corrective action, up to and including monetary fines and termination of the involved Position(s). Evidence of 
manipulation may include, but is not limited to the following: 

• Fictitious enrollments, including enrollments using false or incomplete contact information or identification, or 
information that cannot be verified using reasonable efforts. To obtain credit for an enrollment, the Enrolling Sponsor  
must ensure that his or her enrollee provides genuine and accurate information to Isagenix. 

• Gratuitous enrollments, including enrollments of individuals who have little or no interest in Isagenix, other than 
enrolling as a favor to someone, such as a friend or family member, or in exchange for some other benefit, such as 
free products or some other form of compensation. 

• Uninformed enrollments, including enrollments of individuals who were not aware of their enrollment, who claim to 
be involved with Isagenix but who have little or no knowledge about what is going on in their business (indicating 
that their business is actually being managed by someone else), or individuals who wished to be Customers only 
and were enrolled as Associates. 

• Stacking of enrollments, indicating a coordinated effort where one person or a small group of people strategically 
place enrollments in a way that benefits, or is intended to benefit, one person or a few people at the expense or to 
the detriment of others, including the manipulation of IAAA’s for the purpose of increasing commissions or bonus 
payouts or qualifying for Rank Advancements under the Compensation Plan. 

• Multiple Associates or Customers using the same method of payment, the same shipping address, the same email 
address, the same phone number, and other activities that may indicate manipulation or attempted manipulation. 

The Compensation Plan is designed to offer an income opportunity and other benefits to those who, among other  
things, devote the requisite time and effort in pursuing this opportunity. The Policies are designed to help protect  
those efforts and we encourage you to report any suspected manipulative activities to the Compliance Department  
at Compliance@IsagenixCorp.com. 

5.6 Income Claims.

You understand and agree that you will not misrepresent the actual or potential income that may be earned under the 
Compensation Plan. Any representation about earnings must be based on documented facts, placed in the appropriate 
context, and accompanied by the appropriate disclosures, including the Income Disclaimers and the Isagenix Earnings 
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Disclosure Statement, both of which can be obtained in your ABO (Associate Back Office) or at IsagenixEarnings.com or 
IsagenixCompliance.com. It is your responsibility to include all relevant information to ensure that any representation you 
make is truthful and not misleading.

5.7 Product and Weight Loss Claims. 

When describing Isagenix products and personal experiences with Isagenix, including the use of testimonials (by you 
or other Members), you understand and agree that you will only describe Isagenix products and product experiences 
in a manner that is consistent with the product and weight loss claims contained in official Isagenix marketing materials 
or as otherwise approved in advance in writing by Isagenix. When making any product claim or weight loss claim, you 
agree to accompany the claim with any appropriate disclaimers, copies of which can be obtained in your ABO or at 
IsagenixCompliance.com. It is your responsibility to disclose all relevant information to ensure that any representation 
you make is truthful and not misleading. You understand and agree that you will not represent that any Isagenix product 
is intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any diseases or health conditions, unless otherwise approved in Official 
Isagenix Marketing Materials.

5.8 Military Base Restrictions.

Associates in the military must comply with military regulations in establishing and operating their Isagenix business. 
We recommend that military personnel request and obtain permission from their base commander before starting an 
Isagenix business. Associates may be required to satisfy the base commander that (a) sales of products won’t compete 
with or materially affect sales by the Post Exchange, and (b) enrollment activities would not violate regulations against 
engaging in commercial solicitation with military personnel of junior rank. If an Associate is transferred to a military base 
in a foreign country, the same considerations apply to the operation of his or her business there, provided that business 
activities are confined to the base itself.

5.9 Media Interviews and Inquiries.

To protect the Isagenix brand and to ensure a consistent and compliant message, Isagenix has determined it is in the 
best interest of all Associates and Customers to have designated company spokespersons handle all communications 
with the media. Accordingly, Isagenix Independent Associates and Customers are not permitted to contact, solicit, 
respond to, interview with, or otherwise communicate with the media about Isagenix, its products, compensation plan, 
their Isagenix experience, or anything else relating to Isagenix, even if they do not mention Isagenix by name, unless 
they receive prior written consent from Isagenix. It is a violation of this policy to provide any information to the media 
without prior written approval from Isagenix, regardless of whether the information is positive or negative, accurate or 
inaccurate. In addition, if a media interview is approved by Isagenix, proper media training may be provided to ensure 
accurate and successful representation of the company. “Media” is defined broadly to include all traditional news outlets, 
television and radio shows, and print media, as well as all Internet based journalistic communications, which may include 
blogs, forums, and bulletin boards relating to journalistic news or similar outlets. All inquiries from the media must be 
referred to Isagenix at 1-877-877-8111 or media@isagenixcorp.com. 

5.10 Non-Solicitation of Isagenix Employees.

To protect against conflicts of interest, to help ensure a level playing field for all Associates, and to protect the 
Company’s investment in developing highly skilled and marketable employees to support all Associates, Isagenix 
employees are prohibited from becoming Isagenix Associates and from working for Isagenix Associates in any capacity 
to assist with Isagenix related activities, while employed by Isagenix and for a period of one-year following termination 
of their employment with Isagenix, unless they receive prior written consent from Isagenix. Accordingly, as part of this 
Non-Solicitation Provision, you agree that you will not solicit or encourage, directly or indirectly, any Isagenix employee 
to leave his or her employment with Isagenix and you agree not to solicit, enroll, hire or otherwise work with any Isagenix 
employee during the term of his or her employment with Isagenix and for one year thereafter, without the prior written 
consent of Isagenix. 
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SECTION 6. TRADEMARKS, ADVERTISING AND INTERNET USAGE

6.1 Isagenix Trademarks, Copyrighted Materials, and other Intellectual Property.

Isagenix trademarks include the name Isagenix and all variations thereof, as well as the names of all Isagenix products 
and services and other marks as typically indicated by the use of the “’TM” or “®” symbols. Isagenix trademarks also may 
include various word combinations relating to Isagenix using the prefix “ISA” or the suffix “GENIX”. All Isagenix marketing 
and sales materials, including audios, videos, websites, posts, print and digital presentations, handouts or books, or 
other tangible and intangible works of authorship are the copyrighted work of Isagenix. 

An Associate may use Isagenix’s trademarks, copyrighted material, and other intellectual property only with Isagenix’s 
prior written permission, which may be expressed through general publication (to all Associates) or through a specific 
writing to one or more Associates. Without limitation, Isagenix may require conformity with specifications, may require 
that materials that use Isagenix’s trademarks and/or copyrighted materials be sourced from Isagenix or an Isagenix-
approved supplier, and may otherwise condition use of its trademarks and copyrighted works. Any permission granted 
by Isagenix shall constitute a limited, non-exclusive, nontransferable and revocable license to use such trademarks and 
copyrighted works solely in connection with the Isagenix business. You agree to immediately transfer to Isagenix, upon 
Isagenix’s request, any Internet domain name or other registration or application containing an Isagenix trademark, 
including any word combinations using the prefix “ISA” or the suffix “GENIX”. This provision shall survive the termination 
of your relationship with Isagenix.

6.2 Advertising. 

Isagenix provides sales tools and other materials that you can use to promote Isagenix products and the income 
opportunity. Creation of your own materials is discouraged; however, you may use certain other materials, including self-
created materials, if and only if you first submit the materials to Isagenix corporate offices for review and the materials 
have been properly approved. The materials shall not be used prior to receiving written approval from Isagenix corporate. 
Isagenix may refuse to approve any materials at its sole discretion. All materials you create must be truthful, accurate and 
not misleading. Any and all statements about the benefits of Isagenix products or about the Isagenix income opportunity 
must comply with all Policies and the laws and regulations in the jurisdiction where the materials are used.

6.3 Internet Usage and Social Media. 

You may use the Internet, including social media, to promote Isagenix products and your business provided you do so 
in a responsible manner. Isagenix provides useful tools and training materials to help you understand how to use the 
Internet to promote Isagenix in an effective and socially acceptable manner. You understand and agree that you will 
abide by all Policies and Guidance Documents relating to Internet usage, as may be amended by Isagenix from time 
to time, and you will not make any inaccurate, exaggerated, or misleading statements about Isagenix or its products or 
income opportunity in any media, including through the use of videos, pictures, or other means. 

Note: Please refer to the Supplement to the Policies and Procedures on Internet Advertising and Social Media found on 
IsagenixCompliance.com for further guidance.

6.4 Repackaging and Relabeling Prohibited.

Associates may not delete, add, modify, tamper with, repackage, relabel, refill, or alter the labels on any Isagenix 
products or literature in any way. Nor may Associates break out products from product bundles (such as a Value Pak, 
sample pak, or other product pak) and sell such products individually. Isagenix products may only be sold in their 
original containers and packaging. Relabeling or repackaging violates your agreements with Isagenix and could violate 
laws that generally require persons, including Associates, to implement and adhere to specified quality controls and 
procedures relating to the repackaging or relabeling of Isagenix products. Violations of such laws could result in severe 
criminal penalties. Associates should also be aware that personal civil liability may arise when, as a consequence of the 
repackaging or relabeling of products, the person(s) using the product(s) suffers any type of injury or damage. Associates 
are also responsible for learning and adhering to the proper storing and handling instructions for Isagenix products.
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SECTION 7. ENFORCEMENT OF POLICIES

7.1 Remedies. 

To protect the integrity of the Isagenix culture and to help maintain a level playing field for all Associates, the Compliance 
Department helps educate Associates about the Policies and actively monitors Associates’ business building activities. If 
an Associate violates these Policies, including the Isagenix Code of Ethics, the IAAA, any Guidance Documents, or other 
agreements with Isagenix, or engages in any unethical, illegal, fraudulent, or deceptive conduct, or any other violation of 
any laws, statutes, or ordinances, we may, at our sole discretion, take one or more of the following actions:

• issue a written advisory 
• revoke recognition or invitation to an Isagenix event 
• suspend or revoke access to special privileges, including executive reports, access to the ABO,  

access to social media pages and groups, and other privileges 
• impose monetary fines or other penalties, which may be withheld from current or future commissions  

and/or bonus payments 
• temporarily suspend commissions, bonuses, and other payments 
• remove the Associate from participation in promotions, bonuses, incentive trips, contests and other  

non-Compensation Plan benefits 
• temporarily suspend or permanently terminate the Associate’s Position(s) and all rights there to 
• reassign all or part of the Associate’s Marketing Organization 
• seek compensatory and injunctive remedies, as applicable 
• take any other action or corrective measures that Isagenix deems appropriate under the circumstances.

You understand and agree that Isagenix has the right to withhold payment of all commissions and bonuses during the 
period that Isagenix is investigating any alleged misconduct. If your Position is terminated due to a breach that occurred 
prior to the investigation, you will not be entitled to any commissions or bonuses withheld during the investigation 
period, unless otherwise required by law. 

7.2 Field Relations Board.

The Field Relations Board reviews disputes, decisions, and disciplinary actions relating to Associates and  
their Isagenix businesses. Review requests must be timely submitted to the Compliance Department at  
Compliance@IsagenixCorp.com. The review request must include all information and documents the Associate  
believes supports his/her case and that the Associate would like to have considered in the review. All decisions  
of the Field Relations Board are final. 

SECTION 8. AMENDMENTS

Upon proper notification, Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, amend the IAAA Terms and Conditions, the Policies, the 
Compensation Plan, the Guidance Documents, and any other materials pertaining to your Isagenix business, including 
any other agreements entered into between you and Isagenix. You understand and agree that you will be bound by 
the most current versions of the IAAA Terms and Conditions, the Policies, the Compensation Plan, and the Guidance 
Documents, including any updates or revisions since the date of your enrollment, upon any of the following occurrences: 
(a) completing the enrollment process to become an Associate; (b) renewing your annual Membership; (c) each time you 
personally enroll a new Associate or Customer; and (d) each time you accept commissions or other payments under the 
Compensation Plan. 

You will be bound by any amendments upon notification of the amendments through any Isagenix official channels of 
communication effective three days after the posting of such notice (except where a longer notice period is required by 
law, in which case such notice period applies). Those channels of communication include, but are not limited to, posting 
of information to the Isagenix website or Associate Back Office (“ABO”), e-mail to your IsaMail account or email address 
on file, announcements in any official Isagenix newsletter or other publication, or mailed to you at the address on file. 
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SECTION 9. GENERAL PROVISIONS

9.1 Scope, Applicability and Interpretation.

These Policies govern the relationship between Isagenix International, LLC and/or any of its affiliates (“Isagenix”) with 
any Associate or entity that holds an Isagenix Position. These Policies are incorporated by reference into, and form part 
of, the IAAA. You understand and agree that Isagenix’s interpretations of the Policies are final and binding. Whenever 
used in the Associate Contract, including the Policies, the term “including” means “including without limitation”, unless 
expressly stated otherwise.

9.2 Compensation Plan and Guidance Documents Incorporated By Reference.

The Compensation Plan and Guidance Documents, as may be amended from time to time, are incorporated by reference 
into these Policies and you agree to be bound by the Compensation Plan and the Guidance Documents, as the same 
may be amended by Isagenix from time to time.

9.3 Consent to Use of Personal Information.

In addition to the terms and conditions of the IAAA, you are subject to the terms of the Isagenix Privacy Policy, which is 
incorporated as part of these Policies.

9.4 Reporting and Resolving Errors.

If you have any questions or believe there has been an error regarding commissions, bonuses, reports, orders, or 
charges, you must notify Isagenix in writing within 30 days of the date of the purported error in question. Isagenix will not 
be responsible for errors, omissions or problems not so reported.

9.5 Waiver.

Isagenix never waives its right to insist on compliance (a) with the Policies, the IAAA, the Guidance Documents, the 
Compensation Plan and other agreements between Associates and Isagenix and (b) with the applicable laws governing 
the conduct of a business and network marketing. This is true in all cases, both specifically expressed and implied, 
unless an officer of Isagenix who has actual and specific authority to bind Isagenix to such waivers explicitly states in 
writing that Isagenix waives any of these provisions. In addition, any time Isagenix approves a waiver of any provision, 
that approval is specific to the single occurrence, unless otherwise stated, and does not extend to any other violation, 
whether past, present, or future. This provision deals with the concept of “waiver”, and the parties agree that Isagenix 
does not waive any of its rights under any circumstances short of the written confirmation alluded to above.

9.6 Indemnification.

You agree to indemnify and hold harmless Isagenix, its officers, managers, directors, employees, beneficial owners, and 
agents (collectively “Isagenix Indemnitees”) against and from any claim, damage, loss, or liability, including judgments, 
civil penalties, refunds, attorneys’ fees, court or arbitration costs, or lost business Isagenix Indemnitees incur, arising from 
any of your actions or inactions that violate your Associate Contract, including without limitation, the IAAA Terms and 
Conditions, these Policies, the Compensation Plan and the Guidance Documents, each as may be amended. 

You understand and agree that you are responsible for any verbal or written representations you make regarding 
Isagenix’s products and business opportunity, including the Compensation Plan, and you agree you will not make 
any unauthorized or unlawful representations, express or implied, verbal or nonverbal. You agree to indemnify and 
hold harmless Isagenix Indemnitees against and from any and all liability including judgments, civil penalties, refunds, 
attorneys’ fees, court, or arbitration costs or lost business we incur as a result of any unauthorized or unlawful 
representations that you make.
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9.7 Exclusion of Damages. 

In no event shall any Isagenix officer, director, employee, affiliate, successor, or assignee be liable for any special, 
punitive, indirect, or consequential damages, for any claims or actions resulting from or arising out of these Policies or 
any other agreement you have entered into with Isagenix, the functionality or operation of any website, or any acts or 
omissions of any Isagenix party, whether based on contract, tort (including negligence), strict liability, or any other  
cause of action.

9.8 Severability and Judicial Modification. 

If any portion of these Policies, or any other agreement you have entered into with Isagenix, is deemed by any arbitrator 
or court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, it is your and Isagenix’s mutual intent that the arbitrator 
or court shall strike or modify the applicable provision only to the extent necessary to make such provision enforceable, 
and enforce the provision as modified. In any event, the remainder of these Policies and all other agreements shall 
remain in full force and effect.

9.9 Survival of Terms.

You understand and agree that each of the provisions of these Policies relating to confidentiality, non-solicitation, resale 
of products, including prohibitions of online sales, arbitration, and other provisions as expressly stated herein will survive 
the termination of your relationship with Isagenix.

9.10 Arbitration and Governing Law. 

ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATING TO, THESE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, THE 
COMPENSATION PLAN, OR THE GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS, OR THE BREACH THEREOF, SHALL BE SETTLED 
BY CONFIDENTIAL ARBITRATION ADMINISTERED BY THE AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION UNDER ITS 
COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION RULES, AND JUDGMENT ON THE AWARD RENDERED BY THE ARBITRATOR MAY BE 
ENTERED IN ANY COURT HAVING JURISDICTION THEREOF. IF YOU FILE A CLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIM AGAINST 
ISAGENIX OR ITS OWNERS, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS OR EMPLOYEES, YOU MAY ONLY DO SO ON AN INDIVIDUAL 
BASIS AND NOT WITH ANY OTHER INDIVIDUAL OR AS PART OF A CLASS ACTION. YOU WAIVE ALL RIGHTS TO  
TRIAL BY JURY OR TO ANY COURT. All arbitration proceedings shall be held in Maricopa County, State of Arizona, 
unless the laws of the jurisdiction where you reside expressly require the application of its laws, in which case the 
arbitration shall be held in the capital of that jurisdiction. At least one arbitrator shall be an attorney at law experienced 
in business law transactions and network marketing. Neither the parties nor the arbitrator(s) may disclose the existence, 
content, or results of any arbitration without the prior written consent of both parties. Judgment on any award rendered 
by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction. Each party to the arbitration shall be responsible for 
its own costs and expenses, including legal and filing fees; provided, however, that the arbitrator will have discretion to 
award legal fees and other costs to the prevailing party. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the 
parties. This agreement to arbitrate shall survive any termination or expiration of your relationship with Isagenix. 

Nothing in the arbitration provision prohibits either party from obtaining a temporary injunction, preliminary injunction, 
permanent injunction or other equitable relief available to safeguard and protect the party’s interests prior to, during or 
following the filing of any arbitration or other proceeding, or pending the rendition of a decision or award in connection 
with an arbitration or other proceeding. The arbitrator(s) will have the authority to continue injunctive relief and to enter a 
permanent order granting such relief. 

In addition, nothing in the arbitration provision shall prevent Isagenix from filing a lawsuit to identify unknown persons, 
including, but not limited to, unidentified Customers or Associates, who may be selling Isagenix products on the Internet, 
cybersquatting, registering or attempting to register, or using Isagenix trademarks or confusingly similar domain names, 
or producing, modifying or repackaging Isagenix merchandise without authorization. Once a person is determined to 
be a Customer or Associate, Isagenix may take further action against such persons. The filing of a lawsuit and taking 
any action in that lawsuit to identify unknown persons shall not be a waiver of any right or obligation set forth in the 
arbitration provision. 
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In the event that a dispute or claim arising out of, or relating to this Agreement, is not subject to arbitration as set forth 
above, the laws of the state of Arizona shall govern, and the parties agree that proper jurisdiction and venue shall be in 
the state and federal courts of Arizona. In the event of a dispute for jurisdictional purposes, persons residing in Louisiana 
shall be entitled to file an adjudicatory claim or lawsuit in the jurisdiction of Louisiana and the governing law shall be 
Louisiana law. If the laws of your place of residence impose any requirement that is different from or in addition to those 
set forth in these Policies, then these Policies shall be deemed amended in conformance with those laws as to that 
jurisdiction only.

SECTION 10. GLOSSARY

Achieved Rank – the highest Rank in which an Associate has qualified within the Compensation Plan. 

Associate – an independent contractor who has met and continues to meet the eligibility requirements set forth in the 
Associate Contract. Associates may purchase and resell Isagenix products, subject to applicable laws, policies and a 
greements, and are generally eligible to earn compensation under the Compensation Plan. 

Associate Back Office (ABO) – is the online portal through which Associates have access to information and tools 
helpful to operate their Isagenix businesses. 

Associate Contract – the contract between Isagenix and each Associate which includes the Isagenix Independent 
Associate Application and Agreement, the Isagenix Policies and Procedures, the Isagenix Team Compensation Plan, the 
Guidance Documents, and the Business Entity Form (if applicable), all in their current form or as amended by Isagenix 
from time to time in its sole discretion. These documents, including items incorporated by reference in such documents, 
may be collectively referred to as and comprise the “Agreement.” 

Associate Membership Account – the Isagenix account established by an Associate upon agreeing to the Associate 
Contract, providing required information and meeting the requisite requirements. The Associate Membership Account 
may also be referred to as “Associate Account,” “Membership Account,” or “your Account.” 

Associate Support System – the online support system available to each Isagenix Associate at enrollment. It includes 
an Isagenix Associate Website where an Associate’s Retail Customers may purchase Isagenix products at the retail price 
and where an Associate may enroll new Customers and Associates. It also includes access to the Associate Back Office 
and training materials. 

Autoship or Lifestyle Rewards – an optional program of convenience permitting preselected, pre-authorized orders 
to be automatically shipped on a selected date each month. The Autoship program provides additional savings and 
convenience to Members who elect to participate. Associates are not required to participate in the Autoship program in 
order to participate in the Compensation Plan. 

Business Building Activity – enrolling a new Customer or Associate, receiving a Compensation payment, advancing in 
Rank, or participating or completing other business related activities as may be specified by Isagenix. 

Business Center – the term “Business Center” is given the meaning set forth in the Compensation Plan. 

Compensation – the commissions, bonuses and other consideration received by an Associate under the Compensation 
Plan or through other incentives or promotions implemented by Isagenix for the sale of its products. 

Compensation Plan – the Isagenix Team Compensation Plan, as may be amended from time to time. 

Customer Membership Account – the account established by Customers upon agreeing to the terms and conditions of 
the Customer Membership Account Application and Agreement and supplying the requisite information. The Customer 
Membership Account may also be referred to as a “Preferred Customer Account.” 

Customers – are End Consumers, who may also be referred to as a “Preferred Customer”, that have created a Customer 
Membership Account to purchase Isagenix products at discount prices for their own personal use or the personal use 
of their Immediate Household only, and who have agreed to certain terms and conditions. In addition to persons who 
have created a Customer Membership Account, other persons may purchase Isagenix products as “Retail Customers,” 
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17  |  POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

or other type of customers as may be designated from time to time by Isagenix, all of whom also may be considered End 
Consumers. Customers, and Retail Customers may not participate in the Compensation Plan or resell products. The term 
“Customer” by itself refers only to persons who have created a Customer Membership Account and does not refer to 
Retail Customers. A Customer may elect to participate in the Isagenix Autoship program. 

End Consumers – persons who acquire Isagenix products for the purpose of consuming them rather than for the 
purpose of reselling to someone else. 

Enrolling Sponsor – the person who is credited for personally enrolling a Customer or an Associate. 

Field Relations Board (FRB) – the Board responsible for reviewing certain matters relating to compliance with the 
Associate Contract, including decisions made by the Compliance Department. 

Guidance Documents – the guidelines, FAQs, supplements, training materials, and other tools and documents published 
or presented by Isagenix that interpret, clarify, and provide additional detail with respect to these Policies. The Guidance 
Documents, as updated from time to time, are considered part of these Policies (unless otherwise stated in the specific 
Guidance Document) and can be found on official Isagenix publications, including in the Associate Back Office. 

Home Region – the Isagenix Region that includes the country or territory where the Associate resides at the time of 
enrollment. An Associate may benefit from the sales activity of new Members in the Associate’s Home Region without 
applying for and receiving approval as an International Sponsor. 

Immediate Household – the head(s) of a household and dependent family members residing in the same household. 

Independent Associate Application and Agreement (IAAA) – the application and agreement which a person who 
desires to be an Isagenix Independent Associate must properly complete, execute, and submit to Isagenix as one of 
the prerequisites to becoming an Associate. International Sponsor – an Associate who has been approved to enroll 
Associates and Customers in Regions other than the enrolling Associate’s Home Region and may qualify to earn 
Compensation for product sales in such other Region(s). 

International Sponsorship Application and Agreement – the application and agreement that an Associate must 
properly complete, execute, and submit to Isagenix as one of the prerequisites to becoming an International Sponsor. 

Line of Sponsorship – the line of Associates above a given Position in a Team Placement Tree. 

Marketing Organization – all Customers and Associates who are situated below a given Associate in the Associate’s 
Team Placement Tree and from whose product purchases the Associate’s Compensation is derived. 

Member – a Customer or an Associate or both, depending on the context. 

Membership Fee – the fee that an Associate may elect to pay in order to receive product pricing discounts , participate 
in the Compensation Plan, andother membership benefits that Isagenix may provide from time to time. 

Non-Solicitation Period – the period during which Associates agree not to solicit other Isagenix Associates or 
Customers to join another business venture. The Non-Solicitation Period begins upon enrollment as an Associate and 
does not end until one year after the relationship with Isagenix ends, unless otherwise extended pursuant to Section 5.3. 

Official Isagenix Marketing Material – literature, audio recordings, video recordings, and other materials developed, 
published, printed or distributed by Isagenix or its approved third party suppliers. Materials and recordings developed, 
published, printed or recorded by Associates or any other person or entity is not “Official Isagenix Marketing Material.” 

Placement Sponsor – the Associate under whom an enrolling Associate or Customer is placed in the Compensation 
Plan. The Placement Sponsor and the Enrolling Sponsor may be the same person. 

Policies and Procedures – rules and regulations governing the conduct of Associates with respect to their  
independent Isagenix businesses, including this document and the Guidance Documents, as may be amended by 
Isagenix from time to time. 
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18  |  POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Position – (1) the Business Center held by an Associate or (2) the placement location of a Member in the Enrolling 
Sponsor’s Team Placement Tree for purposes of measuring and tracking product sales and allocating commission 
payments to Associates based on product sales. 

Rank – the title or status that an Associate has achieved pursuant to the Compensation Plan. The five Ranks are: 
Associate, Consultant, Manager, Director, and Executive. 

Region – a country or a group of countries designated by Isagenix for purposes of distinguishing an area of the world 
where an Associate may sponsor new Associates and Customers. 

Retail Customer – an End Consumer who purchases Isagenix products at the Isagenix suggested retail price from 
Isagenix.com, an Isagenix Associate Website, or any other sales channels approved by Isagenix. They can also purchase 
Isagenix Products directly from an Associate in person. Isagenix pays a Retail Direct Profit to the Associate when 
a purchase is made on their Isagenix Associate Website. Retail Customers do not establish or maintain a Customer 
Membership Account or have a position in the Isagenix genealogy tree.  

Retail Direct Profit – the term “Retail Direct Profit” is given the meaning set forth in the Compensation Plan. 

Support Team – the Line of Sponsorship above your Position in the Team Placement Tree (including your Enrolling 
Sponsor and Placement Sponsor) who are in a direct line to your Position through your Enrolling Sponsor. 

Team Placement Tree – an Associate’s Marketing Organization (Right and Left Teams) in which newly enrolled 
Customers and Associates are placed. See Compensation Plan for additional information. 

Wholesale or Wholesale Price/Pricing – prices established by Isagenix that are less than a product’s suggested retail 
price. stated in the specific Guidance Document) and can be found on official Isagenix publications, including in the 
Associate Back Office.
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HOME (/EN-US) ISAGENIX COMPLIANCE (/EN-US/ISAGENIX-COMPLIANCE)

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Isagenix Independent Associate Policies and Procedures 
United States and Puerto Rico

Effective March 27, 2017

Section 1. Code of Ethics

1.1 As an Isagenix Independent Associate, I will:

• conduct myself and my business in a professional, ethical, moral, and 

legal manner, always being respectful of each and every person I 

meet;

• represent Isagenix products and the Isagenix income opportunity 

truthfully and accurately;

• provide ongoing support and active encouragement to other 

Members, both within and outside of my own organization;

• honor my obligation to protect Isagenix's confidential information, 

including the contact information of other Members; and

• abide by all of the Isagenix Policies and Procedures, as currently in 

effect and as may be amended by Isagenix from time to time.

1.2  As an Isagenix Independent Associate, I will NOT:

• engage in any activity that would reflect poorly on Isagenix or me, 

including but not limited to any deceptive, misrepresentative, 

/ /
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unlawful, or unethical business or recruiting practice, using any high-

pressure recruiting or selling technique, or making any unlawful, 

unauthorized or exaggerated claim about Isagenix products or the 

Isagenix income opportunity;

• entice or encourage any existing Member to join my team from 

another team under any circumstance, directly or indirectly;

• attempt to gain any advantage over any other Associate by claiming 

or implying that I am able to obtain any special treatment from 

Isagenix;

• disparage Isagenix or its products, Compensation Plan, management 

team, employees, affiliates, Customers, or other Associates, or the 

competition or their products, compensation plans, management 

teams, employees, affiliates, or independent distributors;

• attempt to manipulate the Isagenix Compensation Plan in any way, 

including but not limited to enrolling any person as a Customer or 

Associate who has little or no interest in Isagenix, primarily to qualify 

for a bonus or other compensation, or by enrolling or encouraging 

others to enroll with multiple Positions and/or selling Isagenix 

products through unauthorized channels; or

• attempt in any way, directly or indirectly, to violate or circumvent the 

Isagenix Policies and Procedures and other Agreements and policies 

that apply to me.

Section 2. Your Relationship with Isagenix

As used in these Policies and Procedures, the terms “you”, “your”, and 

“Associate” refer to Isagenix Independent Associates, individually or 

collectively, depending on the context.
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2.1 Becoming an Isagenix Independent Associate. To be eligible to 

become an Isagenix Independent Associate, you must: (a) be legally 

competent and of legal age (at least 18 years old or age of majority) to 

enter into a binding contract in the jurisdiction in which you reside; (b) 

be a citizen or taxpaying resident of, with a legal right to work and earn 

compensation in, a country in which Isagenix is officially open for 

business; (c) submit a complete, legible, unaltered, and valid Isagenix 

Independent Associate Application and Agreement (“IAAA”), that 

includes valid and accurate personal contact information; (d) review 

and, as appropriate, complete all required materials and documents, 

including the Isagenix Privacy Policy as found on Isagenix.com, the 

Isagenix Policies & Procedures (“Policy” or “Policies”), the Isagenix Team 

Compensation Plan (“Compensation Plan”), and the Isagenix Earnings 

Disclosure Statement, and review and complete any training materials 

and/or programs as may be required by Isagenix; (e) pay a Membership 

Fee or purchase an Associate Support System, as applicable; (f) 

provide a valid personal tax identification number (TIN) to Isagenix; and 

(g) not currently hold or previously held any interest in an Isagenix 

Position (directly or indirectly through a family member, business entity 

or otherwise) unless you have met the reenrollment criteria in Section 

3.5. (See Section 3.5 for additional information and restrictions.) 

Isagenix will not be responsible for any delay, loss or forfeiture of any 

payments held pending completion of the application and enrollment 

process or receipt of required information or a valid TIN. By becoming 

an Associate, and each time you receive and accept a commission or 

bonus payment, you agree to abide by the then most current terms and 

conditions of the IAAA, the Policies, the Compensation Plan, the 

applicable Isagenix Guidance Documents, and other applicable policies, 

agreements or obligations. 
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Isagenix Customers may apply to become an Associate at any time in 

order to participate in the Compensation Plan. These persons remain 

eligible to purchase Isagenix products at the prices dictated by the 

Customer Membership Type elected upon enrolling as a Customer. In 

addition, the person may retain his/her current Position so long as 

he/she makes the election within 24 months after becoming a 

Customer. If a Customer elects to become an Associate after 24 

months, he/she may enroll at the bottom of his/her current leg with 

his/her current Enrolling Sponsor. Upon becoming an Associate, the 

person will then be eligible to receive compensation under the 

Compensation Plan.

Associates who choose not to create a Customer Membership Account 

will pay a $39.00 Membership application fee that is charged annually 

and may purchase Isagenix products directly from Isagenix at the same 

prices as Preferred Customers.

2.2 Accurate Information. You may not enroll or help anyone else 

enroll with false, inaccurate, fabricated, misleading, or incomplete 

information. It is your responsibility to inform Isagenix of any changes to 

your contact or other personal information. Isagenix will not be 

responsible for delays and possible loss or forfeiture of Compensation 

that would otherwise be payable to individuals who have provided 

false, inaccurate, fabricated, misleading, or incomplete information.  

Isagenix reserves the right to void or delay any enrollment, including 

voiding pending orders and payments, pending validation of account 

information. Isagenix may terminate any Position that is being operated 

by any person other than the person(s) named on the IAAA or related 

Isagenix account.
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2.3 No More than One Position.  You may not have a financial interest 

or any other interest in more than one Position, including participation 

in the building of or ordering products through such Position, even when 

that Position is held by a separate business entity or another person, 

except in limited circumstances (such as Re-Entry Positions) as officially 

designated and approved in writing by Isagenix. If you are found 

working or assisting to work a Position in someone else’s name, such 

Positions may be terminated and the waiting periods in Section 3.5 will 

apply from the Position’s most recent activity.

2.4 Spouses.  Spouses may hold separate Positions, provided that they 

are in the same Line of Sponsorship and one spouse directly sponsors 

the other (except in cases where each spouse owned a Position prior to 

being married). Each spouse agrees that the actions of one spouse may 

be attributed to the other spouse and may result in corrective action 

against both spouses.

2.5 Re-Entry Positions.  Executives who meet the qualifications set 

forth in the Request for Re-Entry Position form may request one or 

more additional Positions, known as a Re-Entry Position. Because the 

grant of a Re-Entry Position is a privilege, Isagenix may impose 

additional requirements or withhold approval of any such request, and 

may terminate any Re-Entry Position at any time at its sole discretion. 

Isagenix also may amend or discontinue the Re-Entry Program at any 

time at its sole discretion. (Please refer to the Compensation Plan, 

Request for Re-Entry Position, and The Platinum Handbook for 

additional details and information.)
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2.6 Other Special Programs. From time to time, Isagenix may 

implement other special programs where Associates who meet the 

necessary qualifications can apply to operate additional Positions. 

Isagenix may refuse approval and/or amend or discontinue these 

programs at any time at its sole discretion.

2.7 Business Entities and Trusts. After your enrollment as an 

Associate, you may request to operate your Position as:

a. a business of which you are the authorized representative and such 

entity is in good standing in the state, province or country of 

incorporation; or 

b. a trust that is established in accordance with Isagenix requirements.

You may make such requests by providing a written request to Isagenix. 

The request must include: (1) a valid employer identification number 

("EIN"); (2) your own valid government-issued tax identification number; 

and (3) any information requested by Isagenix to verify the existence, 

ownership, and good standing of the business or trust and your 

authority to bind the entity to the satisfaction of Isagenix. Even if you 

successfully add an entity to your account, ultimate ownership of and 

responsibility for the account will remain with you.  Isagenix may refuse 

any request or application or terminate any trust or entity account at 

its sole discretion.

Note:  Your personal identification is used for internal tracking 

purposes, but once an EIN is provided, reporting for tax purposes will be 

directed to that EIN. You may not use this provision to circumvent any 

condition of eligibility, including without limitation Section 2.3 prohibiting 

more than one Position per person and the reenrollment provisions of 

Section 3.5.
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2.8 Independent Contractor. Isagenix Independent Associates, in 

whatever form, are independent contractors. You acknowledge and 

agree that you are not an agent, employee, legal representative or 

franchisee of Isagenix, your Sponsor(s), or any other Independent 

Associate. You further understand and agree that you will not be 

treated as an employee for federal or state tax purposes, and will not 

be treated as an employee for purposes of the Federal Unemployment 

Act, Insurance Contributions Act or Social Security Act, or any state 

unemployment laws, state employment security laws, or any state 

workers compensation laws. You understand and agree that you are 

responsible for and will pay all federal and state taxes, including income 

taxes, self-employment taxes, sales taxes, local taxes, and/or local 

license fees that apply to your activities and compensation received 

under the Associate Contract. As a self-employed independent 

contractor, you will be operating your own independent business, 

buying and selling products and services available through and by 

Isagenix on your own accord. You have complete freedom in 

determining the number of hours you will devote to your business, and 

you have the sole discretion of scheduling such hours. Isagenix will not 

provide you with a place of business, and if you desire a place of 

business other than your own residence, you will be responsible for 

procuring, furnishing, equipping, and paying for such place of business. 

As a self-employed independent contractor, you are also responsible 

for complying with any applicable federal, state, provincial, or local 

business licensing requirements.

2.9 Annual Renewal. You must renew your IAAA annually by paying 

the applicable renewal fee, plus taxes, by the anniversary date of your 

enrollment (renewal date). If you fail to renew by the renewal date, 

whether intentionally or not, you may forfeit your Position, 
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compensation and other benefits associated with your membership. 

Automatic Renewal Charge: As a convenience, if you place an order 

with your personal credit card within ninety (90) days before your 

renewal date, Isagenix will automatically renew your IAAA by charging 

the applicable renewal fee (plus tax) to the same credit card, provided it 

is your current method of payment on file at the time the fee is charged. 

Renewal fees will be charged approximately 5-7 days prior to your 

renewal date. If you do not wish to participate in this automatic 

renewal, you may opt out by contacting Customer Care at (877)877-

8111. (Fees are subject to change upon prior notice to you. You will have 

the opportunity to terminate your IAAA before any such fee change 

takes effect.)

2.10 Becoming an International Sponsor. If you wish to enroll Members 

outside your Home Region and earn compensation based on the sale of 

Isagenix products in those Regions, you must become an Associate with 

International Sponsorship by submitting a fully completed and executed 

International Sponsorship Application and Agreement (“ISAA”) and 

paying the applicable application fee, which must be paid upon 

submission and each year after. If you choose to become an Associate 

with International Sponsorship, you must abide by the ISAA, the Policies 

and Procedures, the IAAA, the Compensation Plan, and the local laws 

and regulations applicable to each country in which you operate.

Section 3. Understanding Your Isagenix Position

3.1 Placement of Your Isagenix Position. When you become an 

Associate, you will occupy a Position in your Enrolling Sponsor’s Team 

Placement Tree in accordance with the Compensation Plan. The person 

who enrolled you with Isagenix is your Enrolling Sponsor; the person 

who occupies the Position immediately above you is your Placement 
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Sponsor (the Enrolling Sponsor and the Placement Sponsor may be the 

same person). Isagenix will generally recognize the Enrolling Sponsor 

and Placement Sponsor designated on your IAAA, but may redesignate 

either Sponsor in the event of a dispute. (Although Customers are also 

assigned Positions in the applicable Marketing Organization for tracking 

purposes, they do not have any Retail Business Centers and are not 

eligible to earn commissions unless they become an Associate.)

3.2 Change of Sponsorship or Placement. To protect the integrity of 

the Compensation Plan and to discourage unethical cross-recruiting 

practices, Isagenix does not allow sponsorship or placement changes, 

except in very limited, unique and unusual circumstances. Any request 

to change sponsorship or placement must be made in writing and sent 

directly to Isagenix via email to Placements@isagenixcorp.com. The 

request initially will be reviewed by Sales and if it is found to warrant 

further action, will be sent to the Field Relations Board (“FRB”) for 

consideration. The request may be denied at Isagenix’s sole discretion.

3.3 Modifying or Selling Your Position. You may not modify or sell any 

Position without the prior express written approval of Isagenix that is 

dated and signed by an authorized officer of Isagenix. Isagenix may, at 

its sole discretion, approve or disapprove any modification you propose 

to make to your Position.  Before Isagenix will consider any changes you 

must submit a written statement outlining the proposed modification 

and the reasons for the modification. You may request to sell your 

Position if: (a) you have actively operated your Position as an Active 

Paid-As Executive for the six consecutive months immediately 

preceding your request; (b) you submit a written notice to Isagenix 

specifying the proposed terms and conditions of any proposed sale to a 

bona fide purchaser at least 30 days before you intend to consummate 

the sale; (c) you are not under any Compliance investigation or 
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restriction; and (d) you provide all information, documentation and 

signatures as may be requested by Isagenix. Isagenix may approve or 

disapprove of any proposed sale, at its sole discretion, or may opt to 

purchase the Position from you on substantially the same terms and 

conditions specified in the notice. 

Note: This Section also applies to any attempt to transfer an interest in 

an entity that holds a Position. Positions held by Customers may not be 

sold or assigned.

3.4 Voluntary Cancellation of Your Associate Contract. You may 

cancel your Associate Contract, including your Position, (a) at any time 

by signing and submitting a written request to Isagenix, (b) by failing or 

choosing not to pay your annual renewal fee when it is due, or (c) by 

failing or choosing not to engage in any Business Building Activity for six 

consecutive months or longer. Once your Associate Contract/Position 

has been cancelled, you may not reenroll or have a financial interest in 

another Position except in accordance with the reenrollment policy as 

provided in Section 3.5. If you desire to voluntarily cancel your 

Associate Contract/Position and intend to reenroll, you must sign and 

submit a “Voluntary Request to Relinquish Position With Intent to Re-

Enroll” form (sometimes referred to as the “Reenrollment Request 

Form”). Written requests for cancellation are considered effective when 

a valid request is received by Isagenix. Cancellation notices may be 

mailed to: Isagenix International, LLC, Attn: Account Requests, 155 E 

Rivulon Blvd, Gilbert, AZ 85297; sent via facsimile to: (480) 636-5386; 

or scanned and emailed to: AccountRequests@IsagenixCorp.com. 

Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, elect not to renew your Associate 

Contract. Isagenix will notify you of its intent not to renew on or before 

the anniversary of your enrollment. 
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3.5 Reenrolling After Cancellation; Eligibility. To protect the integrity 

of each Isagenix Position by discouraging individuals from attempting to 

switch Marketing Organizations, no person who currently holds or has 

held an interest in a terminated or cancelled Position may reenroll until 

expiration of the period specified in this Section, except as provided 

below.

(Note: Anyone found trying to circumvent this policy in any way, 

including by attempting to enroll with another Isagenix Marketing 

Organization by using a business entity or a different name or by 

cooperating with another person or working a business for another 

person, will be subject to corrective action, up to and including the 

“resetting” of his or her waiting period, the denial of reenrollment 

requests and/or the termination of his or her Associate Contract, 

including any and all Position(s). Anyone who is aware of or complicit in 

efforts to violate or circumvent this policy is subject to the same 

corrective action.)

The waiting periods contained in this policy do not apply if you wish to 

reenroll with your same Enrolling Sponsor and be placed in the next 

open Position below your Placement Sponsor’s Position in the same 

sponsoring leg or if an existing Customer is converting to Associate in 

the same Position. Individuals who reenroll under this exception will 

maintain their previous Achieved Rank for recognition purposes and 

their reenrollment will not count as a new enrollment for any purpose, 

including Compensation, advancements, and promotions. If you wish to 

reenroll with a different Enrolling Sponsor or be placed in a different 

sponsoring leg, you may apply to reenroll subject to the following rules 

and waiting periods:
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• Customers may reapply six months from the date of their most 

recent activity (such as placing a product order or providing a new 

Customer referral).

• Associates who have never earned a commission or who have 

earned less than $500 total from Isagenix over the twelve month 

period immediately preceding the reapplication date may reapply six 

months after the date of their most recent activity (such as placing a 

product order, enrolling a new Member, or receiving a Compensation 

payment).

• Associates who have earned Compensation totaling more than $500 

with Isagenix over the twelve month period immediately preceding 

the reapplication date may reapply twelve months from the date of 

their most recent activity (such as placing a product order, enrolling a 

new Member, or receiving a Compensation payment).

If you wish to continue ordering Isagenix products at discounted prices 

during your waiting period, without resetting your waiting period each 

time you order, you must sign and submit a Reenrollment Request 

Form. By submitting this form, you irrevocably waive and forfeit all 

rights relating to your current Position(s) (including all Compensation 

and Ranks). You must explain your reasons for making the request and 

where you intend to enroll after the waiting period expires. For 

purposes of this exception, your applicable waiting period will start on 

the date Isagenix receives your completed Reenrollment Request Form, 

even if your Position has already been inactive for any amount of time.  

Your intent to cancel and reenroll will be communicated to your current 

Enrolling Sponsor and volume from your purchases will continue to be 

credited to your current Enrolling Sponsor until the date your 

reenrollment takes effect.
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Despite this Section 3.5, as an Associate, you may not encourage 

anyone who is already enrolled in Isagenix, whether as a Customer or 

Associate, to cancel his or her Position or move to another Marketing 

Organization, even if you tell him or her to do so in accordance with this 

policy, and even if you had previously enrolled that person. Isagenix 

generally will investigate patterns of reenrollments and reenrollment 

requests suggestive of violations of this policy. Isagenix may, at its sole 

discretion, refuse any reenrollment request for any reason, even if the 

applicant has complied with the specified waiting periods and taken all 

other steps necessary for reenrollment.

Note: Although Isagenix permits spouses to hold separate Positions, 

they must remain in the same Line of Sponsorship. Therefore, before 

either spouse can reenroll, both spouses must satisfy the conditions and 

waiting periods applicable to their respective Positions.

3.6 Divorce. Isagenix will honor a valid divorce decree or settlement 

agreement with respect to ownership of Positions, provided that the 

divorce decree, settlement agreement, or other resolution (collectively 

“Resolution”) does not conflict with the Policies, the Compensation Plan, 

Guidance Documents, or the Terms and Conditions of the IAAA. 

Additionally, the rights pertaining to a single Position cannot be divided 

so as to provide some rights in the Position to one individual and other 

rights to another; and any Resolution that purports to so divide or 

separate the Position will cause the Position to automatically terminate 

as of the date of any such Resolution.

3.7 Succession. Upon the death or legal incapacitation of an Associate, 

all rights to the Associate’s Position may be transferred to a successor  

as provided in the Associate's will, trust or other testamentary 

document or as otherwise ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction 
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or other testamentary process, subject to approval by Isagenix. Within 

six months after an Associate's death or incapacitation, the successor

(s) must present legitimate verification of death or incapacitation and 

proof of their right of succession, such as a grant of probate or an 

enduring power of attorney. The successor must sign and submit a new 

IAAA and must, in all respects, qualify to enroll as an Associate and be 

bound by all current and future terms and conditions set forth in the 

IAAA, the Policies, Guidance Documents, and Compensation Plan. If the 

successor is already a Member who holds a Position, Isagenix generally 

will allow the successor to hold both the successor’s original Position 

and the inherited Position for up to nine months, provided that the 

successor has appropriately requested to sell or otherwise transfer one 

of the Positions and such sale or transfer has taken place prior to the 

expiration of the nine month period. Isagenix may impose additional 

restrictions and requirements, including maintenance of certain Paid-

As Ranks, at its discretion.

If Isagenix determines, at its discretion, that there is no appropriate or 

qualified successor to provide responsible leadership and support to 

the deceased or incapacitated Associate’s Marketing Organization, 

Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, purchase the Position at a fair 

market value determined by Isagenix. If the successor(s) refuses the 

purchase request, Isagenix may terminate the Position without 

remuneration or further obligation.

Note: The requirement to sell or otherwise transfer one of the Positions 

after nine months does not apply if the successor is the spouse of the 

deceased Associate. If the Position is to be inherited by more than one 

successor, the successors should form a single-purpose business entity 

or a trust to hold the transferred Position and must follow all Isagenix 
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instructions concerning its relationship with Isagenix, including 

designating one person as the contact person and person responsible 

for the Position. This policy may not be used to circumvent Section 2.3.

Section 4. Isagenix Products

4.1 Purchasing Isagenix Products.  No person is required to enroll as an 

Associate to purchase Isagenix products. Isagenix may adjust the prices 

of its products or services at any time. Although Associates may be 

required to achieve certain levels of personal sales (which may include 

retail sales) to earn compensation, Associates are not required to 

purchase any Isagenix products or participate in the Autoship program 

to become or remain an Associate. Please refer to the Compensation 

Plan for additional details.

4.2 No Inventory Loading. The Isagenix Compensation Plan is based on 

sales of Isagenix products to End Consumers. Associates may purchase 

only that amount of product that will be consumed by the Associate 

(and the Associate’s Immediate Household) or promptly sold to End 

Consumers. Customers may purchase products only for the Customer’s 

personal use or the personal use of their Immediate Household, and not 

for resale. Isagenix prohibits any scheme to purchase products or to 

enroll new Customers or Associates, either directly or through others, 

for the primary purpose of qualifying any Position for any commission, 

bonus, Rank advancement, special promotion, contest, or other 

incentive.

4.3 Payments and Payment Authorization. All orders must be 

accompanied by proper payment, including all applicable shipping and 

handling fees and sales taxes.  If payment is not made within a timely 

manner or is reversed or cancelled, you authorize Isagenix to withhold 

the amount owed from any future Compensation payments.
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4.4 Autoship Program.  As a convenience, Members may enroll in our 

optional Autoship program, depending on market availability, so that 

Members can automatically receive Isagenix products on a recurring 

schedule approximately every 30 days without the need for physically 

placing an order. Please refer to the Customer Membership Account 

Application and Agreement for additional details. We may encourage 

Associates to participate in the Autoship program to receive best 

pricing, but Associates are not required to join the Autoship program in 

order to participate in the Compensation Plan or business promotions.

4.5 Resale of Products.  You must be an Associate to purchase 

Isagenix products for resale. However, no Associate (or Customer) may 

sell, offer, or otherwise provide Isagenix products to third parties for the 

purpose of resale through the Internet or other electronic commerce 

channels. Nor may any Associate sell or offer to a third party any 

quantity of Isagenix products greater than that generally purchased by 

an individual for personal use or for the use of the person’s Immediate 

Household without prior express written consent of Isagenix Field 

Relations Board. Associates may not (directly or indirectly through any 

intermediary or instrumentality) offer, display or sell, or facilitate the 

offering, displaying or selling of Isagenix’s products on a retail basis in 

any manner (including online auctions websites, such as eBay or 

Amazon, e-commerce websites, retail websites, social media sites or 

apps, infomercials, and television), except as follows: (1) through an 

Isagenix-provided Associate website; (2) in service-related and by-

appointment businesses, where the primary source of income is from 

such services and not from product sales (for example, in salons, spas, 

offices, health clubs, and weight loss clinics); and (3) through any special 

program initiated and expressly approved by Isagenix. When marketing 

Isagenix products, you may use only Isagenix-produced or Isagenix-
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approved literature, banners, and signs. Isagenix also strictly prohibits 

the sale of Isagenix products in any jurisdiction where sales are not 

permitted or where Isagenix is not officially open for business. These 

obligations and prohibitions continue even after any termination or 

cancellation of your relationship with Isagenix.

If you sell any Isagenix products through auction sales, on online auction 

sites, or through any other unauthorized website or channel, in addition 

to any other remedies hereunder or available by law, you agree to pay 

Isagenix five hundred United States dollars ($500.00) for each unit of 

Isagenix product in each instance of a prohibited, unauthorized, and/or 

noncompliant sale. You acknowledge and agree that a breach of such 

obligations will cause irreparable harm and damage to Isagenix and 

expressly waive any defense to Isagenix’s claim to such liquidated 

damages on the basis that actual damages are unascertainable or that 

such liquidated damages do not represent a reasonable determination 

of damages or penalties.

If you know, or reasonably should have known, that products were sold 

to a third party for the purposes of resale through unauthorized 

channels, in addition to any other remedies hereunder or available by 

law, you agree to pay Isagenix five hundred United States dollars 

($500.00) for each unit of Isagenix product in each instance of a 

prohibited, unauthorized, and/or noncompliant sale. You acknowledge 

and agree that a breach of such obligations will cause irreparable harm 

and damage to Isagenix and expressly waive any defense to Isagenix’s 

claim to such liquidated damages on the basis that actual damages are 

unascertainable or that such liquidated damages do not represent a 

reasonable determination of damages or penalties.
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4.6 Sales Tax. Collection of sales taxes may be required on product 

sales. Isagenix has voluntarily registered in many states to collect state 

sales taxes on behalf of Associates and, thus, reduce Associates’ 

compliance requirements. Accordingly, we will collect and remit sales 

taxes on the behalf of Associates, according to applicable tax rates in 

the jurisdiction where a product will be shipped. The tax collected is 

typically calculated as follows: (a) Associate and Customer orders for 

personal use will be taxed on the Wholesale Price; (b) Associate orders 

for resale will be taxed on the suggested retail price; (c) Retail Customer 

orders will be taxed on the actual sales price; and (d) for all orders, the 

price subject to sales tax will include the shipping charge if the 

jurisdiction where the products are shipped requires sales tax be 

charged on this cost. As an independent contractor, you are responsible 

for declaring and paying all applicable taxes.

If an Associate has submitted, and Isagenix has accepted, a current 

Sales Tax Exemption Certificate and Sales Tax Registration License, 

sales taxes will not be added to the invoice and the responsibility of 

collecting and remitting sales taxes to the appropriate authorities shall 

be on the Associate. Exemption from the payment of sales tax is 

applicable only to orders which are shipped to a jurisdiction for which 

the proper tax exemption papers have been filed and accepted. 

Applicable sales taxes will be charged on orders that are drop-shipped 

to another state. Any sales tax exemption accepted by Isagenix is not 

retroactive.

You agree to indemnify Isagenix and hold Isagenix harmless for any 

liability that it may incur as a result of your failure to properly declare 

whether certain product sales are for personal or retail use, or any 

failure on your part to properly declare or pay applicable taxes.
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4.7 Product Satisfaction Guarantee.  Isagenix offers a limited 30-day 

product satisfaction guarantee as set forth in the Isagenix Return and 

Refund Policy. Please note that when you, as an Independent Associate, 

sell, deliver or transfer products in person, you are responsible for your 

customer’s satisfaction. If these personal customers are dissatisfied 

with a product, they must go through you for a replacement product or 

refund. Once you make the product exchange or refund in accordance 

with policy, you may obtain a replacement product from Isagenix for the 

returned product. Terms and conditions apply. Please refer to the 

Isagenix Return and Refund Policy (https://www.isagenix.com/en-

US/isagenix-compliance/return-and-refund-policy) (which may be 

found at Isagenix.com), which is incorporated herein by reference, for 

details and instructions. You may contact Customer Care at (877) 877-

8111 during normal business hours with any questions. When product is 

returned to Isagenix, commissions and bonuses paid to Associates from 

the sale of that product will be charged back and deducted from future 

payments to those Associates who originally received the commissions 

and bonuses.

4.8 Buy-Back (repurchase) Policy.  To protect Associates who have 

accumulated more Isagenix products than they can sell or use within a 

reasonable time, Isagenix will buy back, on reasonably commercial 

terms currently marketable inventory purchased from Isagenix, subject 

to the terms and conditions of the Isagenix Inventory Buy-Back Policy. 

All products or materials must be returned to Isagenix with shipping 

prepaid by the Associate. Additional limitations and conditions apply. 

Please refer to the Isagenix Buy Back Policy for details. Product returns 

must be accompanied by the Isagenix International Inventory Buy-Back 

Request Form. Contact Isagenix via email at 

Returns@IsagenixCorp.com (mailto:Returns@IsagenixCorp.com) or by 
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telephone at (877) 877-8111 to request the Form (or ask questions). BV, 

PV, commissions and bonuses credited or paid to Associates from the 

sale of returned product may be charged back and deducted from 

future payments to those Associates who originally received the 

commissions and bonuses.

Section 5. Protecting Your Business

5.1 Out-of-Market Sales. Isagenix offers an International Sponsorship 

program in which you may benefit from sales of Isagenix products 

outside of your Home Region. However, you may not sell Isagenix 

products or promote the Isagenix opportunity in countries or territories 

that have not been officially opened by Isagenix.  You also may not sell 

or promote Isagenix products or literature designed for one jurisdiction, 

country, or territory in a different jurisdiction, country, or territory. Any 

violation of this provision could seriously jeopardize or compromise the 

ability of Isagenix to obtain governmental approval to conduct business 

in countries where approval is pending or planned. Accordingly, if you 

violate this or any other applicable policy or the laws of any country, 

territory, or jurisdiction, whether such violation is direct or indirect, 

intentional or unintentional, you are subject to corrective action, 

including without limitation, fines, prohibitions of conducting business in 

such jurisdictions, and/or the termination of your Position, as deemed 

appropriate by Isagenix at its sole discretion.

5.2 Confidential Information. To assist you in building an Isagenix 

business, and in reliance on your agreement to the terms of this Section, 

Isagenix may supply you with, or grant you access to, certain reports 

and other confidential and/or proprietary information that belongs to 

Isagenix.  This information includes, but is not limited to, marketing plans 

and strategies, products, purchases, pricing, relationships with vendors 
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and suppliers, and the identities of and contact information for Isagenix 

Associates and Customers provided to you in any document or report, 

and the identities of and contact information for Associates and 

Customers with whom you first became acquainted as a result of your 

relationship with Isagenix, whether or not they are in your Marketing 

Organization (collectively, "Confidential Information").

To protect your business and the businesses of all Associates, you 

acknowledge and agree that the Confidential Information belongs to 

Isagenix and must be kept completely confidential for as long as such 

information is deemed by Isagenix to be confidential. You agree that 

you will not, directly or indirectly through a third party, use or disclose 

any Confidential Information for any purpose unrelated to your Isagenix 

business, whether during the term of your association with Isagenix or 

thereafter. You acknowledge that the Confidential Information is of 

such character as to render it unique and that disclosure or use thereof 

in breach of this policy will result in irreparable damage to Isagenix and 

its Associates. You recognize and agree that misuse of the Confidential 

Information cannot be fully compensated through monetary damages. 

Accordingly, you acknowledge and agree that Isagenix and its 

Associates will be entitled to injunctive relief to prevent breach of this 

Section. If any action is taken to enforce this provision or to obtain 

injunctive relief or recover damages, the prevailing party shall be 

awarded its costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees. 

You understand and agree that in addition to Isagenix, other Associates 

may be entitled to seek and obtain injunctive relief and other damages 

if you violate this provision. You understand and agree that the 

confidentiality obligations and related remedies will survive the 

termination or cancellation of your relationship with Isagenix.
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5.3 Non-Solicitation. As an Associate, you are an independent 

contractor and therefore are not prohibited from participating in other 

business ventures, even when those business ventures compete directly 

with Isagenix. However, to protect the integrity of the Isagenix business 

and to support and protect your business interests and those of other 

Associates, during the term of your relationship with Isagenix and for 

one year thereafter (collectively, the "Non-Solicitation Period"), you 

agree that you will not solicit or encourage, directly or indirectly, any 

Associate or Customer to join or work with another network marketing, 

multi-level marketing, or direct selling company. You further agree that, 

except as otherwise authorized by Isagenix, during the Non-Solicitation 

Period, you will not introduce, promote, or sell other business ventures, 

goods, or services to any Associate or Customer.

If you violate this Non-Solicitation provision, the Non-Solicitation Period 

will be extended by one year from the date of your last solicitation of 

any Associate or Customer. A solicitation includes any direct or indirect 

attempt to entice or encourage an Associate or Customer to consider 

joining or working with or for another network marketing, multi-level 

marketing, or direct selling company. A solicitation may include 

communicating information (including through online and social media 

postings) about another business venture to any Associate or 

Customer, to the extent a reasonable person would interpret your 

communication as an attempt to solicit his or her interest in that 

business venture. For additional information, please consult the 

applicable Guidance Documents which can be obtained in your ABO or 

contact Isagenix Compliance at Compliance@IsagenixCorp.com.

Violation of this provision is grounds for termination of your Position 

and may also give rise to other claims for unauthorized use of 

Confidential Information. You acknowledge that a breach of this policy 
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will result in irreparable damage to Isagenix and its Associates. You 

recognize and agree that violations of this policy cannot be fully 

compensated through monetary damages. Accordingly, you 

acknowledge and agree that Isagenix and its Associates will be entitled 

to injunctive relief to prevent breach of this policy. If any action is taken 

to enforce this policy or to obtain injunctive relief or recover damages, 

the prevailing party shall be awarded of its costs and expenses, 

including reasonable attorneys' fees. You understand and agree that in 

addition to Isagenix, other Associates may be entitled to seek and 

obtain injunctive relief and other damages if you violate this provision. 

You understand and agree that the non-solicitation obligations and 

related remedies will survive the termination or cancellation of your 

relationship with Isagenix.

5.4 Changing Marketing Organizations. To protect the integrity of the 

Compensation Plan, and  to protect the  business interests of each 

Marketing Organization in Isagenix, no Associate or Customer, whether 

current or former, may move to a different Marketing Organization or 

change his or her Enrolling Sponsor, except as expressly provided 

otherwise by these Policies. Specifically, if you wish to resign and later 

reenroll with a different Enrolling Sponsor or be placed in a different 

Marketing Organization, you may apply to reenroll after the 

appropriate waiting period has passed, as set forth in Section 3.5. 

Isagenix may deny reenrollment at its sole discretion.

Any attempt to circumvent this policy, including any attempt to conceal 

an improper reenrollment (for example, by enrolling under someone 

else's name or a business entity, submitting false information to 

Isagenix, or working a business for someone else), is grounds for 
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corrective action against all who had knowledge of or involvement in 

the improper activity, up to and including monetary fines and 

termination of their Position(s).

It is also a violation of your Associate Contract to solicit or encourage 

any Associate or Customer to change Marketing Organizations. There 

are various ways this can happen such as direct solicitation or 

discrediting another Associate in order to encourage someone to resign 

and reenroll with another Marketing Organization. Soliciting or 

encouraging another Associate or Customer to change Marketing 

Organizations may be deemed a violation of this Section even if such 

Associate or Customer waits out the appropriate amount of time under 

Section 3.5.

5.5 Anti-Manipulation. Isagenix encourages Associates to do their best 

to fairly and honorably maximize their opportunity to earn 

compensation under the Compensation Plan in a legal and ethical 

manner. To help foster and maintain fairness and a level playing field 

for all Associates, any attempt to manipulate the Compensation Plan is 

strictly prohibited and is grounds for immediate corrective action, up to 

and including monetary fines and termination of the involved Position

(s). Evidence of manipulation may include, but is not limited to the 

following:

• Fictitious enrollments, including enrollments using false or incomplete 

contact information or identification, or information that cannot be 

verified using reasonable efforts. To obtain credit for an enrollment, 

the Enrolling Sponsor must ensure that his or her enrollee provides 

genuine and accurate information to Isagenix.

• Gratuitous enrollments, including enrollments of individuals who have 

little or no interest in Isagenix, other than enrolling as a favor to 
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someone, such as a friend or family member, or in exchange for some 

other benefit, such as free products or some other form of 

compensation.

• Uninformed enrollments, including enrollments of individuals who 

were not aware of their enrollment, who claim to be involved with 

Isagenix but who have little or no knowledge about what is going on 

in their business (indicating that their business is actually being 

managed by someone else), or individuals who wished to be 

Customers only and were enrolled as Associates.

• Stacking of enrollments, indicating a coordinated effort where one 

person or a small group of people strategically place enrollments in a 

way that benefits, or is intended to benefit, one person or a few 

people at the expense or to the detriment of others, including the 

manipulation of IAAA’s for the purpose of increasing commissions or 

bonus payouts or qualifying for Rank Advancements under the 

Compensation Plan.

• Multiple Associates or Customers using the same method of 

payment, the same shipping address, the same email address, the 

same phone number, and other activities that may indicate 

manipulation or attempted manipulation.

The Compensation Plan is designed to offer an income opportunity and 

other benefits to those who, among other things, devote the requisite 

time and effort in pursuing this opportunity. The Policies are designed to 

help protect those efforts and we encourage you to report any 

suspected manipulative activities to the Compliance Department at 

Compliance@IsagenixCorp.com.

5.6 Income Claims. You understand and agree that you will not 

misrepresent the actual or potential income that may be earned under 

the Compensation Plan. Any representation about earnings must be 
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based on documented facts, placed in the appropriate context, and 

accompanied by the appropriate disclosures, including the Income 

Disclaimers and the Isagenix Earnings Disclosure Statement, both of 

which can be obtained in your ABO (Associate Back Office) or at 

IsagenixEarnings.com or IsagenixCompliance.com. It is your 

responsibility to include all relevant information to ensure that any 

representation you make is truthful and not misleading.

5.7 Product and Weight Loss Claims. When describing Isagenix 

products and personal experiences with Isagenix, including the use of 

testimonials (by you or other Members), you understand and agree that 

you will only describe Isagenix products and product experiences in a 

manner that is consistent with the product and weight loss claims 

contained in official Isagenix marketing materials or as otherwise 

approved in advance in writing by Isagenix. When making any product 

claim or weight loss claim, you agree to accompany the claim with any 

appropriate disclaimers, copies of which can be obtained in your ABO 

or at IsagenixCompliance.com. It is your responsibility to disclose all 

relevant information to ensure that any representation you make is 

truthful and not misleading. You understand and agree that you will not 

represent that any Isagenix product is intended to diagnose, treat, cure 

or prevent any diseases or health conditions, unless otherwise 

approved in Official Isagenix Marketing Materials.

5.8 Military Base Restrictions. Associates in the military must comply 

with military regulations in establishing and operating their Isagenix 

business. We recommend that military personnel request and obtain 

permission from their base commander before starting an Isagenix 

business. Associates may be required to satisfy the base commander 

that (a) sales of products won’t compete with or materially affect sales 

by the Post Exchange, and (b) enrollment activities would not violate 
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regulations against engaging in commercial solicitation with military 

personnel of junior rank. If an Associate is transferred to a military base 

in a foreign country, the same considerations apply to the operation of 

his or her business there, provided that business activities are confined 

to the base itself.

5.9 Media Interviews and Inquiries. To protect the Isagenix brand and 

to ensure a consistent and compliant message, Isagenix has determined 

it is in the best interest of all Associates and Customers to have 

designated company spokespersons handle all communications with 

the media. Accordingly, Isagenix Independent Associates and 

Customers are not permitted to contact, solicit, respond to, interview 

with, or otherwise communicate with the media about Isagenix, its 

products, compensation plan, their Isagenix experience, or anything else 

relating to Isagenix, even if they do not mention Isagenix by name, 

unless they receive prior written consent from Isagenix. It is a violation 

of this policy to provide any information to the media without prior 

written approval from Isagenix, regardless of whether the information 

is positive or negative, accurate or inaccurate. In addition, if a media 

interview is approved by Isagenix, proper media training may be 

provided to ensure accurate and successful representation of the 

company. “Media” is defined broadly to include all traditional news 

outlets, television and radio shows, and print media, as well as all 

Internet-based journalistic communications, which may include blogs, 

forums, and bulletin boards relating to journalistic news or similar 

outlets. All inquiries from the media must be referred to Isagenix at 

1-877-877-8111 or media@isagenixcorp.com

(mailto:media@isagenixcorp.com).
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5.10 Non-Solicitation of Isagenix Employees. To protect against 

conflicts of interest, to help ensure a level playing field for all 

Associates, and to protect the Company’s investment in developing 

highly skilled and marketable employees to support all Associates, 

Isagenix employees are prohibited from becoming Isagenix Associates 

and from working for Isagenix Associates in any capacity to assist with 

Isagenix related activities, while employed by Isagenix and for a period 

of one-year following termination of their employment with Isagenix, 

unless they receive prior written consent from Isagenix. Accordingly, as 

part of this Non-Solicitation Provision, you agree that you will not solicit 

or encourage, directly or indirectly, any Isagenix employee to leave his 

or her employment with Isagenix and you agree not to solicit, enroll, hire 

or otherwise work with any Isagenix employee during the term of his or 

her employment with Isagenix and for one-year thereafter, without the 

prior written consent of Isagenix.

Section 6. Trademarks, Advertising and Internet Usage

6.1 Isagenix Trademarks, Copyrighted Materials, and other 

Intellectual Property. Isagenix trademarks include the name Isagenix 

and all variations thereof, as well as the names of all Isagenix products 

and services and other marks as typically indicated by the use of the 

"'TM" or “®” symbols. Isagenix trademarks also may include various 

word combinations relating to Isagenix using the prefix "ISA" or the 

suffix "GENIX". All Isagenix marketing and sales materials, including 

audios, videos, websites, posts, print and digital presentations, 

handouts or books, or other tangible and intangible works of authorship 

are the copyrighted work of Isagenix.
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An Associate may use Isagenix’s trademarks, copyrighted material, and 

other intellectual property only with Isagenix’s prior written permission, 

which may be expressed through general publication (to all Associates) 

or through a specific writing to one or more Associates. Without 

limitation, Isagenix may require conformity with specifications, may 

require that materials that use Isagenix’s trademarks and/or 

copyrighted materials be sourced from Isagenix or an Isagenix-

approved supplier, and may otherwise condition use of its trademarks 

and copyrighted works. Any permission granted by Isagenix shall 

constitute a limited, non-exclusive, nontransferable and revocable 

license to use such trademarks and copyrighted works solely in 

connection with the Isagenix business. You agree to immediately 

transfer to Isagenix, upon Isagenix’s request, any Internet domain name 

or other registration or application containing an Isagenix trademark, 

including any word combinations using the prefix “ISA” or the suffix 

“GENIX”. This provision shall survive the termination of your relationship 

with Isagenix.

6.2 Advertising. Isagenix provides sales tools and other materials that 

you can use to promote Isagenix products and the income opportunity. 

Creation of your own materials is discouraged; however, you may use 

certain other materials, including self-created materials, if and only if 

you first submit the materials to Isagenix corporate offices for review 

and the materials have been properly approved. The materials shall not 

be used prior to receiving written approval from Isagenix corporate. 

Isagenix may refuse to approve any materials at its sole discretion. All 

materials you create must be truthful, accurate and not misleading. Any 

and all statements about the benefits of Isagenix products or about the 

Isagenix income opportunity must comply with all Policies and the laws 

and regulations in the jurisdiction where the materials are used.
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6.3 Internet Usage and Social Media. You may use the Internet, 

including social media, to promote Isagenix products and your business 

provided you do so in a responsible manner. Isagenix provides useful 

tools and training materials to help you understand how to use the 

Internet to promote Isagenix in an effective and socially acceptable 

manner. You understand and agree that you will abide by all Policies 

and Guidance Documents relating to Internet usage, as may be 

amended by Isagenix from time to time, and you will not make any 

inaccurate, exaggerated, or misleading statements about Isagenix or its 

products or income opportunity in any media, including through the use 

of videos, pictures, or other means.

Note: Please refer to the Supplement to the Policies and Procedures on 

Internet Advertising and Social Media found on 

IsagenixCompliance.com for further guidance.

6.4 Repackaging and Relabeling Prohibited. Associates may not 

delete, add, modify, tamper with, repackage, relabel, refill, or alter the 

labels on any Isagenix products or literature in any way. Nor may 

Associates break out products from product bundles (such as a Value 

Pak, sample pak, or other product pak) and sell such products 

individually. Isagenix products may only be sold in their original 

containers and packaging. Relabeling or repackaging violates your 

agreements with Isagenix and could violate laws that generally require 

persons, including Associates, to implement and adhere to specified 

quality controls and procedures relating to the repackaging or 

relabeling of Isagenix products. Violations of such laws could result in 

severe criminal penalties. Associates should also be aware that 

personal civil liability may arise when, as a consequence of the 

repackaging or relabeling of products, the person(s) using the product
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(s) suffers any type of injury or damage. Associates are also responsible 

for learning and adhering to the proper storing and handling 

instructions for Isagenix products.

Section 7. Enforcement of Policies

7.1 Remedies. To protect the integrity of the Isagenix culture and to help 

maintain a level playing field for all Associates, the Compliance 

Department helps educate Associates about the Policies and actively 

monitors Associates’ business building activities. If an Associate violates 

these Policies, including the Isagenix Code of Ethics, the IAAA, any 

Guidance Documents, or other agreements with Isagenix, or engages in 

any unethical, illegal, fraudulent, or deceptive conduct, or any other 

violation of any laws, statutes, or ordinances, we may, at our sole 

discretion, take one or more of the following actions:

• issue a written advisory;

• revoke recognition or invitation to an Isagenix event;

• suspend or revoke access to special privileges, including executive 

reports, access to the ABO, access to social media pages and groups, 

and other privileges;

• impose monetary fines or other penalties, which may be withheld 

from current or future commissions and/or bonus payments;

• temporarily suspend commissions, bonuses, and other payments;

• remove the Associate from participation in promotions, bonuses, 

incentive trips, contests and other non-Compensation Plan benefits;

• temporarily suspend or permanently terminate the Associate's 

Position(s) and all rights thereto;

• reassign all or part of the Associate's Marketing Organization;

• seek compensatory and injunctive remedies, as applicable; and/or
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• take any other action or corrective measures that Isagenix deems 

appropriate under the circumstances.

You understand and agree that Isagenix has the right to withhold 

payment of all commissions and bonuses during the period that 

Isagenix is investigating any alleged misconduct. If your Position is 

terminated due to a breach that occurred prior to the investigation, you 

will not be entitled to any commissions or bonuses withheld during the 

investigation period, unless otherwise required by law.

7.2 Field Relations Board. The Field Relations Board reviews disputes, 

decisions, and disciplinary actions relating to Associates and their 

Isagenix businesses. Review requests must be timely submitted to the 

Compliance Department at Compliance@IsagenixCorp.com. The review 

request must include all information and documents the Associate 

believes supports his/her case and that the Associate would like to 

have considered in the review. All decisions of the Field Relations Board 

are final.

Section 8. Amendments

Upon proper notification, Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, amend the 

IAAA Terms and Conditions, the Policies, the Compensation Plan, the 

Guidance Documents, and any other materials pertaining to your 

Isagenix business, including any other agreements entered into 

between you and Isagenix. You understand and agree that you will be 

bound by the most current versions of the IAAA Terms and Conditions, 

the Policies, the Compensation Plan, and the Guidance Documents, 

including any updates or revisions since the date of your enrollment, 

upon any of the following occurrences: (a) completing the enrollment 

process to become an Associate or Customer; (b) renewing your annual 
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Membership; (c) each time you personally enroll a new Associate or  

Customer; and (d) each time you accept commissions or other 

payments under the Compensation Plan.

You will be bound by any amendments upon notification of the 

amendments through any Isagenix official channels of communication 

effective three days after the posting of such notice (except where a 

longer notice period is required by law, in which case such notice period 

applies). Those channels of communication include, but are not limited 

to, posting of information to the Isagenix website or Associate Back 

Office (“ABO”), e-mail to your IsaMail account or email address on file, 

announcements in any official Isagenix newsletter or other publication, 

or mailed to you at the address on file.

Section 9. General Provisions

9.1 Scope, Applicability and Interpretation. These Policies govern the 

relationship between Isagenix International, LLC and/or any of its 

affiliates ("Isagenix") with any Associate or entity that holds an Isagenix 

Position. These Policies are incorporated by reference into, and form 

part of, the IAAA. You understand and agree that Isagenix’s 

interpretations of the Policies are final and binding. Whenever used in 

the Associate Contract, including the Policies, the term “including” 

means “including without limitation”, unless expressly stated otherwise.

9.2 Compensation Plan and Guidance Documents Incorporated By 

Reference. The Compensation Plan and Guidance Documents, as may 

be amended from time to time, are incorporated by reference into 

these Policies and you agree to be bound by the Compensation Plan 

and the Guidance Documents, as the same may be amended by 

Isagenix from time to time.
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9.3 Consent to Use of Personal Information. In addition to the terms 

and conditions of the IAAA, you are subject to the terms of the Isagenix 

Privacy Policy, which is incorporated as part of these Policies.

9.4 Reporting and Resolving Errors. If you have any questions or 

believe there has been an error regarding commissions, bonuses, 

reports, orders, or charges, you must notify Isagenix in writing within 30 

days of the date of the purported error in question. Isagenix will not be 

responsible for errors, omissions or problems not so reported.

9.5 Waiver. Isagenix never waives its right to insist on compliance (a) 

with the Policies, the IAAA, the Guidance Documents, the Compensation 

Plan and other agreements between Associates and Isagenix and (b) 

with the applicable laws governing the conduct of a business and 

network marketing. This is true in all cases, both specifically expressed 

and implied, unless an officer of Isagenix who has actual and specific 

authority to bind Isagenix to such waivers explicitly states in writing that 

Isagenix waives any of these provisions. In addition, any time Isagenix 

approves a waiver of any provision, that approval is specific to the 

single occurrence, unless otherwise stated, and does not extend to any 

other violation, whether past, present, or future. This provision deals 

with the concept of "waiver", and the parties agree that Isagenix does 

not waive any of its rights under any circumstances short of the written 

confirmation alluded to above.

9.6 Indemnification. You agree to indemnify and hold harmless 

Isagenix, its officers, managers, directors, employees, beneficial owners, 

and agents (collectively “Isagenix Indemnitees”) against and from any 

claim, damage, loss, or liability, including judgments, civil penalties, 

refunds, attorneys’ fees, court or arbitration costs, or lost business 

Isagenix Indemnitees incur, arising from any of your actions or inactions 
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that violate your Associate Contract, including without limitation, the 

IAAA Terms and Conditions, these Policies, the Compensation Plan and 

the Guidance Documents, each as may be amended.

You understand and agree that you are responsible for any verbal or 

written representations you make regarding Isagenix’s products and 

business opportunity, including the Compensation Plan, and you agree 

you will not make any unauthorized or unlawful representations, 

express or implied, verbal or nonverbal. You agree to indemnify and 

hold harmless Isagenix Indemnitees against and from any and all 

liability including judgments, civil penalties, refunds, attorneys' fees, 

court, or arbitration costs or lost business we incur as a result of any 

unauthorized or unlawful representations that you make.

9.7 Exclusion of Damages. In no event shall any Isagenix officer, 

director, employee, affiliate, successor, or assignee be liable for any 

special, punitive, indirect, or consequential damages, for any claims or 

actions resulting from or arising out of these Policies or any other 

agreement you have entered into with Isagenix, the functionality or 

operation of any website, or any acts or omissions of any Isagenix 

party, whether based on contract, tort (including negligence), strict 

liability, or any other cause of action.

9.8 Severability and Judicial Modification.  If any portion of these 

Policies, or any other agreement you have entered into with Isagenix, is 

deemed by any arbitrator or court of competent jurisdiction to be 

invalid or unenforceable, it is your and Isagenix’s mutual intent that the 

arbitrator or court shall strike or modify the applicable provision only to 

the extent necessary to make such provision enforceable, and enforce 

the provision as modified. In any event, the remainder of these Policies 

and all other agreements shall remain in full force and effect.
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9.9 Survival of Terms. You understand and agree that each of the 

provisions of these Policies relating to confidentiality, non-solicitation, 

resale of products, including prohibitions of online sales, arbitration, and 

other provisions as expressly stated herein will survive the termination 

of your relationship with Isagenix.

9.10 Arbitration and Governing Law. ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM 

ARISING OUT OF, OR RELATING TO, THESE POLICIES AND 

PROCEDURES, THE COMPENSATION PLAN, OR THE GUIDANCE 

DOCUMENTS, OR THE BREACH THEREOF, SHALL BE SETTLED BY 

CONFIDENTIAL ARBITRATION ADMINISTERED BY THE AMERICAN 

ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION UNDER ITS COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION 

RULES, AND JUDGMENT ON THE AWARD RENDERED BY THE 

ARBITRATOR MAY BE ENTERED IN ANY COURT HAVING 

JURISDICTION THEREOF. IF YOU FILE A CLAIM OR COUNTERCLAIM 

AGAINST ISAGENIX OR ITS OWNERS, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS OR 

EMPLOYEES, YOU MAY ONLY DO SO ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS AND 

NOT WITH ANY OTHER INDIVIDUAL OR AS PART OF A CLASS ACTION. 

YOU WAIVE ALL RIGHTS TO TRIAL BY JURY OR TO ANY COURT. All 

arbitration proceedings shall be held in Maricopa County, State of 

Arizona, unless the laws of the jurisdiction where you reside expressly 

require the application of its laws, in which case the arbitration shall be 

held in the capital of that jurisdiction. At least one arbitrator shall be an 

attorney at law experienced in business law transactions and network 

marketing. Neither the parties nor the arbitrator(s) may disclose the 

existence, content, or results of any arbitration without the prior written 

consent of both parties. Judgment on any award rendered by the 

arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction. Each party 

to the arbitration shall be responsible for its own costs and expenses, 

including legal and filing fees; provided, however, that the arbitrator will 
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have discretion to award legal fees and other costs to the prevailing 

party. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the 

parties. This agreement to arbitrate shall survive any termination or 

expiration of your relationship with Isagenix.

Nothing in the arbitration provision prohibits either party from 

obtaining a temporary injunction, preliminary injunction, permanent 

injunction or other equitable relief available to safeguard and protect 

the party’s interests prior to, during or following the filing of any 

arbitration or other proceeding, or pending the rendition of a decision 

or award in connection with an arbitration or other proceeding. The 

arbitrator(s) will have the authority to continue injunctive relief and to 

enter a permanent order granting such relief. 

In addition, nothing in the arbitration provision shall prevent Isagenix 

from filing a lawsuit to identify unknown persons, including, but not 

limited to, unidentified Customers or Associates, who may be selling 

Isagenix products on the Internet, cybersquatting, registering or 

attempting to register, or using Isagenix trademarks or confusingly 

similar domain names, or producing, modifying or repackaging Isagenix 

merchandise without authorization. Once a person is determined to be 

a Customer or Associate, Isagenix may take further action against such 

persons. The filing of a lawsuit and taking any action in that lawsuit to 

identify unknown persons shall not be a waiver of any right or 

obligation set forth in the arbitration provision.

In the event that a dispute or claim arising out of, or relating to this 

Agreement, is not subject to arbitration as set forth above, the laws of 

the state of Arizona shall govern, and the parties agree that proper 

jurisdiction and venue shall be in the state and federal courts of 

Arizona. In the event of a dispute for jurisdictional purposes, persons 
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residing in Louisiana shall be entitled to file an adjudicatory claim or 

lawsuit in the jurisdiction of Louisiana and the governing law shall be 

Louisiana law. If the laws of your place of residence impose any 

requirement that is different from or in addition to those set forth in 

these Policies, then these Policies shall be deemed amended in 

conformance with those laws as to that jurisdiction only.

Section 10. Glossary

Achieved Rank –the highest Rank in which an Associate has qualified 

within the Compensation Plan.

Associate – an independent contractor who has met and continues to 

meet the eligibility requirements set forth in the Associate Contract. 

Associates may purchase and resell Isagenix products, subject to 

applicable laws, policies and agreements, and are generally eligible to 

earn compensation under the Compensation Plan.

Associate Back Office (ABO) – is the online portal through which 

Associates have access to information and tools helpful to operate their 

Isagenix businesses.

Associate Contract – the contract between Isagenix and each Associate 

which includes the Isagenix Independent Associate Application and 

Agreement, the Isagenix Policies and Procedures, the Isagenix Team 

Compensation Plan, the Guidance Documents, and the Business Entity 

Form (if applicable), all in their current form or as amended by Isagenix 

from time to time in its sole discretion. These documents, including items 

incorporated by reference in such documents, may be collectively 

referred to as and comprise the “Agreement.”
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Associate Membership Account – the Isagenix account established by 

an Associate upon agreeing to the Associate Contract, providing 

required information and meeting the requisite requirements. The 

Associate Membership Account may also be referred to as “Associate 

Account,” “Membership Account,” or “your Account.”

Associate Support System – the online support system available to 

each Isagenix Associate at enrollment. It includes an Isagenix Associate 

Website where an Associate’s Retail Direct Customers may purchase 

Isagenix products at the retail price and where an Associate may enroll 

new Customers and Associates. It also includes access to the Associate 

Back Office and training materials.

Autoship – an optional program of convenience permitting preselected, 

pre-authorized orders to be automatically shipped on a selected date 

each month. The Autoship program provides additional savings and 

convenience to Members who elect to participate. Associates are not 

required to participate in the Autoship program in order to participate 

in the Compensation Plan.

Business Building Activity – enrolling a new Customer or Associate, 

receiving a Compensation payment, advancing in Rank, or participating 

or completing other business related activities as may be specified by 

Isagenix.  

Business Center – the term “Business Center” is given the meaning set 

forth in the Compensation Plan. 

Compensation – the commissions, bonuses and other consideration 

received by an Associate under the Compensation Plan or through 

other incentives or promotions implemented by Isagenix for the sale of 

its products.
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Compensation Plan – the Isagenix Team Compensation Plan, as may be 

amended from time to time.

Customer Membership Account – the account established by 

Customers upon agreeing to the terms and conditions of the Customer 

Membership Account Application and Agreement and supplying the 

requisite information. The Customer Membership Account may also be 

referred to as a “Customer Account.” 

Customer Type – the type or level of membership selected by a 

Customer as indicated by the Customer’s election at the time of 

enrollment or by the Membership Fee paid by the Customer.

Customers – End Consumers who have created a Membership Account 

to purchase Isagenix products at discount prices for their own personal 

use or the personal use of their Immediate Household only. In addition 

to persons who have created a  Membership Account, other persons 

may purchase Isagenix products as “Retail Customers,” “Retail Direct 

Customers,” or other type of customers as may be designated from 

time to time by Isagenix, all of whom also may be considered End 

Consumers. Customers, Retail Customers and Retail Direct Customers 

may not participate in the Compensation Plan or resell products. The 

term “Customer” by itself refers only to persons who have created a 

Customer Membership Account and does not refer to Retail Customers 

or Retail Direct Customers.

End Consumers – persons who acquire Isagenix products for the 

purpose of consuming them rather than for the purpose of reselling to 

someone else.

Enrolling Sponsor – the person who is credited for personally enrolling a 

Customer or an Associate. 
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Field Relations Board (FRB) – the Board responsible for reviewing 

certain matters relating to compliance with the Associate Contract, 

including decisions made by the Compliance Department. 

Guidance Documents – the guidelines, FAQs, supplements, training 

materials, and other tools and documents published or presented by 

Isagenix that interpret, clarify, and provide additional detail with 

respect to these Policies. The Guidance Documents, as updated from 

time to time, are considered part of these Policies (unless otherwise 

stated in the specific Guidance Document) and can be found on official 

Isagenix publications, including in the Associate Back Office.

Home Region – the Isagenix Region that includes the country or 

territory where the Associate resides at the time of enrollment. An 

Associate may benefit from the sales activity of new Members in the 

Associate’s Home Region without applying for and receiving approval 

as an International Sponsor.

Immediate Household – the head(s) of a household and dependent 

family members residing in the same household.

Independent Associate Application and Agreement (IAAA) – the 

application and agreement which a person who desires to be an 

Isagenix Independent Associate must properly complete, execute, and 

submit to Isagenix as one of the prerequisites to becoming an 

Associate.

International Sponsor – an Associate who has been approved to enroll 

Associates and Customers in Regions other than the enrolling 

Associate’s Home Region and may qualify to earn Compensation for 

product sales in such other Region(s).
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International Sponsorship Application and Agreement – the application 

and agreement that an Associate must properly complete, execute, and 

submit to Isagenix as one of the prerequisites to becoming an 

International Sponsor.

Line of Sponsorship – the line of Associates above a given Position in a 

Team Placement Tree.

Marketing Organization – all Customers and Associates who are 

situated below a given Associate in the Associate’s Team Placement 

Tree and from whose product purchases the Associate’s Compensation 

is derived.

Member – a Customer or an Associate or both, depending on the 

context.

Membership Fee – the fee that a Member may elect to pay in order to 

receive product pricing discounts that are not available to non-

Members and other membership benefits that Isagenix may provide 

from time to time.

Non-Solicitation Period – the period during which Associates agree not 

to solicit other Isagenix Associates or Customers to join another 

business venture. The Non-Solicitation Period begins upon enrollment 

as an Associate and does not end until one year after the relationship 

with Isagenix ends, unless otherwise extended pursuant to Section 5.3.

Official Isagenix Marketing Material – literature, audio recordings, video 

recordings, and other materials developed, published, printed or 

distributed by Isagenix or its approved third party suppliers. Materials 
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and recordings developed, published, printed or recorded by Associates 

or any other person or entity is not “Official Isagenix Marketing 

Material.”

Placement Sponsor – the Associate under whom an enrolling Associate 

or Customer is placed in the Compensation Plan. The Placement 

Sponsor and the Enrolling Sponsor may be the same person.

Policies and Procedures – rules and regulations governing the conduct 

of Associates with respect to their independent Isagenix businesses, 

including this document and the Guidance Documents, as may be 

amended by Isagenix from time to time.

Position – (1) the Business Center held by an Associate or (2) the 

placement location of a Member in the Enrolling Sponsor’s Team 

Placement Tree for purposes of measuring and tracking product sales 

and allocating commission payments to Associates based on product 

sales.

Preferred Customer – a Customer who has established a Customer 

Membership Account, elected to pay the applicable Membership Fee, 

and has agreed to certain terms and conditions. A Preferred Customer 

may elect to participate in the Isagenix Autoship program. 

Rank – the title or status that an Associate has achieved pursuant to 

the Compensation Plan. The five Ranks are: Associate, Consultant, 

Manager, Director, and Executive.

Region – a country or a group of countries designated by Isagenix for 

purposes of distinguishing an area of the world where an Associate 

may sponsor new Associates and Customers.

Retail Customer – a person who purchases Isagenix products directly 
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from an Associate in person.

Retail Direct Customer – a person who purchases Isagenix products 

from Isagenix at the suggested retail price by going through an 

individual Associate’s website.

Support Team – the Line of Sponsorship above your Position in the 

Team Placement Tree (including your Enrolling Sponsor and Placement 

Sponsor) who are in a direct line to your Position through your Enrolling 

Sponsor.

Team Placement Tree – an Associate’s Marketing Organization (Right 

and Left Teams) in which newly enrolled Customers and Associates are 

placed. See Compensation Plan for additional information.

Wholesale or Wholesale Price/Pricing – prices established by Isagenix 

that are less than a product’s suggested retail price.

(/)
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Welcome to lsagen ix®-We offer Solutions to Trans
form Livesrn! Our mission is to provide great prod
ucts that can help you lose weight, improve your 
energy and performance, and live healthier longer. 
For those who wish to share our great products 
with others, we also offer one of the best income 
opportunities in the network marketing industry. 

As responsible business owners, we understand the 
importance of integrity; it's one of our company's 
core values. Integrity involves adhering to a code of 
ethical principles that govern how we develop and 
market our products, how we manage our compen

sation plan, and how we operate our business. We also expect our Independent 
Associates to follow a code of ethical principles by agreeing to abide by our Poli
cies and Procedures, which set forth the rules that govern how our Associates 
market our products and operate their businesses. The Policies and Procedures 
are designed to protect the company and its products from legal challenges and 
to protect Associates by ensuring a level playing field. As a member of the Direct 
Selling Association, we have agreed to abide by the DSA's Code of Ethics (www. 
dsa.org/ethics/code/). We also have adopted our own expanded Code of Ethics, 
applicable to all Associates, which are incorporated into Section 1 of our Policies 
and Procedures. 

The Policies and Proced ures are supplemented by our Guidance Documents, 
which you can access either on line in your Associate Back Office or by request
ing a hard copy. The Guidance Documents provide additional detail to c larify 
certain sections of the Pol icies and Procedures and provide analyses of specific 
fact situations to help Associates understand how we interpret and apply the 
Policies and Procedures. 

We are thrilled you've joined our family. We believe lsagenix can be the vehicle 
to help you take control of your health and your wealth. We are committed to 
providing tru ly exceptional products, customer service and the tools you need to 
support your success. 

Together, we can truly impact the quality of your life and the people you love. 

Your partners in success, 

Jim and Kathy Coover, Co-Founders 
lsagenix International, LLC 
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Section 1. Code of Ethics 

1.1. As an Independent lsagenix Associate, I will: 

• conduct myself and my business in a professional, ethical, moral, and legal manner, 
always being respectful of each and every person I meet; 

• represent lsagenix products and the lsagenix income opportunity truthfully 
and accurately; 

• provide ongoing support and active encouragement to other Associates, both 
within and outside of my own organization; 

• honor my obligation to protect lsagenix's confidential information, including the 
contact information of other Associates and lsagenix customers; and 

• abide by all of the lsagenix Policies and Procedures, as currently in effect and as 
may be amended by lsagenix from time to time. 

1.2 As an Independent lsagenix Associate, I will NOT: 

• engage in any activity that would reflect poorly on lsagenix or me, including but 
not limited to any deceptive, misrepresentative, unlawful, or unethical business 
or recruiting practice, using any high-pressure recruiting or selling technique, or 
making any unauthorized or exaggerated claim about lsagenix products or the 
lsagenix income opportunity; 

• entice or encourage any existing lsagenix Associate or customer to join my team 
from another team under any circumstance, directly or indirectly, and I will not 
attempt to gain any advantage over any other Associate by claiming or implying 
that I am able to obtain any special treatment from lsagenix; 

• disparage lsagenix or its products, Compensation Plan, management team, 
employees, affiliates or other Associates, or the competition or their products, 
compensation plans, management teams, employees, affiliates or independent 
distributors; 

• attempt to manipulate the lsagenix Compensation Plan in any way, including 
but not limited to enrolling a customer or another Associate who has little or no 
interest in lsagenix, primarily to qualify for a bonus or other compensation, or 
by enrolling or encouraging others to enroll with multiple Positions and/or selling 
lsagenix products through unauthorized channels; or 

• attempt in any way, directly or indirectly, to violate or circumvent these lsagenix 
Policies and Procedures. 

lsagenix International, LLC • 1 
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Section 2. Your Relationship w ith lsagenix 

2.1 Becoming a Preferred Customer. A Preferred Customer is 
someone who wishes to purchase lsagenix products at wholesale 
prices. but does not wish to participate in the Compensation Plan. You 
become a Preferred Customer when your Membership Application 
and Agreement is received and accepted by lsagenix, and you have 
paid the applicable membership fee. As a Preferred Customer, you 
may purchase lsagenix products only for personal or family use and 
may not purchase more than you can reasonably consume in one 
month. Preferred Customers are not eligible to participate in the 
Compensation Plan and may not resell products or make purchases 
to help others resell products. 

A Preferred Customer may choose to participate in the Compensation 
Plan at any time, and still be eligible to purchase lsagenix products 
at wholesale prices as a consumer, by becoming an Associate as 
provided in Section 2.2. 

2.2 Becoming an Independent lsagenix Associate. To become an 
Associate, you must: (1) meet and satisfy the eligibility requirements 
set forth in Section 2.3; (2) sign and submit a properly completed 
Membership Application and Agreement; (3) pay a membership fee 
or purchase a Business Tool Kit, as applicable; and (4) receive and 
accept your first commission or bonus payment. lsagenix reserves the 
right to refuse any application. By becoming an Associate, and each 
time you receive and accept a commiss ion or bonus payment, you 
agree to abide by the Policies and Procedures, as may be amended 
from time to time. 

If you elect to change your status from Preferred Customer to 
Associate, you may retain your current Position so long as you make 
the election within 24 months of becoming a Preferred Customer. 
After converting to Associate status, you will be eligible to receive 
compensation under the Compensation Plan, except that you will not 
be eligible to receive compensation on volume generated before you 
became an Associate. 

2.3 Eligibility Requirements. To be eligible to become an Associate, 
you must: (1) be of legal age (at least 18 in the U.S.) and legally competent 
to enter into a binding contract in the jurisdiction in which you reside; 
(2) be a citizen or taxpaying resident of a country in which lsagenix is 
officially open for business; (3) provide a complete, legible, unaltered, 
and valid application, including valid contact information and (if required) 
a valid government-issued tax identification number; and ( 4) not already 
have an interest in a Position in the Compensation Plan. 

2.4 Accurate Information. You may not enroll or help anyone else 
enro ll with false, inaccurate, misleading, or incomplete information. 
It is your responsibility to inform lsagenix of any changes to your 
information. lsagenix will not be responsible for delays and possible 
loss or forfeiture of commissions or bonuses that wou ld otherwise be 
payable to individuals who have provided false, inaccurate, misleading, 
or incomplete information to lsagenix. lsagenix reserves the right to 
terminate any Position that is being operated by any person other 
than the person named on the account. 

2.5 No More than One Position. You may not have a financial 
interest or any other interest in more than one Position, even when 
that Position is held by a separate business entity or another person, 
except in limited circumstances (including Re-Entry Positions) as 
approved in writing by lsagenix. 

2.6 Spouses. Spouses may hold separate Positions, provided that they 
are in the same line of sponsorship and one spouse directly sponsors 
the other (except in cases where each spouse owned a Position prior 
to being married). As consideration for allowing spouses to hold a 
financial interest in more than one Position, each spouse agrees that 
the actions of one spouse may be attributed to both spouses and may 
result in corrective action against both spouses. 

2.7 Re-Entry Positions. If you meet the qualifications set forth in the 
Re-Entry Application, and lsagenix approves your application, you 
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will be granted an additional Position, known as a Re-Entry Position. 
Because the grant of a Re-Entry Position is a privilege, lsagenix 
reserves the right to withhold approval of any application in its sole 
discretion. lsagenix reserves the right to amend or discontinue the 
Re-Entry Program at any time at its sole d iscretion. 

2.8 Other Special Programs. From time to time, lsagenix may 
implement other special programs where applicants who meet the 
necessary qualifications can apply to operate additional Positions. 
lsagenix reserves the right to amend or discontinue these programs 
at any time at its sole discretion. 

2.9 Business Entities and Charities. You may operate your Position 
as a business entity or charity, or convert your existing individual 
account to a business entity, if you provide: (1) an employer 
identification number ("EIN"); (2) your own valid government-issued 
t ax identification number; and (3) any other information requested by 
lsagenix to verify the existence, ownership, and good standing of the 
business entity. lsagenix reserves the right to refuse any application. 

Note: Your personal identification is used for internal tracking 
purposes, but once an EIN is provided, reporting for tax purposes 
will be directed to that EIN. No Member may use this provision to 
circumvent Section 2.5 allowing no more than one Position per person. 

2.10 Independent Contractor Status. As an Associate, you are an 
independent contractor. You are not an employee, agent, partner, 
or franchisee of, nor are you a party to a joint venture with lsagenix. 
You are not agreeing to purchase a franchise or distributorship, and 
there are no exclusive territories granted to any Associate. You are 
also not acquiring any interest in a security. You have no authority 
to incur any debt, expense, or obligation on behalf of lsagenix. As an 
independent contractor, you are responsible for your own expenses 
and any appl icable taxes (including self-employment taxes and any 
applicable income taxes). You are also responsible for providing your 
own place of business, determining your own work hours, supplying 
your own equipment and supplies, and obtaining all applicable 
licenses and complying with all legal and regulatory requirements 
that apply to you. You agree that you will not represent yourself 
as anything other than an Independent lsagenix Associate. If your 
Membership Application and Agreemen t is terminated for any reason, 
you understand and agree that, as an independent contractor, you are 
not entitled to receive workers' compensation or other employment
related benefits and you agree that you will not assert such claims. 

2.11 Annual Renewal. Your Membership Application and Agreement 
must be renewed annually by paying the applicable renewal fee. If 
you fail to renew, whether intentionally or not, you may forfeit your 
Position and other benefits associated with your membership. As a 
conven ience, if you purchase lsagenix products or attend an lsagenix 
event within 90 days before your renewal date, you agree that lsagenix 
is entitled to renew your account automatically approximately 30 
days prior to your renewal date by charging your current method of 
payment on file. If you do not wish to participate in this automatic 
renewal program, you may opt out by ca lling the Customer Care 
Department at (877) 877-8111. 

2.12 Becoming an International Sponsor. If you wish to enroll 
Associates outside your home region and earn compensation based 
on the sale of lsagenix products in those regions, you must become 
an International Sponsor by signing and submitting an International 
Sponsorship Application and Agreement and paying the applicable 
annual fee. If you choose to become an International Sponsor, you must 
abide by the Policies and Procedures and local laws and regulations 
applicable to each respective country in which you operate. 

Section 3. Understanding Your lsagenix Position 

3.1 Placement of Your lsagenix Position. When you enroll as an 
Associate with lsagenix, you will occupy a Position in accordance w ith 
the Compensation Plan. The person who enrolled you w ith lsagenix 
is your Enrolling Sponsor; the person who occupies the Position 
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immediately above you is your Placement Sponsor (the Enrolling 
Sponsor and the Placement Sponsor may be the same person). 
lsagenix wil l generally recognize the Enrolling Sponsor and Placement 
Sponsor designated on your Membership Application and Agreement, 
but reserves the right to redesignate either sponsor in the event of a 
dispute. A lthough Preferred Customers are also assigned Positions for 
tracking purposes, they are not eligible to earn compensation unless 
they convert to Associate status, as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 

3.2 Change of Sponsorship or Placement. To protect the integrity of 
the Compensation Plan and to discourage unethical cross-recruiting 
practices, lsagenix does not allow sponsorship or placement changes, 
except in limited circumstances. Any request to change sponsorship 
or placement must be expressly approved by lsagenix. 

3.3 Modifying or Selling Your Position. lsagenix reserves the right to 
approve or disapprove any modification you propose to make to your 
Position. Before we can approve such a change you must submit a 
written statement outlining the proposed modification and the reasons 
for the modification. You may sell your Position if: (a) you have actively 
operated your Position as an active "Paid-As" Executive (as defined in 
the Compensation Plan) for the previous six consecutive months; (b) 
you submit a written notice to lsagenix specifying the proposed terms 
and conditions of any proposed sa le to a bona fide purchaser at least 
30 days before the sa le occurs; and (c) lsagen ix approves the sale in 
writing. lsagenix may approve or disapprove of any proposed sale, 
at its sole discretion, and reserves the right to purchase the Position 
from you on substantially the same terms and conditions specified in 
the notice. Note: This Section applies to any attempt to transfer an 
interest in a business entity that owns a Position. Positions held by 
Preferred Customers may not be sold or assigned. 

3.4 Voluntary Cancellation of Your Position. You may cancel your 
Position: (a) at any time by sign ing and submitting a written request to 
lsagenix, or (b) following any anniversary of your enrollment date, by 
failing or choosing not to pay your annual renewal fee when it is due. 
Note: Once your Position has been cancelled, you may not reenroll 
or have a financial in terest in another Position except in accordance 
with the reenrollment policy as provided in Section 3.5. To voluntari ly 
cancel your Position, you must sign and submit a Voluntary Request to 
Relinquish Position Form, or send us a written request, including your 
printed name, Associate ID number, phone number, emai l address, 
and signature (to help us prevent third parties from cancelling your 
account without your knowledge). Cancellations will be considered 
effective when a legitimate request is received by lsagenix. 
Cancellation notices may be mailed to: lsagenix International, LLC, 
Attn: Account Requests, 2225 S. Price Rd., Chandler, AZ 85286, sent via 
facsimile to: (480) 636-5386, or they may be scanned and emailed to: 
AccountRequests@lsagenixCorp.com. If you are requesting to cancel 
your Autoship or Backup Order only, please contact the Customer 
Care Department at (877) 877-811l. 

3.5 Reenrolling After Cancellation; Elig ibility. To protect the integrity 
of each Isa gen ix Position by discouraging individuals from attempting 
to switch teams, no person who currently holds or has held an interest 
in a terminated or cancelled Position may reenroll until expiration of 
the period specified in this Section, except as provided below. 

Note: Anyone found trying to circumvent this policy in any way, 
including by attempting to enroll with another lsagenix marketing 
organization using a business entity or a different name or by 
cooperating with another person or working a business for another 
person, will be subject to corrective action, up to and including the 
"resetting" of his or her waiting period, the denial of reenrollment 
requests and/or the possible termination of his or her Position(s). 

The waiting periods contained in this policy do not apply if you w ish 
to reenroll with your same Enrolling Sponsor and be placed in the 
next open Position below your Placement Sponsor's Position in the 
same sponsoring leg. Individuals who reenroll under this exception 
will maintain their previous recognition rank and their reenrollment 
will not count as a new enrollment for compensation purposes. If you 

wish to reenroll with a different Enrolling Sponsor or be placed in a 
different sponsoring leg, you may apply to reenroll subject to the 
following rules and waiting periods: 

"Product Users" and "Product Sharers" may reapply six months 
from the date of their most recent activity (such as a product 
order or commission payment). "Product Users" are those who 
have never earned a commission or haven't earned a commission 
over the previous twelve months. "Product Sharers" are those 
who have earned commissions less than $500 over the previous 
twelve months. 

"Business Builders" may reapply twelve months from the date of 
their most recent activity. This category includes everyone who 
has earned commissions more than $500 with lsagenix over the 
previous twelve months. 

If you wish to continue ordering lsagenix products at discounted 
member prices during your waiting period, without resetting your 
waiting period each time you order, you must sign and submit 
an officia l Reenrollment Request Form. By submitting this form, 
you irrevocably waive all rights relating to your current Position(s) 
(including all compensation) and you must explain your reason for 
making the request and where you plan to enroll after the waiting 
period expires. For purposes of this exception, your appl icable 
waiting period will begin to count from the date lsagenix receives 
your completed form, even if your Position has already been inactive 
for any amount of time. Your intent to cancel and reenroll will be 
communicated to your current Enrolling Sponsor and volume from 
your purchases will continue to be credited to your current Enrolling 
Sponsor. 

Despite this Section 3.5, you may not encourage anyone who is already 
enrolled in lsagenix to cancel his or her Position or move to another 
organization, even if you tell them to do so in accordance with this 
policy, and even if you were the one who enrolled that person in your 
previous marketing organization. lsagenix reserves the right to take 
corrective action, up to and including monetary fines and termination 
of all involved Positions, including against the Enrolling Sponsor in the 
new marketing organization, if lsagenix determines, in its reasonable 
discretion, that there is a pattern of reenrollment requests or attempts 
to move from one marketing organization to another due to direct or 
indirect coaching or other forms of encouragement. lsagenix further 
reserves the right to refuse any reenrollment application even if the 
former Associate has complied with the waiting periods set forth in 
this Section. 

Note: Although lsagenix permits spouses to hold separate Positions, 
they must remain in the same line of sponsorship. Therefore, 
before either spouse can reenroll under this Section, both spouses 
must satisfy the conditions and waiting periods applicable to their 
respective Positions. 

3.6 Divorce. lsagenix will honor a valid divorce decree or settlement 
agreement with respect to ownership of Positions, provided that 
the proposed resolution does not conflict with these Policies and 
Procedures. Additionally, Positions cannot be divided into separate 
interests and any divorce decree or settlement agreement that purports 
to divide or separate the Position will cause the Position to automatically 
terminate as of the date of any such decree or settlement. 

3.7 Succession. Upon the death or incapacitation of an Associate, 
all rights to the Position may be transferred to a successor as 
provided in the Associate's will or as otherwise ordered by a court 
of competent jurisdiction or other testamentary process, subject to 
approval by lsagenix. Within six months of the Associate's death or 
incapacitation, the successor(s) must present verification of death or 
incapacitation and proof of their right of succession, such as a grant 
of probate or an enduring power of attorney. The successor must 
sign and submit a new Membership Application and Agreement 
and must, in all respects, qualify to enroll as an Associate and be 
bound by all current and future terms and conditions set forth in the 
Policies and Procedures and the Compensation Plan. If the successor 
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is already a Member, lsagenix will allow the successor to hold both 
the existing and the inherited Positions for up to nine months, by 
which time the successor must have sold or otherwise transferred 
one of the Positions in accordance with the Policies and Procedures. 
Note: The requirement to sell or otherwise transfer one of the Positions 
a~er nine months does not apply if the successor is the spouse of the 
transferring Associate. If the Position is to be inherited by more than one 
successor, the successors should form a single-purpose business entity 
or a trust to hold the transferred Position. If there is no appropriate or 
quali fied successor to provide responsible leadership and support to the 
organization, lsagenix may, at its sole discretion, offer to purchase the 
Position at a fair market value determined by lsagenix. 

Section 4 . lsagenix Products 

4 .1 Purchasing lsagenix Products. There is no requirement to enroll 
in the Compensation Plan or commit to a minimum order to purchase 
lsagenix products. Retail Customers may purchase lsagenix products 
directly from Associates, either in person or by placing an order 
through an Associate's replicated website. In exchange for an annual 
membership fee, 

Preferred Customers and Associates may purchase lsagenix products 
directly from lsagenix at a discount. Associates are also eligible to 
earn compensation pursuant to the Compensation Plan based on 
sales of lsagenix products to Retail Customers, Preferred Customers, 
and Associates. lsagenix reserves the right to adjust the price of its 
products or services at any time. Although you are required to achieve 
certain levels of personal sa les (which may include retail sales) to earn 
compensation under the Compensation Plan, you are not required 
to purchase any lsagenix products or participate in the Autosh ip 
or Backup Order program to become or remain an Associate or a 
Preferred Customer. 

4.2 Inventory Purchases. The lsagenix Compensation Plan is based 
on sales of lsagenix products to end consumers. Associates may 
purchase only that amount of products that will be consumed or sold 
w ithin a reasonable amount of time. Before an order wi ll be accepted, 
an Associate must certify that products representing at least 70% of 
his or her prior purchases have been consumed by or sold to end 
consumers (which may include the Associate and his or her family). 
Preferred Customers may purchase products only for personal 
use, and not for resale. lsagenix prohibits any scheme to purchase 
products, either directly or through others, for the primary purpose of 
qual ifying any Position for commissions or bonuses. 

4.3 Payments and Payment Authorization. All orders must be 
accompanied by proper payment, including all applicable shipping 
and handling fees and sales taxes. We accept payment in various 
forms, including cashier's checks, money orders, Visa, MasterCard, 
American Express, Discover Card, electronic checking, and lsaWallet, 
to the extent such payment methods are available. If paying by check, 
p lease allow three to five business days for your check to process. 
Orders will be shipped upon our actual receipt and clearance of 
payment. 

Whenever you place an order directly or through the Autoship or 
Backup Order program, you authorize lsagenix to withdraw payment 
accord ing to the method of payment on file (including any and all 
sales taxes and all shipping and handling charges). If payment is not 
made within a timely manner, you authorize lsagenix to withhold the 
amount owed from your commission and bonus checks, if applicab le. 

4.4 Order Confirmations. For each order you place, an order 
confirmation email will be sent to your email address on file and the 
product w ill be shipped to the designated shipping address. It is your 
responsibility to ensure that lsagenix has your current email address 
and sh ipping address. lsagenix is not responsible for non-receipt of 
order confirmations due to invalid email addresses or non-delivery of 
product orders due to invalid or incorrect shipping addresses. Orders 
must be received by lsagenix before 11:59 p.m. Eastern Standard Time 
to ensure that they are counted toward the current day's Business 
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Volume. Standard orders will sh ip the following business day. 

4.5 Autoship and Backup Order Programs. For your convenience, 
you may enro ll in our Autoship or Backup Order program, depending 
on market availability, to ensure that you receive our products on a 
recurring schedule every 30 days. Autoship Orders are delivered 
automatica lly every 30 days, while Backup Orders are delivered only 
when you have not completed your specified order within the previous 
30 days. You can choose from a w ide variety of pre-selected product 
paks, or you can combine any variation of individual products to suit 
your needs. You can also choose the monthly processing date for 
your Autoship or Backup Order, and you can change or cancel your 
Autoship or Backup Order at any time. Changes must be received by 
lsagenix at least five days in advance of the processing date or it wil l 
not be implemented until the next month. If you want to cancel your 
Autoship or Backup Order, contact our Customer Care Department 
at (877) 877-8111 during normal business hours at least 24 hours prior 
to your processing date. Otherwise, your request w ill not take effect 
until the next month. 

You agree to pay for your Autoship or Backup Order according to 
your method of payment on f ile. If you are paying by automatic 
check, please allow three to five business days for your payment to 
clear before your order is shipped. Without exception, Autoship and 
Backup Orders may only be established or amended by the Associate 
or Preferred Customer who is actua lly responsible for payment and 
receipt of the order. You may not establish Autoship or Backup 
Orders for anyone other than yourself. Any Associate who sets up 
an Autoship or Backup Order for another person w ill be subject 
to corrective action, up to and including termination of his or her 
Position(s) and other action as appropriate. 

4.6 Resale of Products. You must be an Associate to purchase 
lsagenix products for resale. Preferred Customers and Retail 
Customers may purchase lsagenix products for their own use but may 
not resell lsagenix products to others. lsagenix products shall not 
be d isplayed or sold on a retail basis (including online auctions, reta il 
websites, infomercials and television) except as follows: (1) through 
an lsagenix-approved Associate website; (2) in service-related and 
by-appointment businesses, where the primary source of income is 
from such services and not from product sales (for example, in sa lons, 
spas, offices, health clubs, and weight clinics); and (3) through any 
special program initiated and expressly approved by lsagenix. When 
marketing lsagenix products, you may use only lsagenix-produced 
or lsagenix-approved literature, banners, and signs. lsagenix strictly 
prohibits resale of lsagenix products in any jurisdiction where resa le 
is not permitted. 

4.7 Sales Tax. If you are a resident of a state or jurisdiction where 
lsagenix collects sales taxes, we wi ll collect and remit sales taxes on 
your behalf, based on the tax rate in the jurisdiction where the product 
w ill be shipped. The tax collected is typically calcu lated as follows: 
(a) Associate and Preferred Customer orders for personal use will be 
taxed on the wholesa le cost; (b) Associate orders for resale w ill be 
taxed on the suggested retail price; (c) Retail Customer orders will 
be taxed on the actual sales price; and (d) for all orders, the price 
subject to sales tax will include the shipping charge if the jurisdiction 
where the products are shipped requires sa les tax be charged on this 
cost. As an independent contractor, you are responsible for declaring 
and paying all applicable taxes. You agree to indemnify lsagenix and 
hold lsagenix harmless for any liability that we may incur as a result of 
your failure to properly declare whether certain product sales are for 
personal or retail use, or any failure on your part to properly declare 
or pay applicable taxes. 

4.8 Satisfaction Guarantee. If for any reason you are not completely 
satisfied with any lsagenix product that you have ordered, you may 
receive a full refund, credit, or an exchange if you return the product(s) 
and your proof of purchase within 30 days of the original invoice 
date to lsagenix, or to the applicable Associate if you purchased the 
product(s) directly from an Associate on a retail basis. Commissions 
previously paid for the sale of such products wi ll be deducted from 
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future commiss ion payments to those who received such commissions. 
Marketing materia ls and other sa les-a ids are not returnable under 
this policy unless otherwise required by law. Shipping and handling 
costs are not refundable. lsagenix may consider accepting addit ional 
returns on a case-by-case basis, but reserves the right to deny any 
refund, credit, or exchange and/or cancel the Position of anyone who 
abuses this Satisfaction Guarantee. Please allow at least 30 days for any 
refund to be processed. 

4 .9 Cancellation Buy-Back Policy. To protect Associates who decide 
to cancel their lsagenix membership from accumulating more lsagenix 
products than they can sell or use wi thin a reasonable t ime, lsagenix 
will buyback, on reasonably commercial terms (at a price of not less 
than 90% of the original net cost less appropriate set offs, including 
shipping and handling, and legal claims, if any), all currently marketable 
inventory purchased by that Associate for resa le within the 12 months 
prior to the date of cancellation. "Currently marketable inventory" 
does not typically include items that have been discontinued or are 
w ithin six months of expiring, seasonal items, and specia l promotional 
items. lsagenix reserves the right not to repurchase products or issue 
refunds on products that have been falsely certified as having been 
consumed or sold. lsagenix will charge back all commiss ions and 
bonuses paid relating to the purchase of any returned products. In 
jurisdictions that require a different buy-back policy, lsagenix w ill 
conform to tha t jurisdiction's policy. To initiate a buy-back request, 
p lease send a written request to lsagenix or contact the Customer 
Care Department at (877) 877-8111 for more information. 

Section 5. Protecting Your Business 

5.1 Out-of-Market Sales. lsagenix has an International Sponsorship 
program in which you can benefit from sales of lsagenix products 
outside of your home market. However, you may not sell lsagenix 
products or promote the lsagenix income opportunity in countries or 
territories that have not been officia lly opened by lsagenix. You also 
may not sell or promote lsagenix products or literature designed for 
one jurisdiction, country, or territory in another jurisd iction, country, 
or territory. Any violation of this policy, d irectly or indirectly, may 
result in corrective action, including the possible termination of your 
Position. All lsagenix products are labeled to comply with the laws 
and regulations of the specific jurisdiction where such products are 
sold, and those who violate this provision cou ld seriously jeopardize or 
compromise the ability of lsagenix to obtain governmental approval in 
countries where approval is pending or planned. 

5.2 Confidential Information. To assist you in bui lding an lsagenix 
business, and in reliance on your agreement to the terms of this Section, 
lsagenix may supply you with, or grant you access to, certain reports 
and other confidential and/or proprietary information that belongs to 
lsagenix. This information includes, but is not limited to, marketing 
plans and strategies, products, purchases, pricing, relationsh ips with 
vendors and suppliers, and the identities of and contact information 
for all Associates and Preferred Customers provided to you in any 
document or report, and the identities of and contact information for 
all Associates and Preferred Customers with whom you first became 
acquainted as a result o f your relationship w ith lsagenix, whether or 
not they are in your marketing organization (collectively, "Confidentia l 
In formation"). 

To protect your business and the businesses of all Associates, you 
acknowledge and agree that the Confidential Information belongs to 
lsagenix and must be kept completely confidentia l for as long as such 
information is deemed by lsagenix to be confidential. You agree that 
you will not, directly or indirectly through a third party, use or disclose 
any Confidentia l Information for any purpose unrelated to your lsagenix 
business, whether during the term of your association with lsagenix 
or thereafter. You acknowledge that the Confidential Information is 
of such character as to render it unique and that disclosure or use 
thereof in breach of this policy w ill result in irreparable damage to 
lsagenix and its Associates. You recognize and agree that misuse of 
the Confidential Information cannot be fully compensa ted through 

monetary damages. Accordingly, you acknowledge and agree that 
lsagenix and its Associates w ill be enti tled to injunctive relief to 
prevent breach of th is Section. If litigation or arbitration is required 
to obtain injunctive relief or to recover damages, the prevailing party 
shall be entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and expenses. You 
understand and agree that the confidentiality ob ligations and the 
related remedies included in this Section will survive the termination 
of your relat ionship w ith lsagenix. 

5.3 Non-Solicitation Provision. As an Associate, you are an 
independent contractor and therefore are not prohibited from 
participating in other business ventures, even when those business 
ventures compete directly with lsagenix. However, to protect the 
integrity of the lsagenix business and to support and protect your 
business interests and those of other Associates, during the term of 
your relationship with lsagenix and for one year thereafter (collectively, 
the "Non-Solicitation Period"), you agree that you will not solicit or 
encourage, d irectly or indirectly, any Associate or Preferred Customer 
to join or work another network marketing or direct selling company. 
You further agree that. except as otherwise authorized by lsagenix, 
during the Non-Solicitation Period, you w ill not introduce, promote, 
or se ll o ther business ventures, goods, or services to any Associate or 
Preferred Customer. 

You understand and agree that, if you violate this Non-Solicitation 
Provision, the Non-Solicitation Period w ill be extended by one year 
from the date of your last solicitation of an Associate or Preferred 
Customer. A solicitation includes any direct or indirect attempt to 
encourage an Associate or Preferred Customer to consider joining or 
working with another network marketing or direct selling company. 
A solicitation may include communicating in formation ( including 
through online postings) about another business venture to any 
Associate or Preferred Customer, to the extent a reasonable person 
would interpret your communication as an attempt to solici t his or her 
interest in that business venture. For additional information, please 
consult the Guidance Documents which can be obtained in your ABO. 

Violation of this Section is grounds for termination of your Position and 
may also g ive rise to other claims for unauthorized use of lsagenix's 
Confidentia l Information. You understand and agree that lsagenix 
and its Associates are en titl ed to seek and obtain injunctive relief and 
other damages if you violate this Section. If li t igation or arbitration 
is required to obtain injunctive relief or to recover damages, the 
prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and 
expenses. 

5.4 Changing Teams. To protect the in tegrity of the Compensation 
Plan, and to protect the business interest s of each marketing 
organization in lsagenix, no Associate or Preferred Customer, whether 
current or former, may move to another marketing organization or 
change his or her Enrolling Sponsor, except as expressly provided 
otherwise by these Policies and Procedures. Specifically, if you wish 
to resign and later reenroll w ith a different Enrolling Sponsor or be 
p laced in a different marketing organization, you may apply to reenroll 
after the appropriate waiting period has passed, as set forth in Section 
3.5. Any attempt to circumvent th is policy, including any attempt to 
conceal an improper reenrollment (for example, by enrolling under 
someone else's name or a business entity, submitting false information 
to lsagenix, or working a business for someone else), is grounds for 
corrective action against all who had knowledge of or involvement 
in the improper activi ty, up to and including monetary fi nes and the 
possible termination of their Position(s). 

It is also a violation of this Section to so lic it or encourage any Associate 
or Preferred Customer to change marketing organizations, either by 
direct solicitation or by attempting to discredit another Associate 
in order to encourage someone to resign and reenroll w ith another 
marketing organization. Soliciting or encouraging another Associate 
to change marketing organizations may be deemed a violation of this 
Section even if he or she waits out the appropriate amount of time 
under Section 3.5. 
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5.5 Anti-Manipulation. lsagenix encourages Associates to do their 
best to maximize their earnings under the Compensation Plan in a 
legal and ethical manner. To help ensure fairness and a level playing 
field for all Associates, any attempt to manipulate the Compensation 
Plan is strictly prohibited and is grounds for immediate corrective 
action, up to and including monetary fines and termination of the 
involved Position(s). Evidence of manipulation may include, but is not 
limited to the following: 

Fictitious enrollments, including enrollments using false or 
incomplete contact information or identification, or information 
that cannot be verified using reasonable efforts. To obtain credit 
for a proper enrollment, it is the enroller's responsibility to ensure 
that his or her enrollees provide accurate information to lsagenix. 

Gratuitous enrollments, including w idespread enrollments of 
individuals who have little or no interest in lsagenix, other than 
enrolling as a favor to a friend or family member or in exchange 
for some other benefit, such as free products or some other form 
of compensation. 

Uninformed enrollments, including enrollments of individuals 
who were not aware of their enrollment or who claim to be 
involved with lsagenix but who have little or no knowledge about 
what is going on in their business (indicating that their business 
is actually being managed by someone else). 

Perfect stacking of enrollments, indicating a coord inated effort 
where one person or a small group of people strategically place 
enrollments in a way that benefits a few at the expense of 
everyone else. 

Multiple Associates or Preferred Customers using the same 
method of payment, the same shipping address, the same 
emai l address, the same phone number, or other indicators that 
lsagenix may consider from time to time. 

The Compensation Plan is designed to provide long-term residual 
income and other benefits to those who devote the requisite time 
and effort. The policy set forth in this Section is designed to help 
protect those efforts. By vigorously enforcing this policy, lsagenix 
can help you attract strong business bui lders who play by the rules 
and who desire to build solid, sustainable businesses with a company 
that believes in protecting their business interests. We encourage you 
to report any suspected manipulative activities to the Compliance 
Department so that we can take steps to help protect lsagenix and 
its Associates. 

5.6 Income Claims. You understand and agree that you w ill not 
misrepresent the actual or potential income that may be earned under 
the Compensation Plan. Any representation about earnings must be 
based on documented facts, placed in the appropriate context, and 
accompanied by the appropriate disclosures, including the Earnings 
Disclaimer and the lsagenix Earnings Statement, both of which 
can be obtained in your ABO. It is your responsibility to include all 
relevant information to ensure that any representation you make is 
not misleading. 

5.7 Product and Weight Loss Claims. When describing lsagenix 
products and your experience with lsagenix, including the use of 
testimonials, you understand and agree that you will only describe 
Isa gen ix products in a manner that is consistent with the product and 
weight loss claims contained in officia l lsagenix marketing materials 
or as otherwise approved in advance in writing by lsagenix. When 
making any approved product claim or weight loss claim, you agree to 
accompany the cla im with any required disclaimers, copies of which 
can be obtained in your ABO. It is your responsibility to include all 
relevant information to ensure that any representation you make is 
not misleading. You understand and agree that you will not represent 
that any lsagenix product is intended to diagnose, treat, prevent or 
cure any condition or disease. 

6 • lsagenix International, LLC 

Section 6. Trademarks, Advertising and Internet Usage 

6.1 lsagenix Trademarks, Copyrighted Materials, and other Intellectual 
Property. lsagenix trademarks include the name lsagenix and all 
variations thereof, as well as the names of all lsagenix products and 
services and other marks as typically indicated by the use of the 
"'"" or "' " symbols. lsagen ix trademarks also may include various 
word combinations relating to lsagenix using the prefix "Isa" or the 
suffix "genix". 

lsagenix may license the use of its intellectual property to Associates 
from time to time. However, you may not use " lsagenix" or any 
other lsagenix trademark, or any derivative or confusingly similar 
variation of an lsagenix trademark, or any of lsagenix's copyrighted 
material or other intellectual property, without prior written approval 
from lsagenix. You agree to immediately transfer to lsagenix, upon 
lsagenix's request, any internet domain name or other registration 
containing an lsagenix trademark. This provision shall survive the 
termination of your relationship with lsagenix. 

6.2 Advertising. lsagenix provides sales tools and other materials 
that you can use to promote lsagenix products and the income 
opportunity. You may use certain other materials, provided that they 
are first reviewed and approved by lsagenix. All materials must be 
truthful and may not be misleading, and any statements about the 
benefits of lsagenix products or the lsagenix income opportunity 
must comply w ith all of the applicable laws and regulations in the 
jurisdiction where the materials are used. 

6.3 Internet Usage. lsagenix encourages you to use the internet 
in a responsible manner to promote lsagenix products and your 
business. lsagenix provides useful tools and training materials to 
help you understand how to use the internet to promote lsagenix 
in an effective and socially acceptable manner. Specifically, you 
understand and agree that you will abide by all lsagenix Policies 
and Procedures and Gu idance Documents relating to in ternet 
usage, as may be amended by lsagenix from time to time, and you 
wi ll not make any exaggerated or misleading statements about 
lsagenix or its products or income opportunity, including through 
the use of videos, pictures, or other media. 

Section 7. Enforcement of Policies 

7.1 Remedies. To protect the integrity of the lsagenix culture and 
to maintain a level playing field for all Associates, the Compliance 
Department educates Associates about these policies and actively 
monitors the business building activities of all Associates to facilitate 
compliance with these policies. If an Associate violates these policies, 
including the lsagenix Code of Ethics, or engages in any unethical, 
illegal, fraudulent, or deceptive conduct, we may, at our sole discretion, 
take one or more of the following actions: 

issue a written advisory; 
revoke recognition or invitation to an lsagenix event; 
suspend or revoke access to specia l privileges, including 
executive reports, access to the ABO, and other privileges; 
impose monetary fines or other penalties, which may be withheld 
from current or future commissions and/or bonus payments; 
temporari ly suspend commissions, bonuses, and other payments; 
temporarily suspend or permanently terminate the Associate's 
Position(s) and all rights thereto; 
reassign all or part of the Associate's marketing organization; 
take any other corrective measures that are reasonable and 
appropriate under the circumstances. 

You understand and agree that lsagenix has the right to withhold 
payment of all commiss ions and bonuses during the period that 
lsagenix is investigating any alleged misconduct. If an Associate's 
Position is terminated due to a breach preceding the investigation, the 
Associate will not be entitled to any commissions or bonuses w ithheld 
during the investigation period. 
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7.2 Field Relations Board. The Field Relations Board w ill review 
disputes, decisions, and disciplinary actions relating to Associates 
and their lsagenix businesses. All review requests must be submitted 
to the Compliance Department with any supporting information the 
Associate would like to have included in the review. All decisions of 
the Field Relations Board are final. 

Section 8. Amendments 

You understand and agree that, upon proper notification, lsagenix 
may, at its sole d iscretion, amend the Policies and Procedures, 
the Compensation Plan, the Guidance Documents, or any other 
agreements entered into between lsagenix and its Associates. You 
understand and agree that you wi ll be bound by the most current 
versions of the Policies and Procedures, the Compensation Plan, and 
the Guidance Documents, including any updates or revisions since the 
date of your enrollment, upon each of the following: (a) completing the 
enrollment process to become an Associate or Preferred Customer; 
(b) renewal of your annual membership; (c) each t ime you personally 
enroll a new Assoc iate or Preferred Customer; and (d) each time you 
accept commissions or other payments under the Compensation Plan. 

You wi ll be bound by any amendments upon notification of the 
amendments through any lsagenix officia l channels of communication 
effective three days after the posting of such notice (except where 
a longer notice period is required by law, in wh ich case such notice 
period applies). Those channels of communication include, but are not 
limited to, posting of information to the lsagenix website, e-mail to your 
lsaMail account, notice to the email address on file, announcements in 
any official lsagenix newsletter or other publication, or mailed to you 
at the address on fi le. 

Section 9. General Provisions 

9.1 Scope, Applicability and Interpretation. These Policies and 
Procedures govern the relationship between lsagenix International, 
LLC or any of its affil iates ("lsagenix") with any person or entity 
that holds an lsagenix Position. These Policies and Procedures are 
incorporated by reference into, and form part of, the Membership 
Application and Agreement, the terms of wh ich you agreed to 
when you enrolled as an Associate or a Preferred Customer. You 
understand and agree that lsagenix's interpretations of these Polic ies 
& Procedures will be fi nal and binding. 

9.2 Compensation Plan and Guidance Documents Incorporated 
By Reference. The Compensation Plan and Guideance Documents, 
as published in your ABO, are incorporated by reference into 
these Po licies and Procedures and you agree to be bound by the 
Compensation Plan and the Guidance Documents, as the same may 
be amended by lsagenix from t ime to time. 

9.3 Consent to Use of Personal Information. You consent to the 
collection, storage, and lawful use by lsagenix and its affiliates of the 
personal information you provide to lsagenix. lsagenix and its affil iates 
may use this information in its marketing and promotional efforts, 
and to help faci li tate communication among you and other lsagenix 
Associates. As specified in our Privacy Policy (http://isagenix.com/ 
us/en/privacypolicy.dhtml), we never sell such information to third 
parties or mass marketers. We also may share information regarding 
your orders with certa in Associates in your upline. You have the right 
to access and update your personal information at any time. 

9.4 Consent to Receive Emails, Text Messages and other 
Communications. To receive messages regarding lsagenix products, 
services, the lsagenix income opportunity, and other topics that 
lsagenix believes may be of interest or benefit to you, you must 
consent to receiving such messages via the in formation you have 
provided. You may provide such consent or opt out when you enroll 
or at any other t ime through the ABO. You agree that your receipt 
of any such messages shall not be deemed a violation of any law or 
regu lation. 

9.5 Reporting and Resolving Errors. If you have any questions or 
believe there has been an error regard ing commissions, bonuses, 
reports, orders or charges, you must notify lsagenix in writing w ithin 
30 days of the date of the purported error in question. lsagenix wi ll 
not be responsible for errors, omissions or problems not so reported 
within 30 days. 

9.6 Waiver. lsagenix never waives its right to insist on compliance w ith 
these provisions or with the applicable laws governing the conduct 
of a business. This is true in all cases, both specifically expressed 
and implied, unless an officer of lsagenix who is au thorized to bind 
lsagenix in contracts or agreements specifies explicitly in writing that 
lsagenix waives any of these provisions. In addition, any t ime lsagenix 
approves a waiver of any provision, that approval is specific to the 
single occurrence, unless otherwise stated, and does not extend to 
future violations. This provision deals with the concept of "waiver", 
and the parties agree that lsagenix does not waive any of its rights 
under any ci rcumstances short of the written confirmation alluded to 
above. 

9.7 Indemnification. You agree to indemnify and hold lsagenix, its 
o fficers, managers, directors, employees, beneficial owners, and 
agents harmless from any claim, damage, liability, or loss arising 
from any of your actions or inactions that v iolate these Policies and 
Procedures or the Guidance Documents. 

You understand and agree that you are responsible for any verbal 
or written representations you make regarding lsagenix's products 
and Compensation Plan, and you agree you w ill not make any 
unauthorized representations, express or implied, verba l or non
verbal. You agree to indemnify lsagenix and hold it harmless from any 
and all liability including judgments, civi l penalties, refunds, attorneys' 
fees, court or arbitration costs or lost business we incur as a result of 
any unauthorized representations that you make. 

9.8 Exclusion of Damages. In no event shall any lsagenix officer, 
director, employee, affiliate, successor, or assignee be liable for any 
specia l, punitive, indirect, or consequential damages, for any c laims or 
actions resulting from or arising ou t of these Policies and Procedures 
or any other agreement you have entered in to w ith lsagenix, the 
funct ionality or operation of any website, or any acts or omissions 
of any lsagenix party, whether based on contract, tort (including 
negligence), strict liability, or any other cause of action. 

9.9 Severability and Judicial Modification. If any portion of these 
Po licies and Procedures, or any other agreement you have en tered 
into w ith lsagenix, is deemed by any arbitrator or court of competent 
jurisd iction to be invalid or unenforceable, it is the parties' intent that 
the arbitrator or court shall strike or modify the applicable provision 
only to the extent necessary to make such provision enforceable, and 
enforce the provision as modified. In any event, the remainder of these 
Polic ies and Procedures and all other agreements shall remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.10 Survival of Terms. You understand and agree that each of the 
provisions of these Policies and Procedures relating to confidentia lity, 
non-solicitation, resale of products, arbitration, and other provisions 
as expressly stated herein will survive the termination of your 
relationship with lsagenix. 

9.11 Arbitration and Governing Law. Any controversy or claim arising 
out of, or relating to, these Policies and Procedures, the Compensation 
Plan, or the Guidance Documents, or the breach thereof, sha ll be 
settled by arb itration administered by the American Arb itration 
Association under its Commercia l Arbitration Rules, and judgment on 
the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court 
having jurisdiction thereof. If an Associate or Preferred Customer fi les 
a claim or counterclaim against lsagenix, he or she may only do so 
on an indiv idual basis and not with any other individual or as part 
of a class action. You waive all rights to trial by jury or to any court. 
All arbitration proceedings shall be held in Maricopa County, State of 
Arizona, unless the laws of the jurisdiction where you reside expressly 
require the application of its laws, in wh ich case the arbitra t ion shall be 
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held in the capital of that jurisdiction. There shall be one arbitrator, an 
attorney at law, who shall have expertise in business law transactions 
w ith a strong preference being an attorney knowledgeable in the direct 
selling industry. Each party to the arbitration shall be responsible for 
its own costs and expenses, including legal and filing fees; provided, 
however, that the arbitrator wi ll have discretion to award legal fees 
and other costs to the prevailing party. The decision of the arbitrator 
shall be f inal and b inding on the parties. This agreement to arbitrate 
shall survive any termination or expiration of your relationship with 
lsagenix. 

This Section shall not apply to violations of the provisions herein 
relating to non-solicitation, confidential information and intellectual 
property, including but not limited to: selling lsagenix products 
on the internet, cybersquatting, registering lsagenix trademarks 
or confusingly similar domain names and producing lsagenix 
merchandise without authorization. lsagenix reserves the right to 
pursue all legal remedies in relation to these violations including full 
utilization of the judicial system. 

Nothing in this Section prohibits lsagenix from obtaining a temporary 
injunction, preliminary injunction, permanent injunction or other 
re lief available to safeguard and protect lsagenix's interests prior to, 
during or following the fi ling of any arbitration or other proceeding, 
or pending the rendition of a decision or award in connection w ith an 
arbitration or other proceeding. 

If the laws of any jurisdiction impose any requirement that is different 
from or in addit ion to those set forth in these Policies and Procedures, 
then these Policies and Procedures shall be deemed amended in 
conformance w ith those laws as to that jurisdiction only. 

Section 10. Glossary 

Associates are independent contractors who have met and continue 
to meet the eligibi lity requirements set forth in these Policies and 
Procedures. Associates may purchase lsagenix products at wholesale 
prices and are eligible to earn compensation under the Compensation 
Plan. Each time an Associate receives and accepts a commiss ion or 
bonus payment, he or she reconfirms his or her agreement to abide 
by the Policies and Procedures as currently in effect and as may be 
amended from time to time. 

Associate Back Office ("ABO") is the onl ine porta l through which 
Associates have access to information and tools helpful to operate 
their businesses. 

Autoship is an optional program of convenience permitting pre
selected, pre-authorized orders to be sh ipped on a selected date each 
month. Autosh ip orders provide additional savings and convenience 
to Associates and Customers. 

Backup Orders are available in certain markets as another optional 
program of conven ience permitting pre-selected, pre-authorized 
orders to be shipped on a selected date each month, but these orders 
are only shipped if the Associate or Customer does not complete his 
or her specified order in that month. 

Business Volume ("BV") is the point value assigned to each 
commissionable product purchased by an end consumer. BV is used 
to track and measure product sa les and to ca lcu late commissions 
payable w ith respect to each Position. 

Buy-Back Policy means the cancellation refund policy, as set forth in 
these Policies and Procedures, designed to protect Associates from 
accumulating more lsagenlx products than they can sell or use within 
a reasonable time. 

Compensation Plan means the lsagenix Global Compensation Plan 
set forth in your Associate Back Office. 

Customers are end consumers who purchase lsagenix products for 
their own personal use. Customers may purchase lsagenix products 
as Retai l Customers, W holesale Customers (as lsagenix Associates), 
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and/or Preferred Customers. 

Enrolling Sponsor is the person who is credi ted for personally enro lling 
an Associate or Customer. Enrolling Sponsors are elig ib le to earn a 
Product Introduction Bonus on the optional purchase of a Product 
In troduction Pak by their newly enrolled Associate or Customer. 

Field Relations Board (" FRB") is the Board responsib le for reviewing 
all matters relating to compliance with the Policies and Procedures, 
including decisions made by the Fie ld Relations Department. The 
FRB is comprised of at least 5 members, all of whom are Company 
employees and at least 3 of whom are members of the Company's 
management team. 

Guidance Documents are the Guidelines, FAQs and other documents 
that in terpret, clarify, and provide additional detail with respect to 
these Policies and Procedures. The Guidance Documents, as updated 
from time to t ime, are considered part of these Policies and Procedures 
and can be found in the Associate Back Office. 

International Sponsorship Application and Agreement is the 
application that an Associate must sign and submit in order to 
become eligible to become an Internationa l Sponsor. 

International Sponsor is an Associate who has qualified to earn 
commissions for product sa les in regions other than the Associate's 
home region. 

Membership Application and Agreement is the document that 
each Associate and Preferred Customer is required to sign (either 
in person or onl ine) in connection w ith his or her enrollment. By 
signing this document, each Associate and Preferred Customer 
agrees to be governed by these Policies and Procedures and the 
Guidance Documents. You ind icate your acceptance of the terms 
of this agreement, including the current version of the Policies and 
Procedures, when you enroll, when you renew your membership, and 
each time you receive and accept a commission or bonus payment 
from lsagenix. 

Non-Solicitation Period means the period during wh ich you agree not 
to sol icit lsagenix Associates or Customers to join another business 
venture. The Non-Solicitation Period begins w ith your enrollment and 
does not end until one year after your relationship w ith lsagenix ends. 

Position means the business cen ter held by a Preferred Customer or 
an Associate in the Compensation Plan for purposes of measuring and 
tracking product sales and allocating commission payments based on 
those product sa les. 

Personal Volume (" PV" ) is the point value assigned to each 
commissionable product that is sold by an Associate to Reta il 
Customers and to products purchased by the Associate as an end 
consumer. PV is used to track and measure product sa les attributable 
to individual Associates. 

Placement Sponsor is the person under whom an enroll ing Associate 
or Preferred Customer is placed in the Compensation Plan. This 
person may also be the Enrolling Sponsor. 

Policies and Procedures are the rules and regulations governing the 
conduct of Associates with respect to their independent lsagenix 
businesses, including this document and the Guidance Documents, as 
may be amended by the Company from time to time. 

Preferred Customer is a customer who is elig ib le to purchase lsagenix 
products d irectly from lsagenix at discounted prices but who has 
chosen not to participate in the Compensation Plan. 

Retail Customer is a customer who purchases lsagenix products 
directly from an Associate, either in person or through the Associate's 
replicated website. 

Satisfaction Guarantee is the policy by which the Company agrees to 
give you a full refund, credit, or exchange if you are not completely 
satisfied with any lsagenix product that you have ordered, subject to 
the conditions set forth in Section 4.8. 
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lsagenix provides solutions to transform lives. People choose to join lsagenix for a variety of reasons, but most are simply consumers who wish to 
enjoy lsagenix products at wholesale prices. Many refer other customers every now and then and may receive some commissions that may help 
offset the cost of their products. Others join lsagenix to earn a little extra money to supplement their fu ll-time incomes, and some join to bui ld 
ful l-t ime businesses selling lsagenix products. Everyone who joins lsagenix enjoys low start-up costs and a money-back satisfaction guarantee.' 

Building an lsagenix business can be rewarding, but like any worthwhile business, results vary depending on your ski ll and effort. lsagenix does 
not offer "quick riches" and there are no guarantees of success. Building a long-term business is hard work and lsagenix is no different in that 
regard. Unlike most businesses, however, building an lsagenix business does not require a significant investment in inventory, sales tools, or other 
materials. lsagenix Associates are strongly discouraged from purchasing more than they can reasonably consume or sell in a given month, and 
they are protected by our satisfaction guarantee as well as a one-year buy back policy for those who choose to leave the bus iness. 

Those who decide to build an lsagenix business have the opportunity to earn money in various ways, including commissions and bonuses based 
on product purchases made by new and existing customers, product introductory bonuses, and retail sales, to name a few. lsagenix Associates 
also can be rewarded for helping other Associates achieve success. However, Associates are not paid for recruiting new Associates. They are 
paid primarily based on product sales to end consumers. For additional information, the lsagenix Compensation Plan is available to all lsagenix 
Associates at www. lsagenix.com. The following chart is designed to help prospective Associates better understand the different ranges of 
average compensation that lsagenix pays to its Associates. It's important to note that a large majority of those who join lsagenix don't join to 
make money at all-they just want to enjoy the benefits of using our products. They are reflected in the chart as "product users". The "product 
sharers" category represents those who earned compensation in 2014 for referring a few friends from t ime to time, but who have earned less than 
$500 with lsagenix during the previous year, which makes them more like loyal customers than act ive business builders. The "business builder" 
category represents those whom we believe have made a significant commitment to build a part-time or a fu ll-time business selling lsagenix 
products and who have earned at least $500 in the previous year, either in commissions and bonuses or through retail sales. As of December 31, 
2014, 124 Associates (0.3% of those who have become business builders) had achieved " lsagenix Millionaire" status, meaning they had earned 
more than $1,000,000 on a cumulative basis since joining lsagenix. Those in th is group averaged approximately 5.73 years as lsagenix Associates 
before becoming lsagenix Mill ionaires, with the longest being almost 12 years and the shortest being 1 year 2 months. 

The figures below include retail profits for retail sales, but only to the extent those sa les were made directly through lsagenix channels. The 
compensation received by the Associates depicted in this chart is not necessarily representative of the compensa tion, if any, that any particular 
Associate will receive. The amounts presented should not be viewed as guarantees or projections of any individual resu lts. 

PRODUCT USERS - 82.5% OF MEMBERS 
(THERE WERE 59% MORE PRODUCT USERS IN 2014 THAN IN 2013) 

Includes Preferred Customers and Associates who are simply 
% of To tal 
Members 

Product User Benef its 

consumers of lsagenix products. They receive w ho lesa le prices f--------+-----------------------1 
and enjoy all of the benefits our products have to offer. 82_5% Enjoy high qual ity products 

Buy products at wholesale prices 

PRODUCT SHARERS - 12% OF MEMBERS 
(THERE WERE 68% MORE PRODUCT SHARERS IN 2014 THAN IN 2013) 

% of To tal Product Sharer Benefits 
Includes consumers who earned some cons ideration by f-- M_e_m_b_e_rs_--+----------------------1 
introducing others to lsagenix products but whose commissions 
were less than $500 in 2014. lsagenix bel ieves these Associates, 
while e ligible to earn commissions, are primari ly with lsagenix to 
enjoy our products. The average annual income for those in this 
category was $147. 

BUSINESS BUILDERS - 5;4% OF.MEMBERS -

12% 

J THERE WERE 73% MORE BUSINESS BUILDERS IN 2014 THAN IN 2013) 

Includes consumers and others whom we believe have made 
a substantial commitment to pursue the lsagen ix income 
opportunity and who have earned $500 or more in 2014, which 
lsagen ix refers to as "business bui lders". They have treated 

% of Tot al 
Members 

• Enjoy high quality products 
Buy products at wholesa le prices 
Earn retail profit s avai lab le 
Earn bonuses for shar ing products 
Earn commissions and bonuses on product 
sales 

All Business Bui lders 

Average 
% of Average 

Business Annual Payments 
Builders Income 

their lsagen ix income opportun ity like a business, devoting f--------+------- --,f
$100,000 + $331,956 cons iderable time and effort into introducing others to lsagenix 

products and helping others do the same. The incomes and 
percentages displayed to the right relate only to the 5.4% of 
Associates whoa re business builders and do not include the 94.6% 
of Preferred Customers and Associates designated as product 
users and product sharers. 

5.4% 

$50,000-$99,999 
$25,000-$49,999 
$10,000-$24,999 
$5,000-$9,999 
$1,000-$4,999 
$500-$999 

<1% 
<1% $68,690 
2% $34,562 
5% $15,363 
7% $6,972 

42% $2,101 
43% $702 

This earnings disclosure statement contains data from all markets where lsagenix conducted business in 2014. (Ranges are listed in U.S. dollars.) The 
earnings listed in this chart are not a guarantee or projection of actual income that an Associate will earn through his or her participation in the lsagenix 
Compensation Plan. Any guarantee of earnings would be misleading. Success with the lsagenix Compensation Plan results only from successful sales 
efforts and requires persistence on the part of the Associate. 

'30 days, no questions asked on new purchases; one year on the return of resalable inventory upon leaving the business. See the lsagenix Policies and 
Procedures for full details. 

G, 
ai 
0 
~ 
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Earnings Statement (13 -1036 • 102113) I Pol icies & Procedures (13-1091 - 100815) Effective September 1, 2013 
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SPECIAL ACCESS 
CONFIDENTIALITY ANO NON-SOLICITATION AGREEMENT 

As a proven leader, YQU may be givan the opportunity to apply for special access to lsagenix's 
valuable proprietary and confidential information and tools that can help you build your business 
more effectively. This may include access to the confidential customer information and other 
information contained ln Executive Reports and/or access to the Oownline Communication Tool. 

Access to lsagenix's confidential information and tools is extremely valuable and any improper 
use or disclosure could cause irreparable harm to lsagenix and to various lsagsnlx Associates 
and their teams. lsagenix desires to share its confidential information and unique tools with you 
on a limited b~sis to help you conduct your business, but Is only willing to do so if you agree to 
the terms of this Confidentiality and Non-Solicitation Agreement, as rnay be amended from time 
to time (this ''Agreemenf'). 

If you would like to apply for special access as described above, you must first accept the terms 
of this Agreement. If special access is granted, due to the valuable and unique nature Of the 
access granted, the terms of this Agreement shall continue for as long as you hold an lsagenlx 
position, and thereafter as set forth below. lsagenix may revoke your special access at its 
discretion if you misuse the infomiatlon or tools, or if you violate the terms of this Agreeme11t or 
the ls~genlx Policies & Procedures, as may be amended from time to time (the "P&P's"). 

Confldentlal Information and Trade Secrets. You understand and agree that "Confidential 
Information" includes, but is not limited to, tsagenix marketing plans and strategies, products, 
purchases, pricing, relationships with vendors and suppliers, the identities of and contact 
information for all lsagenix Associates and Customars provided to you in any document or report, 
the identities of and contact information for all lsagenix ASsoclates and Customers with whom you 
first became acquainted as a result of your relationship with lsagenix, whether or not they are In 
your marketing organization, as well as all "trade secret• information as that tenn Is defined in the 
Uniform Trade Secrets Act (the "Confidontlal lnfonnation"). 

To protect your business and the businesses of all lsa9enlx Assooiat1;1s, you acknowledge and 
agree that the Confidential Information belongs to lsagenix and must be kepi completely 
confidential for as tong as such lnformalion is deemed by lsagenix to be confidential. You agree 
that you wm not, direictly or indirectly through a third party, sell, use or disclose any Confidential 
Information to any person or entity for any purpose unrelated lo your lsagenix buslne$s, whether 
during the term of your association with lsagsnlx or thereafter. If your relationship with lsagenix 
ends, you agree to immediately return or destroy all of the Confidential Information that you have 
obtained. You acknowledge that the Confidential Information is of such character as to render It 
unique and that disclosure or use thereof in breach of this Agreement will result in irreparable 
damage to lsagenix and to Independent lsagenfx Associates, You recognize and agree that 
misuse of the Confidential Information cannot be fully compensated through monetary damages. 
Accordingly, you acknowledge and agree that lsagenix and Its Associates w/11 be entitled to 
injunctive relief to prevent breach of this Agreement. If litigation or arbitration is required to obtain 
injunctive relief or to raoover damages, the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of 
attorneys' fees and expenses. You understand and agree that the confidentiality obligations and 
the related remedies included in this Agreement apply as long as you possess Confidential 
Information. 

NQn-Sollcltation Agreement. lsaganix Associates are independent contractors and. as such, 
tsagenix does not prohibit its Associates from participating In other business ventures, even when 
those business ventures compete directly with lsagenix. However, to protect the integrity of the 
Jsagenix business and to support and protect the hard work and dedication of all of the 
Independent lsagenlx Associates who have contributed to building teams with lsagenix, during 
the term of your r1;1lat!onship with lsagenix and for one year thereafter (the "Non~Solicitation 
Period"), you agree that you will not solicit or encourage any lsagenix Associate or Customer to 
join or work another network marketing or direct selling company. You further agree that, during 

L.aa1 Modlft•<l 11,26.2012 
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Iha Non-Solicitation Period, you will not Introduce, promote or sell other business venlutes, goods 
or services to any lsagenix Associate or Customet. 

You understand and agree that, in the event that you violate this Non~Sollcitation Provision, the 
Non-Solicitation P1;1riod shall be extended by one year from the data of your last solicitation of an 
lsagenix Associate or Customer, A sollcilalion includes any attempt, direct or indirect, to 
encourage an lsagentx Associate or Customer to consider joining or working another network 
marketing or direct selling company. A solioitatlon may include communicating Information about 
another business venture to any lsagenix Associate or Customer, lo the extent a reasonable 
person would interpret your communication as an attempt to solicit their interest In that ousine$s 
venture. 

Violation of this provision is grounds for termination of your lsagenix membership and may also 
give rise to other claims for unauthorized use of lsagenlx's Confidential lnfonnation. You 
understand and agree that lsagenix and its Associate$ are entitled to seek and obtain injunctive 
relief and other damages if you violate this provision, If litigation or arbitration i$ required to 
obtain injunctive relief or to recover damages, the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of 
attorneys' fees and expenses. 

Additional Ruh'I& and Guidelines, As a leader, you recogniw the Importance of setting a 
proper example, Accordingly, you hereby reaffirm your agreement to understand and comply 
with the P&Ps and to train your teams to do the same. With f&$pect to each tool for which you 
have been granted special access, you agree to understand and comply with all of the applicable 
rules, guidelines and best practices as may be published from time to time. You further agree not 
to attempt to cirournvent the apparent purposes of such rules, guidelines and best practices, as a 
reasonable person would understand them. Any breach of this provision may be grounds for 
corrective action under the P&Ps, 

Jurisdiction and Venue. This Agreement will be governed by, and construed in accordance 
with, the laws of the State of Arizona, U.S.A., without regard to conflicts of law principles. Any 
proceeding relating to this Agreement shall be brought in the competent courts silting in Maricopa 
County, Stale of Arizona, and you consent to venue and personal Jurisdiction in such courts. 

Severability and Modification. If any portion of this Agreement ii; hetd invalid, the remaining 
terms of this Agreement shall not be affected. lsagenix is only willing to grant special access to 
the valuable information and tools referenced above if it can obtain reasonable assurance that 
this Agreement is fully enforceable. Therefore, to induca lsagenix to grant such special access, it 
is the parties' mutual intent that if any provision of !his Agreement Is found to be invalid for being 
too broad or unreasonable, the court or arbitrator should limit or modify such provision, only to the 
limited axtent necessary, to make if enforceable. 

Acceptance. You may indicate your acceptance of this Agreement eleotronlcally if electronic 
acceptance is available in connection with your appllcation for special access to a particular tool. 
Other'Wise, please sign and date below and return to the lsaganix Compliance Department. 

You hereby agree that each time you 1) receive or access Confidential Information, 2) utilize the 
Downline Communication Tool or any other special tool that requires special access, ot 3) accept 
payment of commissions from lsagenlx, you are reaffirmJng yout acceptance of this Agreement 
and the P&Ps. 

Print Na 

You may return your signed agreement by ematt to compli§nce@isagenlxcorp.com, by facsimile 
to 480.636.5377, or by mail to lsagenix International, LLC, Attn: Compliance Department, 2225 S. 
Price Rd., Chandler, AZ B5286. 

Lael Modlftod 11.26.2012 
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Associate N-:1me: __ 0/_/1-__,_'(_·tSe_, ,_.,,,, ~-"'----,,~_, ·• ,,_f_f _______ , Dat~: -~Jij //~ ,,, ,, ,, 
Associate ID Number: ___ /_/~/_q~3-· _d __ d--_____ ~----------------
Llst any additional lsaganlx Positions to which you have ,1n Interest (Including prior awwded Re-entry Positions, spousal positions, 

or corporate ownership): 

I wish to apply to h;;ve a Re-Entry Position inserted above my current Position. I understand th.it this application is subject to 

review and approval by lsagenix and subject to my meeting the followingminimum criteria: 

1. I have been a Paid-A, Executive for a minimum of the last three consecutive months. 

2, I have achieved .i total or 200 Cycles from my Position In a sing le week for the last 2 consecutive weeks, or I have achieved an 

average of 180 weekly cycles in the last 4 weeks. 

3. I am an Associate in good standing and am not currently suspended or wnder Investigative audit by the isagenlx Compliance 

Department. 

4, I understand the importance and agree to ectively provide continued support to my existing Posltion(s) te<!m membllrs while 

I build my n0w inserted Re-Entry Position. 

5. ! am not directly or indirectly engaged In the recruiting, ownership, management or development of another network 

marketing cornpBnY, not will I becom1:> directly or Indirectly involvC!d In Bny network markP.ting or other com~etln!;J company 

in the futur@ without the prior written approval from lsagenix, 

6, I understand that my Re-Entry Position Is directly tied to my existing Positlon(s) and cannot be independently sold, 

transferred or assigned to ,mother person or entity without the prior written approval by lsilgenix. 

7. I agree that this inserted Re-Entry Position, as well as my Position, are subie,t to all lsagenlx Poli,ies and Procedures and 

Compens.ition Plan as currently published or as amended in the future. This includes my understanding that for purposes of 

quallfk<1tlon and advancement Ir, rank and eligibility for commissions, each Position (Primary and Re"Entry) wll! be required 

to meet <Jnd maintain the qualifications for Active status, advam;f!ment In tank and bonus eligibility independent of each other. 

a. I further <1gree and understand thsit lsagenix reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to subsequently amend lb Policies and 

Procedures and/or Compensation Plan. 

Note: The Re-Entry Position will be able to covnt the Group Volume (G V) of tho! Primary Position as its M;,jor Volume Sales Team. but 

rs not <1ble to count P,ers_g.Dfl/y Enrolled, Associates previously en o/led by the Primary Position ;is p<1rt of Its quafif{c:zati ns.1 ,/' I '~ f ' lb 
, ,t,-• ,, --< ,,:, ..,,..t _.. 13 
~1gn.iture: · , •·<::.,,,'>',- ~,, Date: ...,, -~---1.-----
PrJmary Positi~fined <1s the lsagenfx fndevendent A5So,iatl:l Position that originally q1.1;;ififies for and Is grtmted an inserted Re-Entry. 

Please e-mail or fax this document to Ce-mall) Compllance@lsagenlXCo,rp,com or (fax) 480-636-5377. 

OFFICE USl'1 ONLY 

Oate Received: l I Date Completed; / / Processed By: 

□ Approved 0 D~t,led 

14-1039 • 0-32514 

1/ 1 
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RE-ENTRY POSITION AGREEMENT 

This Re-Entry Position Agreement ("Agreement") is effective as of May 30, 2016 ("Effective Date"), by 
and between lsagenix International, LLC (the "Company") and Jay Bennett (the "Associate"), 

BACKGROUND 

Associate is a participant in the Jsagenix Team Compensation Plan and has a beneficial interest in the 
following Associate positions (collectively, the "Positions"): 

l. ID Nwnber 1119332 (the "Primruy Position"), individually owned by Associate in the munc ofJay 
Bennett. 

2. ID Number 8531558 (the "First Re-Entry Position"), individually owned by Associate in the nrune 
of Jay Bennett. 

3. ID Nwnbcr 9907890 (the "Second Re-Entry Position"), individually owned by Associate in the 
name of Jay Bennett 

Associate has requested the Company to grant them a Third Re-Entry Associate Position (the "Third Re
Entry Position"). 

The Company has verified that Associate has met all of the conditions to qualify for the Third Re-Entry 
Position or has elected to waive some or all of these conditions as set forth below ru1d agrees to grant the 
TI1ird Re-Entry Position to Associate subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. 

AGREEMENT 

In consideration of the covenants and mutual agreements set forth in this Agreement and otl1er good 
and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which arc hereby acknowledged, and in reliance 
upon the representations, covenru1ts, and mutual agreements contained herein, the Company and Associate 
agree as follows: 

l. Definitions: All capitalized terms not defined in this Agreement have the meanings as set forth 
in the lsagenix Independent Associate Policies and Procedures (the "P&Ps") and the lsagenix 
Team Compensation Plan (the "Comp Plan"), as each may he amended from lime to 1:ime 

2. Representations and Covenants of Associate: Associate represents and warrants to the 
Company as follows: 

a. The grant of the Third Re-Entry Position is subject to review and approval by the 
Isagenix Executive Management Terun, which approval is subject to the satisfaction 
( or waiver by the Company in its sole discretion) of each of the conditions set forth in 
this Agreement. 

b. With respect to the Second Re-Entry Position, Associate has qualified as a Paid-As 
Executive for a minimum of tl1e last three (3) consecutive montl1s, has achieved a total 
of 225 Cycles in a single week and has shown a sustainable growth, or has received a 
waiver of such conditions from the Company. 

c. Associate is an Associate in good standing and none of the Positions identified above 
is currently suspended nor, to their knowledge, under investigation by the lsagenix 
Compliance Department. 

d. Associate will use their best efforts to actively provide continued support to the 
downline organizations related to all Associate Positions booeficially owned by the 
Associate while building the Third Re-Entry Position. 
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e. Associate is not engaged in, directly or indirectly, recrniting or soliciting for, or 
owning, managing or participating in the development, operation, or promotion of 
another network marketing company, nor will Associate become involved in, directly 
or indireclly, any network marketing company or any other company that competes 
with the Company during the term. of this Agreement without prior written approval 
from the Company. 

f. The Third Re-Enny Position is directly tied to all Associate Positions in which 
Associate has a beneficial interest and may not be independently sold, transferred or 
assigned to another person or entity without prior written approval from the Company. 

g. The Third Re-Enny Position, and other Positions held by the Associate are subject to 
all lsagenix P&Ps and the Comp Plan as currently published or as amended in the 
future. Further, Associate acknowledges and agrees that, for purposes of qualification 
and advancement in rank and eligibility for commissions, each Associate Position in 
which Associate owns a beneficial interest will be required to meet and maintain the 
qualifications for Active status, advancement in rank, and bonus eligibility 
independently of each other. 

h. The 11,ird Re-Enny Position will count the Group Volume (GV) of the Second Re
EntJ·y Pos:ilion as ils Major Volume Sales 'foam, provided, however, that Personally 
Enrolled Associates previously enrolled into Associate's Second Re-Eut,y Position 
may not be counted as part of the qualifications for the Third Re-Enny Position. 

1. The Company will be recognized as the Enrolling Sponsor of the Third Re-Enny 
Position. The Associate's Enrolling Sponsor will be entitled to Team Bonus Volume 
and Generation Bonuses (Fast Start Bonuses) from activity in the Second Re-Enny 
Position, subject to paid-as rank ill the Comp Plan requirements. Associate's Enrolling 
Sponsor is not entitled to earn Matching Team Bonuses or Product lnlI·odnctmy 
Bonuses from the Third Re-Enny Position or to use the Third Re-Enny Position for 
qualification purposes. 

j. If Associate violates any of the conditions set forth in this Agreement, the Company 
may impose any disciplinary action as set out in the P&Ps, including suspension and/or 
tcnnination, of any Associate Position in which the Associate has a beneficial interest. 

3. Representations and Covenants of the Company: The Company acknowledges and agrees as 
follows: 

a. The Company will provide the Associate with tlie Third Re-Entry Position. 

b. The Third Re-Entry Position will be placed ill the Isagcnix genealogy directly above 
the Second Re-Enny Position. 

c. The Company will give placement sponsorship of the Second Re-Entry Position to the 
Third Re-Enny Position and give placement sponsorship of TI1ird Re-Entry Position 
to the Second Re-Entry Position's previous Placement Sponsor. Enrolling sponsorsh·ip 
of the Third Re-Enny Position will be given to the Company. 

d. Personally Enrolled requirements for Consultant :u1d Executive status may be met by 
combining the Left Team and Right Team requirements on the Third Re-Enny 
Position's inside leg. By way of example, the Third Re-Enny Position may maintain 
Paid-As Executive status by maintaining ten ( I 0) Consultants on the inside leg. 

4. Severability. If any portion of this Agreement is held invalid by operation oflaw, the remaining 
terms of this Agreement will not be affected. 
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5. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended only by a writing signed by the parues hereto, 

Any oral representation or modification concerning this Agreement shall be of no force or 

effect, 

6. Entire Agreement Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement constitutes and 
contains the entire agreement and understanding between tJie parties concerning the subject 
matter of this A.gt·eement, and supersedes and replaces all prior negotiations, proposed 
agreements or agreetncnts, written or oraL 

7. Qoveming law Venue and Jurisdiction. This Agreement shall be govei:ned by the laws of and 
judicial decisions of the State of Arizona. Ai1y legal action arising oul of or related to this 
Agreement must be instituted in the state or federal courts within the State of Arizona and 

Maricopa County and Associate and the Company specifically consent to venue and person.al 
jm·isdiction in such courts. 

8. Execution it) Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in oue or more counterparts and 

when a copy is signed by each party will be fully enforceable as if the parties had executed the 

original Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each party has had this Agreement executed as follows: 

ISAGENJX INTERNATIONAL, LLC 
an Arizona limited liability company 

By: __ _ 

Name: 

Title: 

Date: 
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Isagenix International, LLC 
155 E Rivulon Boulevard, Gilbert, AZ  85297 

480.636.5700 • Isagenix.com 

Justin Powell 
  Chief Legal Officer and General Counsel 

Justin.Powell@IsagenixCorp.com 
 

May 1, 2020 
 
Via E-mail 

 
Jay and Siv Bennett 
1001 Avenida Pico, Suite C-550 
San Clemente, CA 92673 
E-mail: jaystarsystem@gmail.com 

jay@isa-jay.com 
  

Re: Field Relations Board Decision 
 
Dear Jay and Siv: 
 
I hope you and your family staying safe and healthy.  I am writing to follow up on your call with 
Travis Ogden and Sharron Walsh about the recent decision reached by the Field Relations Board.   
 
First, we appreciate you taking ownership of and responsibility for the situation we are now 
facing, including the misimpression that you created that the Coovers and Isagenix were aware 
and supportive of the policy violations, when clearly they and Isagenix were not in either case. 
 
I am providing below a summary of the restrictions and requirements that are being imposed by 
the Field Relations Board in light of recent information received in connection with the  

—which I understand Travis and Sharron discussed with you.  The following restrictions 
and requirements will apply to you and all of your Isagenix positions for a minimum of one year 
(as further explained below): 
 

 You are eligible to receive only those sources of income defined as Ways to Earn in the 
Team Compensation Plan (including Retail Profits, Retail Direct Profits, Product 
Introduction Bonuses, and Executive Matching Bonuses) and standard Rank 
Advancement Bonuses and Double Product Introduction Bonuses, as defined in the 
Company’s promotional material.  You are not eligible to participate in any other 
Incentives or Promotions, including but not limited to leadership pools, incentive trips, 
contests, or bonuses not listed in the previous sentence. 

 You will not receive any kind of recognition from Isagenix for any achievements relating 
to your Isagenix business.  As part of this, Isagenix will, at its discretion, be removing 
your names and images from company online content. 

 You are not permitted to attend or participate in any company-sponsored events held at a 
physical location.  You are permitted to attend any on-line, virtual events on a listen-only 
basis, and are not permitted to speak, train, post comments, or otherwise communicate to 

ISA_JB000135
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Jay and Siv Bennett 
May 1, 2020 
Page 2 

the rest of the event attendees as a whole (while communications limited to your 
organization are permissible and encouraged). 

 You are not permitted to make any statements on social media relating directly to 
Isagenix that are visible to the general public.  (However, we encourage you to continue to 
build and support your organization using calls, private social-media groups, or other 
methods not involving public social-media statements, provided that you do so in 
compliance with all of our Policies & Procedures.)  In addition, you are required to make 
reasonable efforts to avoid having others’ posts about both you and Isagenix show up on 
your social media pages; this includes—when you receive notifications about having been 
tagged by another Isagenix Associate in a post about Isagenix—the declining of any 
prompt to have the post placed on your social media page. 

 You are not permitted to manage other members’ accounts for them in any way other 
than helping an individual to enroll with Isagenix and place an initial order (if the 
individual gives you authority to do so).  As part of this, you are not permitted to take or 
use personal information for purposes of placing orders after an initial order. 

 You are required to disclose to our Compliance team any other accounts or members you 
are aware of in your organization that are: 

o managed by anyone other than the named account holder; or 
o involved in any way in placing Isagenix products for sale on Amazon, eBay, or any 

similar site. (Our Compliance team will follow up with you in the next week or so 
to get this information.) 

 These restrictions and requirements will remain in place for at least one year, during 
which time Isagenix’s investigation will remain open.  During that year, you will be on 
probation, with an ongoing assessment of your compliance with company policies and a 
final assessment at the end of the year.  Isagenix reserves the right to take additional steps, 
potentially including a substantial fine or termination, based on the results of our 
investigation and those assessments. 

 
We appreciate your acceptance of these requirements and restrictions as a way for you to 
continue to take responsibility for your relevant actions.  And, we are optimistic about our ability 
to work together in a mutually beneficial way during the next year, as you continue to take this 
matter seriously, and beyond. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
/s/ Justin Powell 
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lsagenix lntemati:msl LLC 

155 E RNulon B'Yd 

G2>ert. AZ 85297 

~ ISAGENIX 

Commission Tax Invoice 

Comrru>sion• for period: 05103'2021 through 05/09/2021 

J•y Bennett (1119332 ) Printed lnte: 06/15/2023 

KESHA MARKETING INC (0375) 

1001 Avenid• PICOSte c.550 

S•n Qemont.,, CA 92673 Achieved Rank: 20-Stsr Plat1num. 25-S1sr Execuw e 

Conurunion Sunwury (U SD) 

Team Bo,;;;-- fblchTng'" Rank Promotions ,-Ritail Dir°eet ---
PIB 

Bonus Adv•ncement Profit 
Bonus 

Sl3,5:!5.00 sooo SO.OD SO.Oil SOOD s~oo 

Othu 
Compe-nsation 

Total 
Commission 

Beginning Earnings SubtotJ.I 
Account Balance 

Not Ending Account 
Balance 

sooo 5 13,525.00 S0.00 513, 525.00 513.324.00 SO.OD 

Team Bonus 

New Volume Used Volume Remaining Volume 

Pm A> 
Cor.iub.r.i Cycles 

Doy Ac:'live or Above I.ell Ri!IM EarnM Lef1 R;ghl Left 
05/03/202 Yti Yti 22.322 US,976 74 22..200 4◄,400 131 
I 

05.'04/202 Ys Ys 18,095 811.◄◄7 60 ,s.ooo 36,000 226 
I 

05/06'202 Yes y.,. 17.~9 833,8 16 59 17.700 35,400 175 
I 
05/06/202 Yes Yti 20.112 1,◄30.87 63 20.700 41,400 187 
I ◄ 
05107/N2 y .. YE:i 16,155 ~9.181 54 16,200 '32,400 1◄2 
I 

05/08/202 Yo, Yu 12,900 686,584 ◄J 12.9)0 25.SOO 1◄2 

05109.'202 y .. Ye:s 18,061 ~5.160 60 '8,000 36,000 203 
1 

1iu,c ~ c-
RHna.Jning Volume: 2113 1:I0.000 Total Cycln 

Cycl• Yalu• 

Total Tum Bonus 

M~tdllng Bonu s 

- ot.!111 Corrwns~n 513.525.00 USO Tots Cornmr55l0n 

B• gnn1ng Balance 

Eam.l"lgs Subtota 

Dnc! Oopou FH 

(I SA Found11.JOnJ 

Ne! 

"lgtl CIII 

Rigl,1 

150,CXXJ 

9ZS.,t..""1 

150.000 

1.$5ftl. 

150,0CIO 

81().IB{ 

150.tx>l 

F~se 

C"l'pod 

SS..10 

$13.$25 00 us 
D 

S 13.525.00 USD 

SO 00 USD 

$13,525 00 USD 

(SI 00) USD 

(S200 00) USO 

S 13,324.00 USD 
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lsagenoc lniemauon al LLC 

155 E. RM.lion BM! 

Glbon.. AZ 85297 

~ ISAGENIX ,,,,,,, 

Commission Tax Invoice 

Commiu,ons for penod; 0510212022 through 0510812022 

Jay Benr>ett (1119332) Printed Date: 0611512023 

KESHA MARKETING INC (0375) 

1001 Avenlda PicoSte C-650 

San aemente. CA 92673 

Commission Summiill)' (USO) 

Teitffl Bonus Miltching 
Bonus 

Achieved Rilnk: 20-Star P latinum. 2 5-S;ar E.xecuWi! 

Rank Promotions: Retail Oir@ci: 
Advan~nt Profit 

Bonus 

PIB 

513,525.00 ~00 SO.Oil SO.Oil SO.Oil sooo 

Other ToW Beginning Earnings Subtota.1 N•t Ending Account 
Comp.nsation Comminion Account Bab.nee, Balanee, 

sooo Sl3,525.00 S0.00 SIJ,525.00 Sl3,32◄.00 sooo 

Team Bonus 

NrwVolume- Used Volum@- R!fflaining Volume 

Pi.ldAs 
Constaani Cycles 

Day Aetov• or Above l•fi R,;)'t E.arr.ed Loh R111n1 l • fi 
05/Cl1/202 Yti YH 15,3◄◄ 6◄8, 165 51 15,300 30,600 258 
2 
05/03/202 Yes Ya t2.67S 561.820 ◄3 12.500 25,800 33 
2 

05.'00202 YH Ya l◄.800 S81, l07 ◄3 l◄.700 29,400 133 
2 

05J05J202 Yes 
2 

Ys 13,831 >27,034 ◄6 13.roo 27,600 16◄ 

ot.'06/202 Ya 
2 

Yes 11,306 558,0◄ 5 38 11.◄00 22.too 70 

O!i/071202 Yes 
2 

Yu 6. 163 400,793 20 6.000 12,000 239 

05.IOB/202 Yes Yes 10.m 396,382 35 10.500 21.000 13 
2 - 3,CT:1,3$ ~ 

fi!em1ining Voluma.: n 'i25,ll2 Tot.al Cydas 

Matching Bonus 

Total CornrnissiOn S 13,525.00 USO 

Aeti..ll ea.lol..!.3.tiort amo~rus may dlfer de?UO-na on -l'OU~. 

Cycle Value 

Toti.I Teun Bonus 

Tot, 1 Commiss10n 

Se,gw,nng 9.abnoe 

E amlt'lgs Subtotal 

Dre<:! Deposit Fee 

I ISA Found•bon} 

Net 

Currtr• Foreign Exclw.ge{Fx) mubplier 5 1.000 SH l0<egn enh.r~policy fo,detois. 

R111ln 

757,565 

1.J03,5o5 

150,000 

60,0£ 

1.18<.72!1 

tS.,.000 

s:25,382 

Fals.e 

CJpped 

SS..10 

513,525.CIO us 
D 

$13,525.00 LJSD 

S0.00 LJSD 

St3,525.00 LJSD 

(Sl.00) LJSD 

(5200.00) LJSD 

S13,324.00 LJSD 
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1001 Avenida PicoSte C-550

San Clemente, CA 92673   Achieved Rank: 20-Star Platinum, 25-Star Executive

Commission Summary (USD)

Team Bonus Matching 
Bonus

Rank 
Advancement 

Bonus

Promotions Retail Direct 
Profit

PIB

$11,577.40 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Other 
Compensation

Total Commission Beginning 
Account Balance

Earnings Subtotal Net Ending Account 
Balance

$0.00 $11,577.40 $0.00 $11,577.40 $11,576.40 $0.00

Total Cycles

Team Bonus

New Volume Used Volume Remaining Volume

Day Active

Paid As 
Consultant 
or Above Left Right

Cycles 
Earned Left Right Left Right

05/01/2023 Yes Yes 14,705 613,216 49 14,700 29,400 113 733,816

05/02/2023 Yes Yes 7,562 485,052 25 7,500 15,000 175 1,203,868

05/03/2023 Yes Yes 9,928 443,234 33 9,900 19,800 203 150,000

05/04/2023 Yes Yes 10,453 394,594 35 10,500 21,000 156 523,594

05/05/2023 Yes Yes 8,174 435,587 27 8,100 16,200 230 942,981

05/06/2023 Yes Yes 6,284 309,639 21 6,300 12,600 214 1,240,020

05/07/2023 Yes Yes 7,082 339,817 24 7,200 14,400 96 150,000

64,188 3,021,139 214.00 False

Remaining Volume: 96 150,000

Cycle Value $54.10

Total Team Bonus $11,577.40 USD

214

There are no Executive Match Bonuses for this commission period. To earn Executive Match Bonuses on your personally enrolled 
Consultants and Executives you must maintain the commissionable status of Executive. Consult your Back Office Library to learn 
more about the Executive Match Bonuses and how they work.

Matching Bonus

Page 1 of 2

Commission Tax Invoice

Printed Date:  06/13/2023

Commissions for period: 05/01/2023 through 05/07/2023

KESHA MARKETING INC (0375)

Jay Bennett (1119332)

Isagenix International LLC

 155 E. Rivulon Blvd

 Gilbert,  AZ  85297

ISA_JB000141

I I I I 

I I I I 
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ISA_JB000142

l:ugenOC lntematjo,i9I LLC 

155 E. RMllon Blvd 

Gibott. AZ. 85297 

~ ISAGENIX 
'.V 

Commission Tax Invoice 
Commissions for period: 05/03/2021 through 05,09/202 1 

J ay Bennett (8531558} 

Kesha Marketing Inc (0375} 

Printed lnte: 06115/2023 

1001 Avenida PiooSte C-650 

Ssn Clemente, CA 92673 

Commission Summ.ry (USO) 

Team Bonus M;atehing 
Bonus 

Achievi!d Rank: 20.St.ar Pl&tinum. 25-Sta r Exi!CUWi! 

R;ink Promotions Retail Direct PIB 
Mva.n~ment Profit 

Bonus 

SS,518.20 S0.00 so.oo S0.00 S0.00 S0.00 

Other 
Comp1msation 

SOOD 

Tea.m Bonus 

Tow 
Commission 

SS.518.20 

Beginning Earnings Subtotal 
Account Balance 

sooo SS,518.20 

Net 

SS.517.20 

Ending Account 
Balance 

SOOD 

NPWVolume UsKI Volum~ Remaining Volume 

P~As 
Consttl:an.t Cycles 

Day Acnve o, Above Loft R ,gtt Ea:rll.M Loft R'!Jht Loft 

~03/202 Yes Yes 4.9o0 831.298 16 4.800 '9.600 195 
1 
~04/202 Yes Yes 4.275 829.542 14 4.200 .S. 400 270 
1 ~= Ye. Ye> 5.818 &51.465 20 6.000 12,000 88 
1 
~06/202 Yes Yes 5.995 1, 451.58 20 6.000 12,000 83 
1 6 

~07/202 Yes Yes 5.553 985.336 18 5.400 10,&00 236 
1 

~08/202 Yes y., 2.305 699.484 8 2.400 ◄.800 141 
1 
~09/202 Yes Yes 1.717 663.221 6 1.800 '3.600 58 
1 

S<l.W c .. m.'32 1112.00 

RNna.ining Volume: 5,8 U79.034 Tota.I Cycles 

Mitch ng Bonus 

Toi.91 Cornrrtl55J0n 55,518.20 USO 

""11>JJ calcula1ic,n uiourus may differ clepencl1119 on rourocli>g. 

Cyc.le Value 

Tota.I Te.am Bonus 

Tot81 Cornm1Ss10n 

6e-g111nmg Babince 

Eam,ngs Subtotal 

o.rect Deposit Fee 

Not 

Curren: F«o,gn Exe~• {Fx) multi~ Ii 1.000. Seo fori>iln oxch..n<;•poicy for 6e1i.!,. 

~i1Cl1 

Right 

15Q,CXX) 

g;1,1'2 

1,81~..60'i 

S.250,193 

,.m,rn 

£.,919,,13 

5.519.03' 

False 

102 

$.S4. 10 

$5.518.20 us 
D 

55,518.20 USO 

S0.00 USO 

55,518.20 USO 

(S1.00) USO 

S5.517.20 USO 
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ISA_JB000143

ls.agenot lntema!Jon•l LLC 

t 55 E. Rlwlon Blvd 

G:lbe,t. AZ 85297 

~ ISAGENIX --.;v 

Commission Tax Invoice 
Commiss,ons forpe nod: 05/0212022 tllrough 05/0812022 

J a y Bennett (8531558) 

Kesha Marketing Inc (0375) 

Prinltd Dilt: 0611 ~'2023 

1001 Avenlds PicoSte C-550 

San Clemente. CA 92673 

Commission Summary (U SDI 

Achieved ~nlc 20-Siar Platinum. 25-St.ar Execuliva 

Team Bonus Matching Rank Promotions Retail Diroct PIB 

$3.732.90 

Othor 
Compensation 

Bonus Advan~•nt Profit 
Bonu,; 

$'.l.00 S0.00 S0.00 $0.00 

Total 
Commissjon 

Beginning Ea.rnmgs Subtotal 
Account Balan~ 

Net 

SO 00 

Ending Account 
Balan~ 

woo S:3.732 90 woo 53.73290 53.73190 woo 

Team Bonus 

N~Volume- Us.@d Volu~ Remaining Volum@ 

Paid As 
Cor.sulla:a Cyclt.s 

Day Acl!Ye Of Above Left R,gtt - left Righi 
05/02/202 Yes Yes 3.095 663,5,l, 10 3.000 6,000 
2 
05/03/202 Yes Yti 3.922 574,495 13 3.900 7.8'JO 
2 
05/04/202 Yeo Ye 2.262 !>95.907 8 2,4'.)) 4.800 
2 
05/05/202 Yes 
2 

Ye-.s 2.681 540.91 5 9 2,700 5,400 

05'06/202 Ye. 
2 

Yes 3.462 569,351 11 3.300 MOO 

05/07/202 Ye,, 
2 

Yes 3.222 406.962 11 3.300 MOO 

05/08/202 Yes Yas 2,185 406.662 2,100 4.200 
2 

20.823 3.757,801 G,J)Q 

Rfflla.iningVolume: 19$ ~2.462 Total Cycles 

Cyc.leValue 

Toul l.am Borus 

Mitc.hing Bonus 

Toa l Comrms10n S3.n'2.90 USD 

~tu.I ~~t,~IOO aimoum, may offer die:~ on IO!,;.d'g, 

Tot!II Comm,510n 

E1ming• SuDtolal 

DR<:! Oepo>l Fet 

N!t 

Currant 'cn,go Excltan,;e (Fxl mlillll)6iHs 1.000. s.e lor• w,excl--policy for dews 

Left RQ!n 
164 2.719.8<2 

186 3,3<6.537 

4S 3.9176" 

29 •.m.159 

191 5,035.910 

113 150.000 

193 552,"62 

Fals• 

GS 

$SU I 

~.nao us 
0 

S3. 732.90 USD 

Sil 00 USO 

(51 .00) VSD 

S3. 731.90 USD 
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1001 Avenida PicoSte C-550

San Clemente, CA 92673   Achieved Rank: 20-Star Platinum, 25-Star Executive

Commission Summary (USD)

Team Bonus Matching 
Bonus

Rank 
Advancement 

Bonus

Promotions Retail Direct 
Profit

PIB

$2,164.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Other 
Compensation

Total Commission Beginning 
Account Balance

Earnings Subtotal Net Ending Account 
Balance

$0.00 $2,164.00 $0.00 $2,164.00 $2,163.00 $0.00

Total Cycles

Team Bonus

New Volume Used Volume Remaining Volume

Day Active

Paid As 
Consultant 
or Above Left Right

Cycles 
Earned Left Right Left Right

05/01/2023 Yes Yes 2,325 627,921 8 2,400 4,800 0 1,624,396

05/02/2023 Yes Yes 1,798 492,614 5 1,500 3,000 298 2,114,010

05/03/2023 Yes Yes 1,971 453,162 7 2,100 4,200 169 2,562,972

05/04/2023 Yes Yes 2,625 405,047 9 2,700 5,400 94 2,962,619

05/05/2023 Yes Yes 1,556 443,761 5 1,500 3,000 150 3,403,380

05/06/2023 Yes Yes 349 315,923 1 300 600 199 3,718,703

05/07/2023 Yes Yes 1,503 346,899 5 1,500 3,000 202 4,062,602

12,127 3,085,327 40.00 False

Remaining Volume: 202 4,062,602

Cycle Value $54.10

Total Team Bonus $2,164.00 USD

40

There are no Executive Match Bonuses for this commission period. To earn Executive Match Bonuses on your personally enrolled 
Consultants and Executives you must maintain the commissionable status of Executive. Consult your Back Office Library to learn 
more about the Executive Match Bonuses and how they work.

Matching Bonus

Page 1 of 2

Commission Tax Invoice

Printed Date:  06/13/2023

Commissions for period: 05/01/2023 through 05/07/2023

Kesha Marketing Inc (0375)

Jay Bennett (8531558)

Isagenix International LLC

 155 E. Rivulon Blvd

 Gilbert,  AZ  85297

ISA_JB000144

I I I I 

I I I I 
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ISA_JB000145

ls.agenix lnlem ational LLC 

155 E. RNulon Blvd 

G.lb~rt. AZ 85297 

Jay ~nnett (S907890) 

Kesha Marketing Inc (0375) 

1001 Avenida PiooSle C-550 

Ssn Clemente, CA 92673 

Commissio n Summary (USO) 

Te-am Bo nus Matching 
Bonus 

S3.787.0D S0.00 

Other Total 

l* ISAGENIX 
Commission Tax Invoice 

C<>mmissions lot perio<I: 05/03/2021 lhtough 05/09/202 1 

Printed Date: 06/16/2023 

Achieved Rank: 20-Star ? lablum. 25-Star Ex.ecc.nive 

Rank Promotio ns Reta.ii Direct PIB 
Advance:ment Pro fit 

Bonus 

Sil.OD SO.OD Sil.OD S0.00 

Comp1-n s.atio n Commin io n 
Beginning 

Account Balance 
U rnings Subtotal Net End ing Account 

Balance-

S000 S3,7&7.0D 5000 S3,7S7.00 S3, 756.00 SO 00 

Team Bonus 

N~Vol u m@ U s.ed Velu m@ Re-maining Volum1-

P.il A> 
Cormqa,11 Cycles 

Day k..1N f! Of Above Leh RQht Earned Leh R,ghl Leh R'lltt 

05/03/202 Yes Yes 3.:m 745.5a9 11 3.300 6.600 63 6,1B2.352 
1 

05/04/202 Yes Yes 3.036 666,851) 10 3,000 6.000 93 6,863.212 
1 

05/05/202 YH Yes 3,607 726.1n 12 3,600 7.200 106 ; .,sa:2.165 
1 
05/06-'202 Ye, Yes 3,508 1.319,47 12 3,600 7,200 14 150,000 
1 0 
05/07/N2 Ya Ya 2,531 665,053 8 2.400 4,800 145 1.010,259 
1 

05/CB/202 Ye, YB 2.666 626,983 9 2.700 5.400 111 1.631-642 
l 

05/0S/202 Ye, YB 2, 476 565,893 8 2.400 4.800 187 2.192.935 
l 

21.1'5 UX,G17 ro.oo False 

RHn;i.ining VC!lu me: 187 2,192.~5 Tob J CycJu 10 

cyc..1~va1u~ $$4.10 

Tota.I Telffl Bonus $3.7117.00 u, 
D 

M~tehing Bonus 

1 Mf1 n no t:.xeoo~rw Mll0"'1 eonu1t1 ro, tnti 00rms1am ~ - fo an t.ncUffi9 111•cn tsonu:9" on your ?WIO"--'Y 
MfOlld coneuttJn!t anCI E>IICUllYM you f'lt.!ll malltal the COtMl&Ul>nlbl 1tJtu1 Gf aac:ut.tv.. COii llldl your 8d OM'b 
L..-.Y to tNrn ITIOlll lbovt in• aawtM N.il~ Bo•u- anano-w tn-, wen. 

Tot.I CormiisSJOn S3,787.00 USD 

Acri/al cakJl>:11011 amou"s nay differ~ on r®ri<fr.g 

Tol!II C<>rnm,ss10n 

Beg11mng B,tsnce 

Eam,igs Subtotal 

o.e<::t Oe:posit Fee 

Ne! 

Ct1r££nt FOJ~ Exdt.ar.g~ (fx) nnu1.1~ i:i. l .lOO. SH fori:~n exCU~ ooicy 101 de-uh_ 

S3, 787.00 USO 

S0.00 USO 

53,787.00 USO 

(S 1.CO) US[) 

S3, 786.00 USO 
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ISA_JB000146

lsagenix lnlemabonal LLC 

155 E. RMJlon Blvd 

G:lbart. AZ 85297 

~1 ISAGENIX , . ~ 

commission Tax Invoice 

C<lmminion• lot period: 0 5/0 2/2022 lhtoogh 0 5/0 8/2022 

J ay Bennett (S907890) 

Kesha Marketing Inc (0375) 

P rinted Date: 06/16/20 23 

1001 Avenic!a PicoSte C-550 

San Oemente. CA 9 2673 

Co mmi ss ion Summary (USO) 

Achieved Rank: 20.Star Platnum. 25.S;ar Executive 

Team Bonus Matching Rank Promotions Reta.ii Di rect PIB 

$2.109.90 

Othtr 
Compensation 

Bonus Advancement Profit 
Bonus 

S0.00 SB.00 $0.00 S0.00 

ToW 
Commission 

Beginning Earnings Subtotal 
Account Bah .n ee 

Net 

S0.00 

End ing Account 
Balanc.e-

sooo $2.109,90 sooo 52. 109,90 s2.1oa.so $0 00 

T.a.m Bonus 

Ne-w Vo lum@ Us!C Volume Rem.ain ing Volume 

Pill Ai 
Consu-ant Cycles 

Day Actrve or AboYe Loft Rig:t-1 Eamed Loft R,ght 
05/02/202 Yes Yes 2.141 666.eo4 7 2.100 4.200 
2 
05/03/202 Yes Yo 1.:302 578.417 5 1.500 3.000 
2 
05/04/202 y.,. y ... 2.623 598. 16.'i 8 2.400 4.800 
2 

05/05/202 Yes Yes 
2 

I .~ ~ .5S6 2.100 4.200 

05106/202 Ye< Ye< 
2 

1.255 572.313 1.200 2,400 

05/071202 Yes Yes 1.0 18 410. I~ l 9:)1) 1.800 
2 

05/0S/202 Yes Ye;; 1.275 408.847 5 1.500 3.000 
2 

11,5<9 ~na.G!Cl 39.00 

Rffl':a.ining Volun:e-: s,; 9.S60.907 Tota.I Cyc los 

Cycle Val•J e 

Tot.al Tu m Bonu, 

N~1ehing Bonus 

Total Co.rrnus:<>n S2 109.90 USO 

AetlJ.!ll calctbnon Ml~U may cfiff@rdepencf119 on "Ot6\Gng. 

Tot.sJComnt»K>n 

8~1nn11g 81ts,ce 

Eamng, S ubtotal 

~ Oep0s:t Fe1=: 

,.., 

Ct.mer.l f os~ Excl.ir_gr (Fx) nul:i~G 1.000 SEE (or~• e-xcbi..~po,,cy for <M.-:1..h 

Loft Rig:t-1 
248 5~0111 

50 7,o,J.'96 

273 

,_ 
108 a.115.253 

163 5.7<6.575 

281 9,155.060 

56 9,560.937 

Fals@ 

19 

»&.1D 

$1. 109.90 us 
D 

S2, 109.90 US:> 

S0.00 US) 

(i1 00) US:> 

S2, 108.90 US:> 
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1001 Avenida PicoSte C-550

San Clemente, CA 92673   Achieved Rank: 20-Star Platinum, 25-Star Executive

Commission Summary (USD)

Team Bonus Matching 
Bonus

Rank 
Advancement 

Bonus

Promotions Retail Direct 
Profit

PIB

$1,460.70 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Other 
Compensation

Total Commission Beginning 
Account Balance

Earnings Subtotal Net Ending Account 
Balance

$0.00 $1,460.70 $0.00 $1,460.70 $1,459.70 $0.00

Total Cycles

Team Bonus

New Volume Used Volume Remaining Volume

Day Active

Paid As 
Consultant 
or Above Left Right

Cycles 
Earned Left Right Left Right

05/01/2023 Yes Yes 1,306 630,246 4 1,200 2,400 130 9,500,322

05/02/2023 Yes Yes 1,505 494,412 5 1,500 3,000 135 9,991,734

05/03/2023 Yes Yes 1,537 455,133 5 1,500 3,000 172 10,443,867

05/04/2023 Yes Yes 801 407,672 3 900 1,800 73 10,849,739

05/05/2023 Yes Yes 1,147 445,317 4 1,200 2,400 20 11,292,656

05/06/2023 Yes Yes 942 316,272 3 900 1,800 62 11,607,128

05/07/2023 Yes Yes 1,131 348,402 3 900 1,800 293 150,000

8,369 3,097,454 27.00 False

Remaining Volume: 293 150,000

Cycle Value $54.10

Total Team Bonus $1,460.70 USD

27

There are no Executive Match Bonuses for this commission period. To earn Executive Match Bonuses on your personally enrolled 
Consultants and Executives you must maintain the commissionable status of Executive. Consult your Back Office Library to learn 
more about the Executive Match Bonuses and how they work.

Matching Bonus

Page 1 of 2

Commission Tax Invoice

Printed Date:  06/13/2023

Commissions for period: 05/01/2023 through 05/07/2023

Kesha Marketing Inc (0375)

Jay Bennett (9907890)

Isagenix International LLC

 155 E. Rivulon Blvd

 Gilbert,  AZ  85297

ISA_JB000147

I I I I 

I I I I 
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ISA_JB000148

ls.ogenix lntemotionol LLC 

155 E. RM.lion Blvd 

G.:b~n . AZ 8529i 

({i ISAGENIX ~y 

Commission Tax Invoice 

Commissions for pe nod: 05103/202 1 through 0 5/09/202 1 

Jay Bennett (1143214 8) 

Knha Marl<eting Inc (0375> 

Printed D;ite: 06/1612023 

1001 Avenida PicoSte C 550 

San Clemente, CA 926i3-
6979 

Commissio n Summa,y (USO) 

Achi@ved Rank: 20.Star PlatW'lum. 25.Sta r Executive 

Team Bo nus Matching Rank Promotions Reta.ii Direct PI B 
Bo nus Advancement Pro fit 

Bonus 

S3.8S5.20 S0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 S0.00 

Other Tot.11 Beginni ng Earnings Subtotal Net End ing Account 
Compen s.atio n Commission Account B.1la nC! Balane@-

S0.00 S3.81i5.20 IO 00 S3.81i5.20 SJ.894.ZO S0.00 

Team Bonus 

New Volume U~ Volu~ Remaining Volume 

P.n:!As 
Consu•.ni Cycles 

Day Ac-1111e or Above Left R;g,t-1 E.arn'@<:I Left Rigll1 Left Rigt t 
OM)J/202 y,.,, Yes 3. 107 899.619 10 3.0011 6.000 175 S.565.135 
1 

051041Z02 Yes Yes 4,019 836,853 13 3,SOII 7,800 294 6,39<.169 
1 

05105'202 Yes Yes 3,522 860.890 12 3,600 7,200 216 7,24$19 
1 

05106/202 Yes Yes 3,67S 1, 461 .15 12 3,600 1,200 295 150,000 
1 4 

05107/202 Ya Ya 2,693 933,420 10 3,000 6,000 194 1,1-l7~a> 
1 

05108/202 Yes Yes 2, 140 704,455 2, 100 4,200 234 1,83i.6i5 
1 

051Cl9/202 Yes Yes 2,390 667.538 8 2,400 4,800 224 :z.soo.,13 
1 

21.754. ~ 72.00 True 

RHia.1n1ng'Vclum~: n, 2 ,>0ll,,13 T otaJ Cycies 12 

C ycle Va lue ~5.t.10 

Total Tum Bon•s u.m.20 us 
D 

Matching Bonus 

lnett ert no l:JtCUtM MJten f!OltU8'9 Tl)-r (flit CXlfflffllMIIH i:-noo. 10 earn U&2JWI Malen ISOntJ"91 Ofl yoo, Plf'ICIJ.!111)' 
«lf"oatcl Co n.uttont• tn4 ElOol.llYK )'OU mutt ~bin uu CIOmmrlMIOl'I: ... etotu , Of EJiooulM. COIIW. Y.,UI ea Offlot 
t.awi,y to IMrn mata :aticat rrie Eflcut:IW U .atdt aanuaa& and MW tlw, watk. 

33,895.20 USO 

Aen,al Gikula:1i0cI a:mo.1r11s may ciffcr dcpinif~, on roundJl'Q.. 

iol?II Cornfle5-KJn 

Esm,ngs Subtotal 

DftaDeposit Fee 

lle1 

Currer:1 For~ign, Exct.a..~ (Fx) mL1tlptier r.s t.000 :fi for~n exc-.t-a.n:i~ policyforcaals_ 

33,895.20 USO 

SO 00 USO 

S3.895.20 USD 

(S1 ,00) USD 

$3.894.20 USD 
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ISA_JB000149

lssgenix lntem st.ionsl LLC 

155 E. RNulon Blvd 

G.l:>eit. AZ 85297 

~ ISAGENIX ~y 

Commission Tax Invoice 

Commissions forpe nod: 05/0212022 through 05/0812022 

Jay Bennett (114321 48 ) 

Kesha Marketing Inc (0375) 

1001 Avenida P icoSte C 550 

S on Clemente, CA 92673-
6979 

Commission Summory (U SO) 

Team Bonus lhtching 
Bonus 

SS73.80 S0.00 

Printed Date: 0611612023 

Achi&:ved Rank: 20..Star PlatS'lum. 25-Star Executrve 

Ra.nk Promotions Reta.ii Di rect PIB 
Advancement Profit 

Bonus 

$0.00 $0.00 S0.00 S0.00 

Other Tot.I Beginning Earnings Subtota.1 Not Ending Acocunt 
Compensation Commissio n Accoun t Balance 

S0.00 SS73.SO sooo $73 SO 

Team Bonus 

New Volume Us..ed Volu~ 

Pa:i:l As 
Consuiam Cyelts 

Day Ao1ive or Above Left Rig~1 Ea.rn-e.d Left R9m 
05/02/202 y .. Yes li06 
2 

668.745 3 900 1.800 

05/03/202 Yi!! Yes 
2 

1,386 579.719 1,200 2,400 

05/04/202 Yi!! Yes S51 600.792 3 900 1.800 
2 

05/05/202 Yes Yes 1,154 545,531 1,200 2,400 
2 

05/061?02 Yes Yes 726 574,068 2 WO 1,200 
2 

05/07TN2 Yes Yes 181 411,202 300 600 
2 

05/08/202 Yes Ye 
2 

234 410. 122 300 600 

~138 ~ 7'11,17' 18.00 

Remain ing Vol u~. l1 12,661,535 Toal c , ~ , 

liblt;:hinQ Bonui 

To".!!!I Cornmis~ S973.80 USD 

Aetual <:a:t.<h.bOn ~ ., • ., ,iffa,.-G.~ 0,.".11 N>I.,~ 

Cycle Vi lu ! 

TClti.l Tram 6-onui 

T0~el Comm35,10n 

Begll"lr int Ba!srce 

E:smll'l:p Sub totsl 

Dnct: O.posii F"._.a 

... , 

cw~ .rn r~~ Eltdt.!lii.!: ~F'JC) mL'.:::q:~ 15 , .ooo $tt fo~ n ex:h ":.o~poky fo,e-r.u :1. 

Balane.e-

SS72.SO 

Remaining Volume 

Left Rigt 1 

5 g~ _,os 

191 1J.125.,Clt. 

142 1J.72:5,t.16 

96 1,a,541 

222 11,8<1,'15 

103 12.,ZS2,(l1i 

37 12,661,s39 

True 

18 

»uo 
»7UO U $ 

0 

S973.80 USD 

S0.00 USD 

S973.80 USD 

CSI 00) USD 

S972.80 USD 

S0.00 
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1001 Avenida PicoSte C 550

San Clemente, CA 92673-
6979

  Achieved Rank: 20-Star Platinum, 25-Star Executive

Commission Summary (USD)

Team Bonus Matching 
Bonus

Rank 
Advancement 

Bonus

Promotions Retail Direct 
Profit

PIB

$541.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Other 
Compensation

Total Commission Beginning 
Account Balance

Earnings Subtotal Net Ending Account 
Balance

$0.00 $541.00 $0.00 $541.00 $540.00 $0.00

Total Cycles

Team Bonus

New Volume Used Volume Remaining Volume

Day Active

Paid As 
Consultant 
or Above Left Right

Cycles 
Earned Left Right Left Right

05/01/2023 Yes Yes 1,102 631,552 4 1,200 2,400 108 2,545,064

05/02/2023 Yes Yes 451 495,917 1 300 600 259 3,040,381

05/03/2023 Yes Yes 246 456,670 1 300 600 205 3,496,451

05/04/2023 Yes Yes 458 408,473 2 600 1,200 63 3,903,724

05/05/2023 Yes Yes 158 446,464 0 0 0 221 4,350,188

05/06/2023 Yes Yes 236 317,214 1 300 600 157 4,666,802

05/07/2023 Yes Yes 279 349,533 1 300 600 136 5,015,735

2,930 3,105,823 10.00 True

Remaining Volume: 136 5,015,735

Cycle Value $54.10

Total Team Bonus $541.00 USD

10

There are no Executive Match Bonuses for this commission period. To earn Executive Match Bonuses on your personally enrolled 
Consultants and Executives you must maintain the commissionable status of Executive. Consult your Back Office Library to learn 
more about the Executive Match Bonuses and how they work.

Matching Bonus

Page 1 of 2

Commission Tax Invoice

Printed Date:  06/13/2023

Commissions for period: 05/01/2023 through 05/07/2023

Kesha Marketing Inc (0375)

Jay Bennett (11432148)

Isagenix International LLC

 155 E. Rivulon Blvd

 Gilbert,  AZ  85297

ISA_JB000150

I I I I 

I I I I 
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ISA_JB000151

luge nix lntemsbonsl LLC 

155 E. RNvlon Blvd 

Glben, AZ 85297 

~ ISAGENIX 
' '-" 

Commission Tax Invoice 

C<>mmJSSIOns for pe riod: 0 5103/202 1 thn>ugh 05/09/202 1 

Siv S.nnett (114459151 

Siv Bennett 

Print~d D,it~: 06/16/2023 

1001 Avenoda Pico Ste C-550 

Ssn Clemente, CA 92673 

Commi ssion Summory (U SOI 

Team Bonus M•tching 
Bonus 

Achieved Ran'<: 5-Siar Golden Citde, Exea,w e 

Rilnk Promotions Retail Di rect PIB 
AdvanCHn-ent Profit 

Bonus 

5270.5-J S0.00 S0.00 S0.00 50.00 S0.00 

Other 
Compens.a.tion 

sooo 

T•am Bonus 

Total 
Commission 

S270 50 

Beginning Earnings Subtotal 
Account Balance-

SJ OO S270.50 

Net Ending Account 
Balance 

5270.50 

New Volum~ Used Volume Remaining Volum-e 

Pa:id tu 
Con,ubru 

Day Actrve or Aflave Leh Rt;i):t 

~ 03/202 Yes Yes 2.4S4 6 13 
I 

~04/202 Yes Yes 3,785 234 

~051202 Yes Yes 3,305 217 
I 

05106/202 YE< y.,. 3 574 \05 
I 

05107/202 Yes 
I 

y .,. 2,763 136 

05108/202 Yes Ya 2,098 42 
1 

05/oatm Yes Ya 2.390 0 
I 

20.,om 1.S,U 

R.m..i.iningVolum+: 257.GlK 

Matching Bonus 

Tots! Corrmis5'Cn 5270.50 USD 

Actual calcuL>.ton • "ou"'s may d.ffer liepeoalllQ on l!>tllldinQ, 

Cycles 
E.rned Left R,;ihl Left 

2 1 200 600 241,49 
I 

WO 300 244.67 
6 

6JO 300 247,38 
I 

0 0 0 2so_gs 
5 

0 0 0 25l,71 
8 

6JO 300 2».21 
6 

0 0 0 257,60 
6 

S.00 

lG Tob..1 Cyclu 

CycleV.a.lu• 

Tobi Tym Bo n u!-

Tota l Comncss.an 

Si:g W'lning BalsnOR 

E1mings Subtotal 

Cutre,o Fo<2ion Exe~ (Fl} mi.td,or c> 1.000 s.e for2JQJI ex~ policy for 6-tds 

~ t 101' 1 

R111M 
m 

1315 

53 

15" 

.94 

315 

35 

True 

S~to 

S270 50 us 
0 

S270 .50 USD 

S0.00 USD 

S270.50 USO 

S0.00 USD 
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ISA_JB000152

ls.,geni>< lntemot.,nol LLC 

155 E. Riwlon Blvd 

Glben, AZ 85297 

6~ ISAGENIX -_, 

commission Tax Invoice 

CommiHion~ for period: 05/02/2022 through 05/08/2022 

Siv Bennett (11445915) 

Siv Bennett 

Printed Date: 06116/2023 

1001 Avenldo P100Ste C-550 

Son Clemente, CA 92673 

Commissio n Summvy (USO) 

Team Bonus M.a.tching 
Bonus 

Achieved Rank: 5-Stsr Gofden Cirde , Exea,tive 

R.a.nk Promotions Retail Direct PIB 
Advance-me-nt Profit 

Bonus 

$216.40 S0.00 ~ .Oil ~ .Oil ~ .Oil S0.00 

Other 
Compensation 

S0.00 

Te-am Bonus 

Total 
Commission 

$216.40 

Beginning Earnings Subtotal 
Account Balance 

S0.00 S2t6.40 

Net 

S2l5.40 

End ing Account 
BaJance 

S0.00 

New Volume Used Volume Re~ning Volume 

Paid As 
Cor.suba.n:t 

Day Acuve otAbati L~ RQt.t 
05/11212<12 Yes Yes 408 198 
2 

05103/'202 Yes Yes 1.084 302 
2 

05/04/202 Yes Yes 738 113 
2 
05/05/202 Yes Yes 631 523 
2 

05/06/202 Yes Yes 598 128 
2 

05/07/202 Yes 
2 

Yes 181 0 

05/08/202 Yes Yes 234 0 
2 

:S.51• 1.2CA 
Rem.a.ining Volume: 182,346 

Matching Bonus 

Toto I Conyns5J0n S216.40 USO 

Cy~s 
E.mE<I Left Ro.I'• Left 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

'"00 

251 

600 300 180,68 
0 

600 300 181, 16 
4 

0 0 181,90 
l 

1,200 600 181,33 
3 

0 0 181,93 
I 

0 0 182, Ill 

0 0 182,34 
6 

Total Cycles 

Cycle Value 

Total Team Bonus 

Tot.!11 Co/1Ynl5.Sl0n 

Begarnmg Bats nee 

Earnings Subtot.l 

o.ect Oeposrt Fee 

Net 

Cum,ru For• ~ Exchng• {fx) multlplii,r" I .000 Sn lorei;n e>«J-=.r• poicy for <lows 

,,.,.., 01 1 

R,;;ltt 
115 

S1 

200 

123 

251 

251 

251 

Trur 

' 
SS4.10 

~216,40 us 
D 

S2l6.40 USD 

SOOO USD 

S216.40 USD 

(S1 00) USD 

S215.40 USD 
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1001 Avenida PicoSte C-550

San Clemente, CA 92673   Achieved Rank: 5-Star Golden Circle,  Executive

Commission Summary (USD)

Team Bonus Matching 
Bonus

Rank 
Advancement 

Bonus

Promotions Retail Direct 
Profit

PIB

$162.30 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Other 
Compensation

Total Commission Beginning 
Account Balance

Earnings Subtotal Net Ending Account 
Balance

$0.00 $162.30 $0.00 $162.30 $161.30 $0.00

Total Cycles

Team Bonus

New Volume Used Volume Remaining Volume

Day Active

Paid As 
Consultant 
or Above Left Right

Cycles 
Earned Left Right Left Right

05/01/2023 Yes Yes 645 457 2 1,200 600 165,032 55

05/02/2023 Yes Yes 451 0 0 0 0 165,483 55

05/03/2023 Yes Yes 246 0 0 0 0 165,729 55

05/04/2023 Yes Yes 346 112 0 0 0 166,075 167

05/05/2023 Yes Yes 110 48 0 0 0 166,185 215

05/06/2023 Yes Yes 130 106 1 600 300 165,715 21

05/07/2023 Yes Yes 279 0 0 0 0 165,994 21

2,207 723 3.00 True

Remaining Volume: 165,994 21

Cycle Value $54.10

Total Team Bonus $162.30 USD

3

There are no Executive Match Bonuses for this commission period. To earn Executive Match Bonuses on your personally enrolled 
Consultants and Executives you must maintain the commissionable status of Executive. Consult your Back Office Library to learn 
more about the Executive Match Bonuses and how they work.

Matching Bonus

Page 1 of 2

Commission Tax Invoice

Printed Date:  06/13/2023

Commissions for period: 05/01/2023 through 05/07/2023

Siv Bennett 

Siv Bennett (11445915)

Isagenix International LLC

 155 E. Rivulon Blvd

 Gilbert,  AZ  85297

ISA_JB000153

I I I I 

I I I I 
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ISA_JB000137

REDACTED
REDACTED

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1B9BFEBD-2E75-4600-9937-83F08E64B744 

May 25, 2023 

VIA FedEx AND EMAIL 
Jay Bennett {jaystarsystem 
Siv Bennett (sivbennettt 
1001 Avenida Pico, Suite C 550 
San Clemente, California 92673-6979 

Re: Notice of Expiration of Associate Contract 

Mr. and Mrs. Bennett, 

Kevin Heaphy 
General Counsel 

Kevin.heaphy@isagenixcorp.com 

I am the General Counsel for Isagenix International, LLC ("Isagenix"). I write to you to 
address an important matter concerning your contractual relationship with Isagenix. 

According to our records, you are the holder of the following positions ("Positions"): 

N ID Expiration Date 
Jay Bennett 1119332 June 17, 2023 
Jay Bennett 8531558 June 1 7, 2023 
Jay Bennett 9907890 June 23, 2023 
Jay Bennett 11432148 June 1, 2023 
Siv Bennett 11445915 June 1, 2023 

As you know, each of your Positions is due to expire within the next month. Pursuant to 
Section 3.4 of the Isagenix Policies and Procedures ("P&Ps"), which are incorporated into your 
Associate Contract, "Isagenix may, at its sole discretion, elect not to renew your Associate 
Contract." As you also know, the Isagenix Code of Ethics requires that each Isagenix Associate 
provide ongoing support and active encouragement to other Members both inside and outside the 
Associate's own organization. Because your Positions are contractual with a defined term, upon 
their expiration Isagenix may elect to enter into new Associate Contracts with you or allow your 
positions to expire on their own terms, for any reason (including, for example, a lack of 
engagement and participation as required by the Code of Ethics) or for no reason at all. 

This letter serves as notice that Isagenix has decided to exercise its discretion, pursuant to 
Section 3.4 of the P&Ps, not to enter into new Associate Contracts for the Positions when they 
expire on their own terms next month. Accordingly, the five Positions listed above and the 
corresponding accounts will be terminated as of their expiration on the dates indicated. 

-------------------------- lsagenix International, LLC 

155 East Rivulon Blvd., Gilbert, AZ 85297 

480.636.5700 I lsagenix.com 
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ISA_JB000138

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1B9BFEBD-2E75-4600-9937-83F08E64B744 

Please be advised that certain obligations contained in the P&Ps survive the expiration 
and termination of your Positions. Specifically, your obligations to preserve and protect 
confidential information (Section 5.2), not to solicit Isagenix Associates to join other business 
ventures or network marketing companies (Section 5.3), and not to misuse Isagenix copyrighted 
materials or intellectual property (Section 6.1) survive expiration and termination. We expect 
you to comply with these obligations, but if you do not or if you violate any other applicable 
provisions, Isagenix will take appropriate actions to enforce your compliance. 

If you want to continue purchasing Isagenix products, you may open a preferred customer 
account at Isagenix.com. Any request to reenroll as an Independent Associate will be reviewed 
in accordance with Section 3.5 of the P&Ps and would be subject to applicable waiting periods 
and Isagenix' s discretion. 

We wish to thank you for your contributions to the Isagenix community during your time 
as an Independent Associate. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to 
call me at 480-636-5723. 

General Counsel 

--------------------------- lsagenix International, LLC 

155 East Rivulon Blvd .. Gilbert. AZ 85297 

480.636.5700 I lsagenix.com 
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ISA_JB000007

A lsagernx Corporate Back Office 

File View Window Help 

Order Number r Order Dale 
. II : I : I 

79266159 01123/2023 
78953362 11130/2022 
76172699 0 J2= 
76160953 0112ll2022 
73288090 06/11/2021 
71633126 02124/2021 
7163311 7 02/24/2021 - 71633112 02124/2021 
715971E,g 02122/2021 - 71581027 02121/2021 
71580192 02/21/2021 
71233937 01J29/2021 - 67648938 06/17/2020 - 65398m 01/28/2020 
62896492 08/2ll2019 
62688242 08/11/2019 
61268697 05/25/2019 
58922404 01127/2019 
58070506 1211212018 
58070502 12/1212018 
58070498 12/1212018 
52706734 04/02/2018 
5 725831 02115/2018 
51198138 01/21/2018 
50672101 12126/2017 - 50493668 12/15/2017 - 50281222 12/05/2017 
50281217 12/05/2017 
48246762 09;l08/2017 

106-11-2023 

Order Type 

Regular 
Return 
Regular 
Regular 
Regular 
Return 

Return 
Return 

Regular 
Regular 
Regular 
Regular 
Regular 
Regular 
Regular 

Regular 
Regular 
Regular 
Event 
Event 
Event 

Regular 
Event 

Regular 
Event 
Event 
Event 
Event 

Regular 

Status . ' -
Order Shipped 

Return Processed 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 

Return Processed 

Return Pr~sod 
Return Processed 

Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 

Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Sltipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 

Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 

To: 6111/20~ 

',lewQderQ:deg 

Total f!N Shipptng Method 

No Shipping 
No Shipping 
NoSltipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shippong 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shippong 
No Shipping 
NoShippmg 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 

36 
64 

Ne.xi Business Day Delivery 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shippong 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipptng 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 

X 

Jay Bennett (kesha1) 

Apply .Filter 

Total Amount 
• II 

USS49.00 
USS49.00 
USS49.00 1 = 
USS29.00 
uss2900 , 
USS29.00 
USS29.00 
USS29.00 
USS29.00 
USS29.00 
USS29.00 = 
USS49.00 
USS29.00 
USS49.00 
USS86.95 

USSl00.70 
USS39.00 
USS49.00 

USSl .249.00 
USSl.690.00 
USS1 .690.00 

USSJ!l.00 
USS10,360.00 

USS49.00 
USSl.240.00 

USS62000 
USS0.00 

USSJ.980.00 
USS0.00 v 

Logged on as: kevin.hea~ 
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ISA_JB000009

A lsagemx - Corporate Back Office 

File v,.,,, Window Help 

Order Number Order Date Order Type 

79726225 04/1~ Regular 
77046042 04/15/2022 Regular - 77035838 04/14/2022 Regular 
72419484 04/15/2021 Regular 
72402581 04/14/2021 Regular 
67648975 06/17/2JJ2JJ Regular 

66658208 04/20/2020 Regular 
61181793 05/21/2019 Event 

602 4651 04/03/2019 Regular 
56385gg2 ()g,l2QJ2018 Regular 
527{)66g5 04/02/2018 Regular 
48500413 O!l/1!W2017 Event - 48387575 osn4/2011 Regular 
47343549 07/31/2017 Au1oship 
4668591d 07/01/2017 Au1oship 
45gg1532 001)1/2017 Au1osh1p 
45353420 05/02/2017 Au1oship 

4467om 04/02/2017 Au1oship - 43876007 02127/2017 Regular 
4347002S 02/07/2017 Autoslup - 42S78311 0ln3/201 Regular 
42S78145 01n3/2011 Regular 

42S56218 01 /12/2017 Regular 
428S5814 01/0S/2017 Regular 
42866062 01/08/2017 Autoship - 4nggJ()G 12/07/2016 Regular 
41749436 11/11/2016 Au1oship 
41107320 10/12/2016 Au1oslup - 40940079 10/03/2016 Event 

40478791 O!l/13/2016 Regular 

06-11-2023 

'vlewQderQrtlrn 

Status 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Slupped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Slupped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 
Order Shipped 

TolalfN 

232 

110 
110 
110 
110 
110 
12S 
110 

32 
34 

110 
158 
110 
101 

Shipping Method 

N~ng 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
NoShipp,ng 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 

US· Instant Will Call 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 
No Shipping 

Groond 
Groond 
Ground 
Groond 
Groond 
Groond 
Ground 

NoSlupping 
NoSlupp,ng 
No Shipping 
No Slupp,ng 

Ground 
Ground 
Ground 
Ground 

No Shipping 
No Shipping 

D X 

Jay Bennett (kesha2) 

USS49.00 
USS29.00 
USS4S.OO 
ussis.oo 
USS2900 
USS4S.OO E 
USS0.00 

USS49.00 
USS40739 
USS49.00 

£000 -
USS39.00 

USS184.54 
USS184.54 
USS184.54 
USS184.54 
USS184.54 
USS212.26 
USS184.53 
USS16.00 
USS54.72 
USS49 55 
USS4900 

USS184.53 
USS263.01 
USS184 53 
USS16248 

MXS0.00 
USS19.00 v 

Logged on as: kevin.heaphy 
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ISA_JB000013

A lsagen x - Corporate Back Office 

File View Window Help 

X 

Jay Bennett (kesha3) 

X fi 
- -'---,-------,------~----i....-~,-----''--~_Si>ona __ cn_ hi_P ____ M_ain•_enance __ ~c_ompli __ ,arce_~l----------------------------------------;lf 

~-------------~------~------------------------------------------------------------,t 
Order History: 

Filter~: 
Dispil'i Ony: 

Order Number 

Regular Orders 

Returns 

Exchanges 

Events 

Order Date 

AutoshipOrders 

Void, 

Replacements 

Order Type Status 

Date Rangefran: 611112015 gJ 
To: [ 6111/2023 g 

1/rew ()<fer Orders 

Total fN Shipping Method 

Apply Filter 

Total Amount 

1400272122 11/28/2022 Regulor Onlel Shipped No Shipp,ng USS49 00 
78953370 11/30/2022 Return Return Processed No Shipping USS49.00 t 
78365131 09/05/2022 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS49.00 I 
77654904 06/17/2022 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS29.00 
74525167 09/11/2021 Reoular Or&,, Shipped No Shipping USS49.00 
73372020 06/17/2021 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USs 29.00 
67742244 06/23/2020 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS0.00 15 
60447245 04/12/2019 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS49.00 
57529160 11/14/2018 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS3900 t 
52292476 0l/13/2018 Regular Orde, Shipped No Shipping USS49.00 
49662933 11/0&/2017 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping usso.oo , 
47540043 08/0&/2017 Regular Order Shipped 110 No Shipping USS157.26 - 46915684 07112/201 7 Autoohip Order Shipped 112 Ground USS207.98 - 46235479 06/12/2017 Autoship Order Shipped 112 Ground USS20798 - 45594632 05/13,2017 Autoship Orde< Shipped 112 Ground USS207.98 
44911394 1)4/13/2017 Autoship Order Shipped 112 Ground USS207.98 
44703142 04/03/201 7 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS4900 
44212016 0l/13/2017 Autoship Order Shipped 112 Ground USS208.00 
43485975 02/0 /2017 Regular Order Shipped 36 Ground• No Charge USS60.00 
43485954 

~ 

02/0712017 Regular Order Shipped 36 FedEx Home Delivery USS7192 
43485927 02/07/2017 Regular Order Shipped 36 Ground USS76.91 
43082994 02/07/2017 Regular Order Shipped Ground• No Charge USS0.00 
42596466 01/14/2017 Autoship Order Shipped 112 Ground USS207.97 
42429360 12/15.12016 Autoship Order Shipped 112 Ground USS207.97 - 41835465 11/15/2016 Autoohtp Order Shipped 116 Ground USS206.78 
41744736 11110/2016 Event Order Shipped No Shipping USS596.00 
41457611 10/27/2016 Event Order Shipped No Shipping USS0.00 

jos-11-2023 

= 

Logged on as: kevin.heaph~ 
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ISA_JB000021

A lsagen)( - Corp(irate Back OffJCe X 

File View Window Help Jay Bennett (kesha4) 

:nhlp l ~n!enana, I Corrc,i,ance I 
x'[ 

-----,------~---~-------------------------------------------------.1r 
-----~-----------------------------------------------------------.1 

Order HislO!)': 

Filter B.,,-
Display Clny: Regular Orders Autoship Orders Date RangeFnm: 'sii"i"iio15 GJ 

Returns Voids To: 6/11/2023-g 

Exchanges Replacements View Older Order> 

Events 

Order Number Order Date Order Type Status Total 8V Shipping Method 

J_ 
,,. .. ~ OOrO . ' 

04/26/2023 Autoship Order Shipped 105 Ground Delivery 
04/01/2023 Autoship Order Shipped 105 Ground Delivery USS199.15 

79460637 02/27/2023 Autoship Order Shipped 105 Ground Delivery USS19049 = 
79296222 01/29/2023 Autoship Ordef Shipped 105 Ground Delivery uss1gg 59 
79119741 12/30/2022 Autoship Ordef Shipped 105 Ground Delivery USS 90.49 
78728061 10/28/2022 Autoship Order Shipped 105 Ground Delivery USS189.59 
78498403 09/25/2022 Autoship Order Shipped 126 Ground Delivery USS207.06 - 78286741 08/26l2022 Autoship Ordef Shipped 107 Ground Delivery uss1n.93 
78003446 07124/2022 Autoship Order Shipped 105 Ground Delivery USS179.72 
77698589 06/22/2022 Autoship Oeder Shipped 108 Ground Delivery USS186.21 
77625890 06/14/2022 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS49.00 - 77447127 05/2W2022 Regular Ordef Shipped No Shipping usm.oo 
77433116 05l25l2022 Autoship Order Shipped 109 Ground Delivery USS175.67 
77119085 04/23/2022 Autoship Order Shipped 106 Ground Delivery USS176.71 
76765442 0l/20'2022 Autoship Order Shipped 143 Ground Delivery USS231.97 - 76442809 02/17/2022 Regular Ordef Shipped 122 Ground Delivery USS201 .50 
76113165 01/19/2022 Autoship Order Shipped 102 Ground Delivery USS167.02 
75838313 12/27/2021 Autoship Order Shipped 102 Ground Delivery USS 67.02 
75472908 11124/2021 Autoship Order Shipped 107 Ground Delivery USS17210 
75069675 10/22/2021 Autosh,p Ordef Shipped 180 Ground Delivery USS281l93 
74766936 09/28/2021 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS129.00 
74622684 09/18/2021 Regular Order Shipped 101 Ground Delivery USS183.09 
74360544 08/29/2021 Autoship Order Shipped 180 Ground Delivery USS289.93 
73921885 07127/2021 Autoship Ordef Shipped 101 Ground Delivery USS163.46 
73538944 06/29/2021 Autoship Order Shipped 101 Ground Delivery USS162.69 
73325976 06/1412021 Regular Order Shipped No Shipping USS49.00 
n?R4n1 0011/?0?1 Autn.c.hin Orrlf'!r~nnNi 101 Cirnurwt n .. Jivl"f'V 11s_,11;:ui; 
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ISA_JB000031

A lsagemx - Corporate Back Office 

Fil~ View Window Help 

[l Find: 11445915 

X 

Siv Bennett ( sivbennett) 

Siv Beonett sivbennett - x ~i 
~----------------------~ ___ ... _, _P~l- ""--""""'-~'_c_omi,1 __ ,...,., __ 1~------------------------------------------, ? 

Order Histo<y -L---------~------------'------------------------------------------------------------~, 
Order History: 

Filter~· 
Display Only: 

Order Number 

__l_ II . 

1400473592 
1400254317 
1400197303 
1400103787 
79832839 
7$73678 
79381875 
79214489 
79071938 
78607605 - 78232967 - 77932496 
77636328 
77609955 
77457212 - 77295115 
7707~757 
76923586 
76594075 - 76307266 
76234419 
75995775 
75965377 
75620971 
75353208 
74975629 
7A7 

jOG-11-2023 

Regular Orders 

Events 

Order Date 
,. 
0l/1212023 
11121/2022 
10l22/2022 
09/08/2022 
05/04/2023 
04J04/2023 
02/13/2023 
01n5/2023 
12/22J2022 
lClllQ/2022 
08/18/2022 
07/16/2022 
0Gn5/2022 
06/13/2022 
05/27/2022 
05/100022 
04/19/2022 
04/02/2022 
0l'03/2022 
02J04/2022 
01129,2022 
01/08/2022 
01/06/2022 
12/05/2021 
11n4/2021 
1(1115/2021 
l'A,?R/7071 

Autos hip Orders 

Voids 

Replacements 

Order Type 

Regular 
Regular 

Regular 
Regular 

Autoship 
Autoship 
Autoship 
Autoship 
Autoship 
Autoship 
Autoship 
Autoship 
Regular 

Autoship 
Regular 
Regular 

Autoship 
Autoship 
Autoship 

Replacemerrt 
Autoship 
Regular 

Autoship 
Regular 

Autoship 
Autoship 
RMuhu 

Date Range f rom: 6/11/2015 GJ] 
To: 6/11/2023 G:IJ 

View Older O!t1eB 

Apply Filte, 

Status Total 8V: Shipping Method Total Amount .. 
Order Shipped 110 Ground Delivery USS206.29 
Order Shipped 164 Ground Delivery USS275.43 = 
Order Shipped 157 Ground Delivery USS268.62 
Order Shipped 2S1 Ground Delive,y USS489 75 
Order Shipped 106 Ground Delive,y USS 9822 
Order Shipped 106 Ground Delivery USS198.22 

= Order Shipped 192 Ground Delivery USS332.47 
Order Shipped 156 Ground Delive,y USS275.79 
Order Shipped 29 Ground Delive,y USS230.54 
Order Shipped 129 Ground Delivery USS225.45 
Order Shipped 129 Ground Delivery USS214.87 
Order Shipped 129 Ground Delivery US5215 72 
Order Shipped No Shipping USS49.00 
Order Shipped 111 Ground Delive,y USS178.91 
Order Shipped No Shipping USS29.00 
Order Shipped 132 Ground Delivery USS225.20 
Order Shipped 114 Ground Delive,y USS183,62 
Order Shipped 147 Ground Delivery USS241.42 
Order Shipped 110 Ground Delive,y USS179.95 
Order Shipped Ground Delivery" USSI0.72 
Order Shipped 105 Ground Delivery USS 78.87 
Order Shipped 164 Ground Delivery USS271.53 
Order Shipped 116 Ground Delivery USS196.11 
Order Shipped 106 Ground Delivery USS172.10 
Order Shipped 101 Ground Delive,y USS163.46 
Order Shipped 120 Ground Delivery USS 92.81 
OrrlAr ~nrwi Nn.shirv,i I IS."i1~ 00 
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